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ABSTRACT 
This thesis discusses the interaction between methods 
of tunnelling in soil and sources of ground loss. Two distinct 
phases of settlement in cohesive soils are identified. Short 
term settlements are caused by loss of ground into the tunnel 
and long term settlements are caused by consolidation of the 
ground around the tunnel. A stochastic model of ground movements 
caused by volume loss into the tunnel is developed in order to 
explain in-situ observations. Consolidation settlement is 
estimated with the aid of flow nets developed by finite difference 
numerical modelling. These nets are also used to estimate the 
contribution of seepage to tunnel face instability. 
Field observations of ground movements caused by tunnelling 
in soft, cohesive ground were made at three sites. These measure-
ments were taken in order not only to add to the store of case 
history evidence already available, but also in a direct attempt to 
confirm or disprove the theoretical model. Tunnelling conditions 
were different in each case. One tunnel was shield-driven in 
laminated clay, one was shield-driven with the aid of compressed 
air support in alluvial organic silt, and one was driven without a 
shield in stiff, stony clay. These case histories confirm that 
settlement troughs of Gaussian configuration were developed, 
agreeing with the stochastic model, and that long-term consolidation 
may develop in clay soils on the removal of compressed air support 
from the tunnel. 
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Chapter 1 
SOFT GROUND TUNNELLING AND ASSOCIATED SETTLl!MENTS 
1.1) Introduction 
In recent years the importance of soft ground tunnelling 
as an engineering operation has increased considerably, particularly 
in urban environments. As excavation and lining methods have improved, 
so tunnelling has became economically more attractive relative to other 
methods of underground construction. However, the real iMpetus for 
this improvement and the major source of economic and environmental 
advantage for tunnelling methods has been the increasing need to avoid 
any disturbance at the surface. This need is partly social, as people 
become less prepared to accept the disturbance associated with, for 
exU!ple, cut-and-cover workings. The major factor is, however, 
economic, as the cost of disruption to existing services, roads, 
housing and so on, and the cost of reinstating them, has risen 
dramatically. In many cases, of course, it is impossible to use any 
other method, as for example under existing major buildings that must 
not be destroyed. 
The above factors have been augmented by a growth in the 
number of tunnels needed. Whilst the installation of new services 
continues, there is a growing need for the replacement or an increase 
of existing ones. This is the case in the North-East of England, 
where in order to reduce pollution of the River Tyne it has been 
necessary to construct a new system of interceptor sewers totalling 
about 60 km (~ Appendix B and Figure 1.1). The majority of soft 
•· ,- r, 
••• 1' ''.t. .·;( 
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tunnels constructed in this country are sewers. These are generally 
fairly small diameter tunnels, usually about two metres but sometimes 
up to four metres, excavated at depths between five and thirty metres. 
Tunnelling is fairly cheap Lor these sizes (Smith and Bevan, 1972). 
Another advantage of constructing seli'ers in tunnel rather than from 
the surface is that the sewer alignment is not restricted to existing 
roads and open spaces. This can be very important for gravity fed 
sewers where gradients may: be quite critical. 
The other major application of soft ground tunnelling is in 
the construction of road or rail tunnels where the alignment often 
precludes construction from the surface. These tunnels are generally 
somewhat larger than sewer tunnels and are often constructed using 
specially built equipment (~Section 1.2). This usually means that 
they are much more expensive to construct than sewer tunnels. 
The main problems to be overcome in any tunnelling project 
are instability of the work area, changes in the face material 
(particularly if these occur unexpectedly), lining integrity, and 
surface settlement and related ground movements which ma~· cause 
consequential damage to structures. The controls on face stability 
and lining integrity are now reasonably well understood, problems 
associated with these factors being connected, in the most part, with 
the ex9avation mechanics in the tunnel and the structural mechanics 
of the support. Improvements in face stabilisation methods, 
construction techniques, and lining still continue with such methods 
as the bentonite shield (Walsh and BiggaJt,l976), continuous lining 
methods such as slip-formed concrete (Halvorsen, Kesler and Paul, 
1976), and so on. Probably the least understood problem associated 
3 
with soft ground tunnelling at the present time is that of surface 
settlement and associated damage to structures. The problem of 
settlement takes on increasing importance as more tunnels are 
constructed in the urban environment. In consequence there is a 
current need for a method of predicting the ground surface movements 
that will be associated with the construction of tunnels. There :i.s 
also a need for a better understanding of the fundamental mechanisms 
by which the ground may be displaced into the excavation, in order 
that methods of limiting settlement may be developed where necessary. 
The ground displaced into the tunnel may conveniently be regarded as 
a volume loss associated with the tunnelling procedure. It should be 
noted here that a major factor affecting the amount of this ground 
loss, and hence to some extent the amount of surface settlement, is 
the expertize and diligence of the construction team themselves, both 
engineers and miners. The contribution made to the total settlement 
by imperfect worlananship or poor proc:.edures is of course an imponder-
able factor in any specific case. Ir.t the estimation or prediction of 
volume loss associated with any given tunnel it should always be 
borne in mind that the predicted volume may be considerably exceeded 
if the standard of worlananship is inadequate. This is probably a 
particularly critical fact•)r in non-cohesive ground where ground loss 
into the tunnel may be much more rapid. 
1.2) The prediction of ground surface movements 
The prediction of the ground surface movements associated 
with tunnel construction can be separated into two phases. The first 
involves the prediction of the volume of ground "lost" during the 
4 
course of the tunnelling process. The second consists of determining 
how - and to what extent - this volume of lost ground is transmitted 
to the surface. It will be found convenient in many cases to consider 
the transmission or migration of voids or lost ground from the tunnel 
to the surface, although, in f'act, it would be more precise to discuss 
the downward movement of the mass of ground towards the tunnel. To 
all intents and purposes the two are equivalent. 
Sources of ground loss, as noted from field observations, 
are discussed in Chapter 6. The more general question of ground 
loss into a tunnel is discussed below. Since this is to a large 
part dependent on details of the construction of the tunnel, a brief 
discussion of tunnelling methods is also included. 
1.3) Tunnel construction methods 
Soft ground tunnels in the U.K. are usually ~iven with 
the aid of a for.m of protective shield of the type pioneered byGreat-
head (Plate 1.1). A diagrammatic cross-section of a typical shield is 
showrJ in Figure 1.2. The shield is cylindrical in shape, generally 
w1 th a hood at the leading edge and which often incorporates a "bead" 
in order to facilitate steering (~ Section 1.8). There is also an 
un-reinforced section at the rear, the tailskin, inside which the 
lining segments are built. The shield is moved forward by hydraulic 
jacks bearing on lining rings that have earlier been erected. The 
use of such a shield is now almost universal, both in Europe and the 
United States. Its principle purpose in most cases is not to support 
the ground, but to provide security for the miners, the possibility 
of collapse of the work area being unacceptable. Although quite 
understandable, this universal use of tunnelling shields may have 
several undesirable side effects. As Peck (1969) points out, it 
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may lead to the dissipation of much needed expertize in conventional 
hand-mining, experience which is invaluable in the sections of a 
tur-~el wherea shield cannot be used, for example the first stages of 
a tunnel when it may be necessary to excavate a chamber for the 
erection of the shield. It is also possible that the use of a shield 
may result in larger ground losses, and hence larger settlements than 
would be caused by careful hand mining (~ Section 1.5.3). 
In some cases tunnelling machines are used for the ground 
excavation itself. In difficult ground conditions, closed-face 
machines which support most of the face may be used (~ Section 1.5.1). 
In good ground open-face machines or roadheaders are more common. 
Machines have limitations, however, the chief of these being cost and 
also their poor performance on mixed faces or in ground for which they 
were not specifically designed. For this reason, the most common 
means of excavation in soft ground is the use of hand operated 
pneumatic spades, or "clay-spades." This is likely to remain the case 
until cheaper, more versatile and more reliable machines have been 
developed. In extremely poor ground, such as running sands or very 
soft silts, specialised closed face or bentonite shield machines may 
be used, often in conjunction with compressed air (Dawson, 1963). 
The use of compressed air in cohesionless soils has little 
or no effect on ground loss (Peck, 1967). In cohesive soils it may 
have a fourfold effect. Firstly, it provides support to the face, 
reducing the overload factor ::sections 1.5 and 1.9). Secondly, by 
reducing or eliminating the seepage gradients, it reduces the chances 
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of erosion due to water flow. Thirdly, by partially "drying out" 
the face it may reduce the plasticity of the soil, thus reducing 
the intrusion rate (Section 1.5.1). Fourthly, by reducing the rate 
of water flow into the tunnel, dewatering of the soil and hence 
consolidation settlement will be minimised (Section 1.5.6). This 
latter effect may be negated if water is allowed to seep :l.nto the 
tunnel when the air pressure is removed (Chapters 5 and 6). 
1.4) Tunnel linings 
Most tunnels are lined in two stages. The first stage is a 
primary lining constructed as soon as possible after the excavation 
process. The function of this lining is to provide support for the 
ground and to inhibit the entljr of water. The second stage is the 
secondary or final lining, whose purpose is to provide whatever 
finish is required for the inside of the tunnel, for example a smooth. 
internal bore in the case of a sewerage tunnel. This secondary lining 
is generally not load bearing and has no effect on ground settlement. 
The primary lining in circular soft ground tunnels usually 
consists of precast concrete segments or cast iron segments bolted 
together and caulked, and erected within the tailskin of the shield 
(Ward, 1966; Deere et al, 1969). This procedure inevitably leaves an 
annular void around the outside of the assembled lining. This void is 
filled with grout, or sometimes pea-gravel (with or without subsequent 
grout injection) and any areas remaining ungrouted will contribute to 
the overall ground settlement. In the case of tunnels constructed 
without a shield, if a conventional bolted lining is used it is still 
necessary to cut the tunnel slightly oversize to allow for the erection 
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of the lining segments. This may result in a smaller void than 
would be left behind a shield but grouting is still necessary. An 
alternative method where no tailskin is used is to jack the lining 
directly onto the soil and hold it in place using wedges or "Dutch-
men." This method requires no bolting and no grouting, although it 
demands a perfectly smooth circular excavation for it to be used 
successfully. All the a·oave linings are flexible to a certain extent. 
This is particularly true of jacked, un-bolted linings which depend 
.for much of their strength on the deformation of the surrounding 
ground. This deformation will be reflected somewhat in the surface 
settlement (~ Chapter 2). 
An alternative method of tunnelling to the above, one which 
is used in extremely soft ground, is pipe-jacking. In this method a 
cutting shoe is attached to the front of the leading lining ring, or 
pipe, and the entire lining is jacked forward as excavation progresses. 
Using this method it should be possible to avoid most settlement, the 
only source at ground loss being intrusion into the face, although the 
jacking process itself m~ result in some disturbance, possibly even 
ground heave. In the past, pipe-jacking has been restricted to short, 
straight drives, typically beneath railway embankments or major roads. 
Holi·ever, by using a beaded cutter, and filling the resulting void 
around the lining with bentonite as a lubricant, it has been 
possible to reduce dramatically the skin friction of the lining 
rings and so increase the drive lengths. 0'Roarke (1978) quotes 
drive lengths up to 323 m at rates of up to 41 m/day for pipe-
jacked sewers in Chicago. 
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1..5) Sources of settlement above tunnels 
Bartlett and Bubbers (1970) list the sources of settlement 
above a tunnel as 
1. Natural settlement of recent strata. 
2 • Remoulding of clay caused by tunnel construction, 
resulting in consolidation. 
J. Ground water lowering by well-point systems. 
4. Redistribution of material on the return of ground 
water. 
5. Drainage of ground through seepage in to the tunnel. 
6. Movement of ground towards the working face. 
7. Squatting of the primary lining. 
8. Loss of ground and limitations of grouting during 
tunnel construction. 
9. Movement due to other activity in the area unconnected 
with the construction of the tunnel. 
To these may be added 
10. Movement of ground radially towards the shield if a 
bead is present. 
11. Movement of ground towards the shield due to ovali ty 
of hole caused by steering and nonnal shield "look-up." 
All of these sources except 1, 2 and 9 can be counteracted 
to some extent either at the design stage or by careful construction. 
Different sources of settlement are emphasised by different ground 
conditions. In order to discuss the sources of settlement in more 
detail, we shall split them up into the following broad headings: 
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a) Settlements due to ground instability. 
b) Settlements due to shi•~ld design. 
c) Settlements due to construction procedures. 
d) Settlements due to lining design. 
e) Settlements pue to ground de-watering. 
In reality, the distinction between some of these 
categories may become blurred. However, each category produces 
different problems and requires a different solution. 
1 S .1) Settlements due to ground instability 
Several different types of soil instability can be 
distinguished in soft-ground tunnels. In slightly cohesive sands 
and silts, ravelling may occur. This consists of progressive 
11 flaking away'' of the face or more usually the roof of the tunnel. 
If this process is allowed to become established, large c:avi ties ma;y 
form above the tunnel, ultimately resulting in considerable settlement 
at the surface. Ravelling, ground is easily stabilised by the provi sian 
of direct support to the ~;round, and so is seldom a problem in 
shield-driven or continuously lined tunnels (Peck, 1969). 
Running ground occurs in purely frictional materials b"UCh 
as dry sand or loose gravel. If unconstrained, these materials run 
into the face until they reach their angle of repose, thus causing 
considerable settlements (Peck, 1969). It is possible to excavate 
these materials either by using poling boards ahead of the face or by 
using a full-face shield to support the ground (Kell, 1963). In 
either case excessive face-take ~ occur, so causing large settle-
ments. This form of ground loss is particularly difficult to 
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recognise, particularly where a tunnelling machine is in use. It is 
often preferable, particularly where settlement is a critical factor, 
to attempt to stabilise the ground b,y grouting. 
If seepage pressures are permitted to build up in the 
above types of grounds, the soil may become what is termed a "flowing 
ground. 11 If this occurs the ground will run in'OO the face like a 
liquid, filling the entire heading (Peck, 1969). Clearly, this type 
of failure must be avoided at all costs. It is possible to tunnel 
through this kind of material using a full-face shield and allowing 
the soil to extrude through shutters on the face itself. This 
procedure must be conducted with great care if settlement or heave at 
the surface is to be avoided. Usually an attempt will be made to 
stabilise the ground by drainage, by the use of compressed air 
(Dawson, 1963), or occasionally by chemical grouting (Anderson and 
McCusker, 1972), to enable conventional tmmelllng teclmiques to be 
used. 
In cohesive soils (clays and silty or sanqy clays) plastic 
failure will occur at the face when a certain stress level is 
exceeded. This type or stability criterion, developed by Brems and 
Bennermark (1967) and developed further by Attewell and Boden (1971) 
is discussed in more detail in Section 1.8. Failure due to this type 
of instability consists of rapid incursion of the ground into the 
excavation, "loss" or the race, and will result in very large 
settlements. Ground or 1his type is usually stabilised by the use or 
compressed air, sometimes in conjunction with a bentonite shield. 
It is clear from the above that settlements due to ground 
instability are large, and usuallY connected with catastrophic 
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failure of the excavation. Where the ground is supported physically, 
for example using a full-face shield or poling boards, surface 
settlement will be dependent almost entirely on constructional 
details. Where this is not the case it is normal to stabilise the 
ground artificially, and in this case the sources of settlement will 
be those listed in Sections 1.5.2 to 1.5.7. 
1.5 .2) Settlements in stable gro~ 
Most soft ground tunnels are constructed either in 
naturally cohesive soil or in ground which has been rendered cohesive 
artificially. Whilst this type of ground ma_y bec0111e unstable under 
certain circumstances (Section 1.8), these soils will generally stand 
unsupported at the face, at, least for a short period of time. 
However, as considered in Section 1.13, it is to be expected that 
slow, plastic intrusion into the void will occur. This small amount 
of movement into the tunnel will inevitably be reflected in surface 
settlement and is considered in Sections 1.5.3 and 1.5.4. 
1.5.3) Settlements due to the use of a shield 
Several sources of ground loss are associated with the use 
of a tunnelling shield. A typical shield is illustrated in Figure 
1.2. As is shown, there is generally a bead around the cutting edge 
of the shield. ·The object of this bead is to ensure that the ground 
only touches the shield at. the bead itself and where the base of the 
shield rests on the bottom of the excavation. This has two effects, 
firstly to reduce the skin friction acting on the.shield, thus making 
it easier to push forward, and secondly the void around the sld.n of 
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the shield facilitates steering. In order for the bead to be 
effective in carrying out both of' these f'\Ulctions, it must be deep 
enough to ensure that even at low cutting rates the ground does not 
have sufficient time to intrude onto the tailskin i tsel.f. This 
means that if the shield is f'lmctioning properly, no support is 
provided for the ground until such time as the void behind the lining 
is grouted. In this case, when the inward movement of' the ground is 
completely unrestricted, the ground loss, and hence settlement due to 
this factor, is proportional to the distance between the bead and the 
first grouted ring, and the rate of' I• urmel advance (see Section 1.10). 
In the case of' very soft ground it may well prove impracticRl, or 
even impossible, to prevent the soil moving in onto the tailskin, in 
which case it may well be 'best to dispense with the bead. In ground 
as soft as this it should not be too difficult to steer the shield 
without a bead, and the lack of' a bead should help to reduce ground 
losses to a certain extent. 
In boulder clay "gouging" may be another source of' voids 
ar01md the tunnel. Boulders may be pushed forward by the cutting 
edge of' the shield, ploughing a large groove through the clay outside 
the shield. In softer ground it is not uncommon to grout each ring 
individually, immediately after it leaves the protection of' the tail-
skin. Grout may seep into the void around the outside of' the skin 
and if' this is allowed to build up it can have the same "gouging'' 
effect as boulders. It is possible for grout to build up over a 
period of' time to such an extent that steerage becomes difficult and 
a considerably oversize e~cavation is formed (A.P. Benson, Personal 
Communication). 
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In many cases, particularly in soft ground, the shield is 
driven wi. th "look-up." This means that the longitudinal axis of the 
shield is inclined slightly upwards from the horizontal. This 
procedure is necessary to counteract the natural tendency of a shield 
to nose downwards into the clay under its own weight, and results in 
the cutting of a slightly oval hole. Where a bead is installed, the 
look-up is unlikely to have any effect, but if no bead is in use the 
elliptical excavation forms an extra source of ground loss. Another, 
probably minor source of ground loss is the use of poling plates and 
so on for protection in poor ground (Hasmire and Cording, 1972). 
Remoulding of a zone of clay around the tunnel during the 
advance of the shield will most probably occur. This remoulded ground 
may be compressed under the existing state of stress, particularly 
in soft or sensitive clays, and may therefore act as another source 
of volume loss. 
1.5.4) Settlements due to construction procedures 
Inevitably a void will be formed behind the tailskin around 
the lining rings. This vo~d may well be quite large, of the order of 
50 mm or more in the roof, where it will be widest, and is generally 
grouted with pea gravel, portland cement, or a mixture of both soon 
after the shield has passed. The amount of closure which this void 
will undergo depends primarily upon three factors. These are: 
a) The time that the void is left unsupported. 
This will depend upon the ~ate of advance of the shield or 
heading and the average distance between the face and the point of 
injection of the grout. The standing time can be reduced qy increasing 
the mean rate of advance and by reducing the unsupported length of 
tunnel to a minimum by grouting as soon as possible and by using 
as short a shield as is feasible (Kell, 196)). 
b) The efficiency of the grouting. 
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It is clear that in most cases grouting of the void is not 
entirely perfect, it being di:fficul t, for example, to grout right up 
into the crown of the tunnel. It is common to have to "back-grout" 
the lining at a later stage. Given time, the voids in or around the 
grout will close up, so adding to the total settlement. 
c) Contraction of the grout. 
It is possible that whilst setting the grout undergoes a 
certain amount of shrinkage. This will, -of course, contribute to the 
ultimate settlement. 
Care in construction can reduce to a minimum the sources of 
settlement described in this section, particularly the removal of 
boulders to reduce 11 gouging" and driving with the minimum 11 look-up11 
possible. A certain degree of ovality in the excavation will result 
from any steering corrections or grade corrections which must be 
made, and therefore the steering and level should be kept as precise 
as possible. It should be noted that this oval i ty will be less 
pronounced with a short shield than with a long one. 
The use of a pilot tunnel may increase the total settlement 
considerably, since although it is much smaller than the main tunnel 
it will increase the total length of time that the ground is 
unsupported. 
1.5.5) Settlement due to lining design 
It is now generally accepted that in most soft ground 
situations a flexible primary lining will prove most economical 
(Deere ~' 1969). The type of pe:nnanent lining is one of the 
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major factors in the tunnel econo~ and may affect the choice of 
excavation method and primary lining (Beauleau, 1972). It is unlikely 
to have any effect on total settlement, since generally by the time it 
is installed the primary lining will have stabilised. 
Although steel ribs with timber lagging fo~ a common method 
of primary lining in the U.s .A., in Europe steel or concrete segments 
are much more popular in soft ground. The disadvantage of the fo~er 
method is that it is dif.f'icult not to leave voids behind the timber 
lagging, even if this is grouted, and these voids will contribute 
towards the surface settlement. Also, it is impossible to erect this 
type of lining within the tailskin of a shield. 
The most common type of tunnel lining for use in soft 
ground consists of segmental rings of either cast iron or pre-cast 
concrete. Cast iron segmental linings were used extensively in the 
London Underground (Ward and Thomas, 1965), although nowadays concrete 
is more common. These linings are normally bolted in place, although 
boltless_ linings can be used if they are not erected within the 
tail skin. 
Typically, a tunnel lining undergoes a decrease in vertical 
diameter, accompanied by an increase in horizontal diameter as the 
load comes on; that is the lining squats. These deformations may 
take, according to some of the published literature, some years to 
develop. The total "squat" of the tunnel may be of the order of 20 mm, 
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dependent on the stress in the ground and the flexibility of the 
lining (Ward and Thomas, 1965). This deformation will result in a 
slight decrease in volume of the tunnel and must therefore contribute 
somewhat to the total settlement. 
The flexibility is advantageous in that it enables the 
radial stresses to be more evenly distributed through the lining and 
helps mobilise same of the shear strength of the soil or encourage 
arching in frictional materials. The lateral dilation of the shield 
will put the soil into the Rankine passive state (Terzaghi and Peck, 
1967) and ~rlll therefore mobilise considerable soil resistance 
(Drucker, 194J). 
1.5.6) Settlement d11e to ground de-watering 
The above factors ! to ~ of Section 1.5 all contribute to 
the total settlement by acting as sources of volume loss, whereas 
the last factor, !, causes a volume ch8nge in the ground above the 
tunnel. As was noted in Section 1 S and can clearly be seen from 
the field measurements taken at Willington Quay (see Chapter 5), 
settlements associated with de-watering of the ground tend to develop 
over a long period of time and are often associated wi. th the removal 
of compressed air. 
The magnitude of this consolidation settlement depends on 
several factor:s, including the compressibility of the ground, its 
permeability, and the ability of the tunnel to provide a suitable 
drainage path. The estimation of this type of settlement is considered 
in Chapter ). The contribution of consolidation to the total settle-
ment may be quite large, as it was, for example, at Willington Quay 
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(Chapter 5) and over the Potomac interceptor (Rebull, 1972), and is 
likely to be associated with the releaa of canpressed air from the 
excavation, where this is used. Where compressed air is not used, 
in clays of low penneability, it is possible that very long-term 
consolidation settlements may occur. As discussed in Chapter ), 
this may account for the long-tenn increase in settlements associated 
with the London Underground excavations at Green Park (O'Reilly, 
Personal Communication). 
1.6) Volumetric strain in the ground 
It has been reported by several sources (Peck, 1969; 
Schmidt, 1969; Attewell and Farmer, 1972) that in cohesive soils 
where significant de-watering does ~ take place, the volume of the 
settlement trough is approximately equal to the volume of ground 
lost at the tunnel (i.e., that the settlement process does not result 
in any pennanent volumetric strain). Although this may not be 
perfectly true, the results presented in this thesis seem to confinn 
it in a general sense (Chapters 5 and 6). 
rr we accept this assumption or zero volumetric strain, and 
also assume that either the ground experiences no de-watering or that 
any consolidation can be recognised and dealt with separately, then 
it is reasonable to attempt to calculate the magnitude or the ground 
losses associated with the above factors as a first step in predicting 
the total settlement due to a particular tunnel. The transmission or 
this volume loss to the surface and the shape or the resulting 
settlement trough are considered in Chapter 2. 
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1.7) The calculation of settlement vol\Dile 
It has been common in the past to assume, for the purposes 
of settlement calculations, that the volume of the settlement trough, 
and hence the volume of ground lost at the tunnel, is equal to 
2-3% of the total tunnel volume (Bartlett and Bubbers, 1970; Muir-
Wood, 1975; Attewell, 1977). Field measurements indicate that this 
is a reasonable "order-of-magnitude" figure, but it would clearly be 
more satisfactory to find a somewhat less arbitrary method of 
calculating settlement volume. In Chapter 6 an empirical relation-
ship between the OFS (Attewell and Boden, 1971) and the volume loss 
expressed as a percentage of total tunnel volume has been developed. 
Nonetheless it is of value at lea.st to attempt to consider ground 
loss into a tunnel in rather more fundamental terms. 
In a shield-driven tunnel the sources of volume loss can 
conveniently be apportioned in the following way. 
1. Ground loss into the face. 
2. Ground loss into the annulus around the shield and 
ungrouted lining. 
J. Ground loss into voids left in or around the grout. 
4. Compression of the grout. 
5. Deformation of the lining. 
The volume loss due to 1 and 2 above depends upon the size 
of the tunnel, the rate of advance, the average time elapsed before 
grouting and the rate of intrusion of the soil, the relations being: 
vf = 7tD2 
Ri 
(1.1 4 T 
Va = n D. RtT g (1.2 
where vf = volume lost into the face 
V = volume lost into the annulus 
a 
D tunnel diameter 
Ri = soil intrusion rate 
Ra = tunnel advance rate 
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Tg = average time between face excavation and grouting. 
All the above factors are readily available, except for the 
soil intrusion rate (Ri ) • 
1.8) Estimation of the rate of soil intrusion into a tunnel 
In order to estirn te the rate of soil intrusion into a 
tunnel we must develop a rr.odel of soil deformation around a tunn•:!l. 
In the case of purely frictional material we can assume that any 
material allowed to enter the excavation will do so virtually 
instantane.ously and that similarly all voids will be filled instantane-
ously. In this case the volume loss is directly and solely dependent 
upon the details of the construction method. However, in this case 
arching may well develop (Sz~chy, 1970) if large scale ground loss 
into the tunnel is avoided, and this will tend to reduce the observed 
settlement (~Section 2). 
We can regard cohesive soils as visco-elastic media. If 
the state of stress around the tunnel boundaries is within the yield 
envelope (Schofield and Wroth, 1968) then we can regard the soil as 
behaving elastically. In this case the deformations would be 
expected to be quite small and independent of the length of time the 
clay is left unsupported. However, most tunnels will stress the soil 
beyond its yield envelope, into the viscous or plastic region, where 
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the deformation of the soil becomes time-dependent. 
1.9) Face stability and the overload factor 
Brams and Bennermark (1967) investigated the intrusion 
of clay at depth into vertical openings (analogous to a tunnel face) 
by extruding clay out of, or into, a small hole in the side of a 
cylinder. They discovered that "failure" occurred at a loading 
some: 6-8 times the undrained shear strength of the soil (Figures 
1.3 and 1.4), i.e., 
6 - 8 
where ~0 = applied stress 
p 0 = confining pressure 
cu = undrained shear strength. 
Deere et al~ (1969) te~ed this ratio the simple overload factor or 
OFS. 
From theoretical analysis of semi-circular shear failure at 
a tunnel face Broms and Bennermark found a theoretical OFS of 6.28, 
agreeing well with the experimental results • However, several authors 
(Moretto, 1969; Peck, 1969; Ward, 1969; Kuesel, 1972) have noted 
unstable conditions at somewhat lower stability ratios. 
Attewell and Boden (1971) have proposed the adoption of 
another stability ratio based on extrusion testing. This type of 
test involves extruding the clay through a small hole in the side of 
a cylinder (~ Figure 1.5). It is found that as the load on the 
sample is increased "failure" occurs when c:r ef exceeds 4. 5, 
Cu 
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where cref is the stress at failure. "Failure" in this test is 
considered to occur at the point where the rate of intrusion 
accelerates (see Figure 1.6). Attempts have been made to relate 
~ef to the liquidity index (I1 ) (Attewell and Boden, 1971; 
cu 
Attewell and Farmer, 1972). The relationship shown by Attewell and 
Farmer (1972), along with tests carried out by the author on samples 
from Willington Quay, is shown in Figure 1.7. Although a trend is 
apparent, the scatter of the points is probably too great to enable 
the prediction of face stability from liquidity index. Nonetheless, 
the extrusion test is extremely usetul, since it can be used to 
predict the rate of intrusion at a tunnel face for any given depth to 
axis, and this. rate is invaluable in any attempt to relate ground 
loss to tunnel construction procedures. 
1.10) Intrusion into a "stable" tunnel 
Deformations of the t,ype described above are quite large and 
may be catastrophic. It is nomal for tunnel designers and contractors 
to maintain the overload factor below 5 or 6 either by increasing the 
cohesion of the soil by ground treatment or by the use of compressed 
air. Although this results in a "stable" face, the stress state in 
the soil close to the tunnel is still outside the yield envelope and 
therefore the soil will still intrude into the void in a viscous 
manner. Observations at Hebburn, presented in Chapter 5, indicate 
that the rate of intrusion into the face of a tunnel is constant, so 
confirming the observations of Attewell and Boden for stress-
controlled tests. Goldstein and Misumsky (1961) also show that the 
viscous flow component of strain should increase linearly with time. 
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Attewell and Farmer (1972) plotrel~tionships between 
a-vI a-r and the rate or extrusion for the extrusion test. A summary 
or these is reproduced a~ Figures 1.8 and 1.9. Although there is 
clearly a correlation between them, the scatter or results is rather 
large. It is considered that further work is necessary on the 
prediction or intrusion rates before accurate prediction or volume 
loss into tunnels is practicable. 
Observations at Green Park indicate an intrusion rate at 
a depth or 30 m or approximately 0.0055 mm/hr for a stability ratio 
('lfZ/cu) of 2 .07. This agrees reason::~.bly well wl th experimental 
predictions (Attewell and Farmer, 1972). At Hebburn, where in-situ 
measurements or intrusion rate were taken, a rate or 0.22 mm/hr at 
a stability ratio of 2.02 was observed, again in reasonable agreement 
with experimental evidence (Chapter 5). It is possible to use these 
figures as very approximate guidelines to intrusion rates in stiff or 
laminated clays, along with Figures 1.8 and 1.9, in the absence of 
better evidence. 
It is clear that the amotmt of ground loss to be expected 
aftE:r the lining has been grouted will depend very much on the care 
with which the operation is carried out. Volume losses due to grout 
contraction or lining deformation are likely to be small (Sections 
1.5.4 and 1.5.5). Volume loss into voids in and around the grout 
depends on the quality or the grouting and can only be assessed 
empirically. On the basis of the case hi stori. e s reported in this 
thesis, it is suggested that up to 40% or the total volume or the 
grotmd lost may occur after grouting has been carried out. 
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Plate 1.1 
A typical shield. 
Markha:m tunnelling shield of the t;ype used for L.'l' . E . 
Jubilee Line. This shield is shown in carcass- forrn only, 
and with an excavation boom. Photograph by courtesy of 
tho Harkham Company, Che sterfield, Derbyshire. 
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2.1) Introduction 
Chapter 2 
SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
)0 
Chapter 1 has outlined methods for the esti.111..ation of the 
volume of ground that will be lost during the construction of a tunnel 
in soft ground. In order to predict the nature and magnitude of the 
settlement trough that can be directly equated to this loss it is now 
necessary to develop a model which will describe how this volume loss 
is transmitted to the ground surface. The general requirements for 
this model are: 
a. To predict the shape and magni. tude of the transverse 
surface settlement trough above the excavation; 
b. To predict the distribution and magnitude of lateral 
movements across the settlement trough,and hence; 
c. To predict the distribution and magnitude of any surface 
strains above the tunnel. 
Ideally it should also be possible to use the model to predict 
the developme~t of settlement, displacement and strain at any given 
point on the ground surface during the construction of the tunnel and to 
estimate the magnitudes of ground movements at depth. It is also 
desirable that the model should be applicable to generalised openings of 
any shape. 
In Sections2.4.2 to 2.4.5 a theoretical model fulfilling many 
of these requirements is developed for the prediction of ground move-
ments over a tunnel. A comparison of the predictions of this model with 
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field evidence is discussed in Chapter 6. 
2.2) Subsidence* over coal excavations 
Many attempts have been made to model the development of 
subsidence, both theoretical and empirical,-over longwall coal seam 
excavations.These are reviewed qy Voigt and Pariseau (1970) and have 
broadly speaking consisted of the following approaches: 
2.2.1) Empirical studies 
Probably the largest accumulation of data on mining 
subsidence is represented by the Subsidence Engineers Handbook, pub-
lished by the National Cc>al Board, although of course there are many 
published reports of individual case histories. The Subsidence 
Engineers Handbook collates a vast volume of observations and presents 
them as design curves, applicable to more general cases of longwall 
mining in the British coal measures. No attempt is made to explain the 
overall nature of the ground movements, and its application to 
tunnelling in soft ground is strictly limited. 
2.2.2) Theoretical studies 
Analytical studies have been carried out considering the 
ground as an elastic (Hackett, 1959; Berry, 1969) or visco-elastic 
(Marshall and Berry, 1966) mediUJII. These solutions generally invc,lve 
many simplifying assumptions about the properties of the ground and the 
shape of the opening. Generally, agreement with field observations is 
lirni ted (Voigt and Pariseau, 1970). Even in rock it has been suggested 
*Conventionally the small vertical movements generally associated with 
tunnelling are referred to as "settlements" whereas the larger scale 
disturbance e.ssociated with coal mining is Jmown as subsidence. This 
convention is adopted throughout this thesis. 
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that the development of a plastic, "post-yield" 7.one around the 
advancing face has considerable innuence on the development of 
surface settlement (Voigt and Pariseau, 1970). Finite element models 
have also been developed, for example by Zienkiewicz (1976). The 
major problem w:i. th this type of model has been the difficulty in 
calculating the in-situ properties of the ground in question. It is 
' 
often necessary to estimate these properties from empirical observations. 
2. 3) Settlement development above tunnels 
Although there is much less literature concerning the 
development of settlement above tunnels in soft ground, the studies 
which do exist may be split up into the same broad headings of empirical 
and theoretical models, a.long with observaUons of physical laboratory 
models. 
2.3.1) Empirical studies 
Principal sources of case history dRt.a are listed by Peck 
(1969) and Attewell (1977). Both of these Authors have attempted to 
derive relationships between 'the settlement trough geometry (maximum 
settlement and trough width) and the tunnel geometry (depth to axis and 
tunnel diameter). No data are presented on surface strains or lateral 
displacel'lents. Both a.uthors suegest that the surface settlement trough 
__ can be adequately described by a Gaussian distribution, an observation 
confirmed by the data presented in Chapter S. Th:l.s distribution is 
fully described by two parameters, the trough volume, assumed to be 
equal to the volume loss at the excavation, and the standard deviation 
of the curve, which for this distribution corresponds with its point of 
inflection (i). * Deere (1969) suggests the empirical relation 
z 2i o.B 
<n> = <n> 
where Z = depth to axis level, 
D = tunnel diameter, 
i = point of inflection. 
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(2.1 
Figure 2.1 shows the relation between Z/D and 2i/D for the data 
quoted by Peck (1969). It is clear that the data shows considerable 
scatter and that the zones for different materials can only be 
considered to be rough ¢delines. A simpler relation is derived 
from the data presented by Attevell (1977) in Chapter 6. This type of 
empirical relation, whilst not providing any elucidation ot the possible 
mechanisms involved in settlement over tunnels, does nonetheless provide 
guidelines against which theoretical models can be tested. 
2.).2) Laboratory e!Periments 
Laboratory models have been used to stuqy tunnel behaviour, 
notably at C~bridge (Cairncross, 1973; Atkinson et al., 1974) and at 
Illinois (Cording et al., 1976). These have used both purely friction-
al soils (dry sand) and overconsolidated clay (kaolin). Cylindrical 
cavities in these materials have been stressed to failure, using 
either a surcharge above the cavity or by generating large boqy forces 
in a centrifuge. As has been noted by Attewell (1977) these have 
shown only limited agreement with field measurements, the frictional 
soils giving particularly narrow troughs. This possibly reflects the 
tact that whilst movements above a real tunnel are extremely small in 
relation to the dimensions of the tunnel, the model tests, of necessity, 
induce relatively large movements. These possibly result in a different 
* Derived on the basis of case history data available prior to 1969. 
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mode of ground_failure from the relative~ small plastic deformations 
observed in the full size situation. This comment should not be taken 
to imply that there is no place for physical modelling in soft groUnd 
tunnel research. However, if used, its emphasis should be on quali-
tative representation of movement rather than detailed quantitative 
analY&i s of the model. 
2 .4) Theoretical models 
As outlined in Chapter 1 there is at present no simple model 
available 1D predict ground movements caused by soft ground tunnelling. 
Finite element models as described by Girijavallabhan and Reese (1968) 
are restricted by the requirement that all strength parameters for the 
ground must be Jmown or ussumed at all points in the ground. Also a 
specific solution must be found for each case. Nonetheless, reasonably 
good agreement with field observations has been found using finite 
element models (Attewell et al., 1975). 
2 .4.1) The stochastic model 
Several workers, most notably Li twiniszyn (1964) and Sweet 
and Bogdanoff (1965) have developed models based on a "stochastic" 
theory of ground movement. A 11 stochastic" process is one obeying 
statistical rather than deterministic laws, normally with time as the 
dominant independent variable (Parzen, 1960). Examples range from 
queuing times to brownian motion. It should be noted, however, that 
the independent variable need not necessarily be time, as was stated by 
Berry (1964), but may, as in the case of the settlement model, be a 
"space parameter" (Bartlett, 1955). 
JS 
2.4.2) Litwiniszyn's model 
The tenn. "stochastic medi urn" was coined by J. Li twini szyn 
and his co-workers in a series of papers published from 19S5 onwards. 
In these papers an analogy was noted between the general equations of 
a particular class of stochastic processes (which includes brownian 
motion) and laborato~ observations of settlement profiles obtained 
under certain conditions. The method was based on mathematical 
assumptions about the relations between settlements at different 
depths. A differential equation for the development of settlement was 
derived and solved, but characteristic functions in the equation must 
be found empirically. No Elllalytical solution was obta.1ned and the use 
of probabilistic methods was not atte~ted. The model has many short-
comings, which are discussed at length by Berry (1964), and provides 
only an empirical solution. 
2.4.3) Sweet and Bogdanoff's model 
A stochastic model of ground settlements in granular materials 
derived using probabilistic methods was presented by Sweet and Bogdanoff 
in 1964. Since this provides the basis for the model developed by the 
author, the theory is discussed briefiy below. 
Sweet and Bogdanoff considered a medium of infinite extent 
with a co-ordinate system O·rientated so that the x-axis is horizontal 
and the z-axis is vertical w1. th positive upwards and the origin at a 
distance Z below the surface corresponding to the source of the 
disturbance. If the subsidence at z=O is described qy the function 
R(x' ,0) and the subsidence at z is given qy the funct:i.on S(x,z) then 
a stochastic medium will give a subsidence distribution function such 
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that 
F(x,b) = P[S(x,z) ~ b] (2.2 
The medium is considered to be a unifonn array of spheres 
or discs as shown in Figure 2.2. If a particle is removed from 
location (0,0) then either particle (+1, 1) or particle (-1, 1) ~ 
fall int.o the resulting void. In ather words, the void may be 
considered to migrate, either upwards and left or upwards and right. 
The probability of either of these events is i· The void will migrate 
in this way until it reaches the ground surface. The motion of the 
void can be considered to be a one-dimensional random walk (Chandra-
sekhar, 1943; Kac, 1947) with the vertical space co-ordinate 
replacing the time co-ordinate, that is, the void is constrained to move 
one unit upwards between each observation rather than moving one unit 
forward in tilne • 
In the general case the void will migrate upwards until it 
reaches the ground surface or meets a lattice point alreaqy occupied by 
a void. If this occurs the void's motion is no longer random, its path 
being dictated by the positions of already existing voids. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2.3. A void reaching any of the positions .£ to! 
is forced to migrate to position !· Voids reaching posj.tions ~ to ,!l 
must move to position!, whilst those at ! to ~must move to ~· This 
means that any irregularity in the settlement profile, such as that at 
!, will eventually be smoothed out. It also means that the trough tends 
to develop int•) a "V'' shaped profile where the slope angle of the sides, 
or "angle of repose," is equal to 8 in Figure 2.2. 
Let R = Event [ void travels from (0,0) to (x,z) J , 
Q1 = i voids have left (0,0), 
and W(x,z) = P (~1] is the probability of event R 
when 1 particle has left (0,0). 
For the motion of the first void through the lattice the 
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motion is an unrestricted one-dimensional random walk and is described 
by: 
((K W(x,z) = N ) 1N (2.3 + N)/2 2 
where N = number of steps .. z/X 
and K = number of horizontal increments = x/w 
This relation is a binomial distribution with parameter t. The motion 
of subsequent voids cannot be described perfectly by the above relation 
since their paths are restricted by the final positions of all previous 
voids. Although no solution to this problem was found by Sweet and 
Bogdanoff it can be seen that the settlement profile will tend towards 
a "V" shape, a deterministic resUl. t. 
In most cases of subsidence due to sub-surface ground loss 
the volume of subsidence is small in comparison with the total volume 
of ground involved, maximum settlement at the surface being of the order 
of i% or less of the depth to source. We can assume that for these 
small settlements the mo'~on of each void is entirely independent and 
can be described by equation 2.3. The probability of n voids arriving 
at (x,z) when m leave (0,0) is: 
P [ x,m] 
n 
[W(x,z)] n[ 1 - W(x,z)] m-n (2.4 
which is a binomial distribution with parameter W(x,z). Thus, the 
probability distribution of the settlement is: 
P [ S(x,z) = n:X] = Pn[x,m] 
and the settlement distribution function is: 
m 
P [ S(x, z) ~ n A ] = L P. l x,m ] 
i=O 1 
The expected settlement is: 
S(x,z) = E [ S(x,z)] 
)8 
(2.5 
(2.6 
= mA W(x,z) (2. 7 
This means that the shape of the settlement profile is 
defined by the function W(x,h), which is a binomial distribution 
(equation 2.)). Substituting z/:X for Nand x/w forK in equation 
2.) we find: 
W(x,z) = ( z/"A ) (1.)z/:X 
\xl2w + z/2A 
2 (2.8 
In the case where the particle size is small relative to 
the total 8.JIIOunt of settlement, and when a lar~e nlll1lber of particles 
is involved, the nwnber of steps ( z/ A ) bec0111e s large and the binomial 
distribution tends to a normal distribution (Kreyszig, 1970), vis: 
l. 2 W(x,z) -. (2 "A/7t z) 2 exp(-(x/w) :X/2z) 
S(x,z) .l. 2 = :Xm(2A /TC z) 2 exp( -(x/w) :X/2z) 
.l. 2 2 
= (V/wH:X/2nz) 2 exp(x A/2zw)) (2.10 
where V = area between the settlement curve and the original 
s 
surface. 
)9 
Since w = d cos 9 
d (1 + tan2 9)-~ 
and }.. = d sin 9 
2 _.J.. 
= d tan e (1 + tan e) 2 
then S(x,z) = V /( ....r2ii i) { exp (-(x2/2i 2))j (2.11 
where 2-.J..l i = ~ z d/ { tan 9 ( 1 + tan 9 )2 (2.12 
This is a normal, Gaussian distribution with the point of 
inflection at i from the centre-line and represents the settlement due 
to the loss of a volume V of ground from a point source at a height z 
s 
above that source. Sweet and Bogdanoff generalise equation 8.10 to 
give the settlement due to a general disturbance at. depth z below the 
surface and having the distribution li;(x' ,O). They find the following 
relation: 
oO 
S(x,z) = 1/( V2Tf i) j exp { -(x - x' )2/2i2} R(x' ,o) dx 
-oo (2.1) 
2.4.4) The stochastic model for cohesive soil 
From equation 2.12 we can see that for frictional materials: 
i =-Vz K 
2 1] 1 
where K = {d/tan 9 (1 + tan 9)2 ;s 
9 = "material constant." of the soil. 
(2.14 
Equation 2.14 states that the width of the settlement trough 
is proportional to the square root of the height of the trough above 
tunnel axis multiplied by a material constant dependent on the "angle 
of repose" of the material and its particle size and having dimension 
.J.. 
L2 • It should be noted that this will tend to predict a relatively 
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narrow settlement trough. The above parameters are not suitable 
when cohesive materials are under consideration. Some workers, notably 
Schmidt (1969), have introduced an empirical term 11 kv'A" dependent upon 
the overall size of the void, thus: 
1 = kVA z 
]. 
giving i/A = k "\(2 (z/2A)2 
This is generalised t,o the form: 
where 
i/A = K (z/2A)n 
a 
A = half-width of opening, 
K = "material constant" ~ 1 
a 
n = 0.8 (empirical value) 
(2.15 
(2.16 
The generalisation from 2.15 to 2.16 is :made to "account~ for 
non-linearities and departures from stochastic theory." This procedure 
is unsatisfactory since the addition of a tenn in "A" in this way makes 
the equations non-linear, that is, a summation of the disturbances 
caused by many small sources at depth "h" does not give the same result 
as the calculation of settlement due to an equivalent large source at 
the same depth using the above equation 2.16. The .f'undarnental stochastic 
equations ~ linear, and any modification of the theory to accommodate 
cohesive soils should take this into account. 
We would expect the trough width, as expressed by i, to 
depend directly on the depth of the source and the material properties 
of the soil, but only in an additive sense on the width of the opening. 
The case histories presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis suggest 
the very simple relation: 
i = z/2 (2.17 
for cohesive soils. 
If this is substituted into equation 2.10 the resulting 
source function 
... ~ .2 2 S(x,z) = 2Vsi( v~n z) exp(-2x /z) (2.18 
can be used to find the settlement at any point over the void. 
It is implicitly assumed in the above model that any void 
created at the source will ultimately create an equivalent "unit of 
settlement" at the surface, that is, that volUMe loss at the tunnel 
equals settlement volume at the surface, and that the medium undergoes 
no volwnetric strain. Whilst it is difficult to justify these 
assumptions from a theoretical point of view, field evidence, as 
discussed in Chapter 6, does seem to support them in a general sense. 
2 .4.5) The prediction of settlement over a generalised opening 
Equation 2.16 can be used directly for the calculation of 
settlement above a tunnel if we assume that all settlement is caused by 
an in.fini te simally small source located at the centre of the tum1el. 
This model assUMes plane strain conditions in the ground, a reasonable 
assumption for the final case where all settlement is complete (see 
Section 2.4.6). The assumption of a point source is unrealistic, 
however, and. is likely to lead to error, especially where settlemP~t is 
calculated relatively close to the tunnel and the effect of the void 
shape would be expected to be greatest. A more sophisticated and 
realistic model may be formulated by calculating the settlement over a 
tabular void of width equal to the tunnel diameter (cf. Litwiniszyn, 
1964; Schmidt, 1969). However, by using a numerical approach any shape 
of opening can be modelled. 
The numerical method that is adopted regards the opening as 
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being made up of a very large number of point sources ev~nly distributed 
throughout the opening and each making an equal contribution to the 
total settlement. The settlement is calculated separately for each 
source using equation 2.18 and the settlements are summed to give the 
final settlement profile. This procedure is analogous to the use of 
influence functions in the prediction of subsidence above longwall coal 
workings. In this procedure the influence functions are used to deduce 
the effect of an irregularly-shaped plan of extraction, in a horizontal 
sense, whereas for tunnels the so1~ces are distributed in a vertical 
sense. This numerical integration was performed on an IBM 370 computer 
using the program listed in Appendix E. 
Using this program the source of ground loss was modelled in 
three ways : as a point source, a tabular source (similar to a coal 
seam), and a a,ylindrical source (similar to a tunnel), for several 
depth-to-diameter ratios. Plots of these solutions are shown in Figures 
2.4 to 2.6. At large values of z/D (depth-to-diruneter ratio) the 
settlement profiles generated for each of the three models are very 
similar and at these ratios it would be reasonable, therefore, to use 
the simple point source/Gaussian distribution model, for which a.n&lytical 
solutions are available. For smaller z/D values (less than about 1.5), 
several differences become apparent. The trough above the point source 
remains similar to a Gaussian distribution but becomes narrower and 
deeper. The other two models begin to diverge from this Gaussian shape. 
Both produce a trough which is shallower and wider than that over the 
point source. The settlement trough over a tabular void develops 
towards a flat centre section with limbs which take the form of a 
cumulative normal distribution centred over the edges of the source, 
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although this will only occur at unrealistically small values of z/D. 
Above an annular source the settlement trough tends to develop two 
points of maximum settlement, approximately over the springlines of the 
tunnel. This is due to the fact that at low values of z/D the width of 
the settlement trough due to each po:f.nt source becomes so f.lllall that 
the "overlap" of the separate troughs is no longer suff'ir.::i.ent to mask 
the effect of the larger contributions that are made by the sidewalls 
of the tunnel. This effect would seldom be of relevance to the calcu-
lation of surface settlements above tunnels, since they are very 
unlikely to be constructed at such extremely shallow depths. It may be 
of importance, however, when attempting to calculate the volume of 
ground loss associated with a tunnel from the movement of deep set.tle-
ment rings close to the excavation. 
2.4.6) The prediction of tilt, curvature, strain, and lateral 
displacement 
The use of the stochastic model is not restricted to the 
calculation of vertical settlement above an opening. In order to 
calculate other parameters we shall first consider the tunnel to be a 
point source of ground loss at a depth Z, creating a settlement trough 
as defined by equation 2.18. The tilt at a point (x,z) can be 
folD'ld by differentiating the settlement wl th respect to x: 
T(x,z) = d S(x,z)/ d x 
2 .. r=-= 2 2 
= ( -4x/ z )( 2V / v 2 7't z) exp ( -2x I z ) 
= (-~z2 ) S(x,z) (2.19 
This expression has a negative sign since for positive values 
of x (i.e. to the right of the origin) the trough tilts in a negative 
direction (i.e. to the left). 
For small tilts the ground curvature at a point (x,z) is 
approximately equal to the second differential of the settlement with 
respect to x: 
= ~T(x,z)/d x 
= 
2 2 ~~ 2 2 (-4x/z H-4x/z )(2V/v2n z) exp(-2x /z ) 
2 -~ 2 2 
+ ( -L/ z )( 2V / -v 2 7'\" z ) exp ( -2x I z ) 
= (4x2/z2 - l)(L/z2) S(x,z) (2.20 
It has earlier been stated that a necessar,y assumption in the 
calculation of ground settlement using the stochastic theory is that the 
transfer of deformation involves zero ultimate volumetric strain. The 
implications of this assumption are discussed in Chapter 6. We make use 
of this assumption in the calculation of horizontal ground strain. The 
assumption can be stated mathematically as: 
write: 
and since: 
then: 
£:, (x,y,z) +f.. (x,y,z) + C (x,y,z) "' 0 X y Z 
If plane strain conditionsare assumed to exist, then we can 
£ (x,y,z) = 0 y 
€. h (x,z) =C:x(x,y,z) = -f z(x,y,z) 
[, z(x,y,z) = ~S(x,z)/d z 
_r;;-:: 2 2 2 l 
- (2Vs/ -v~~z ) exp(-2x /z )5 
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= - {Cwc?lz3) - (1/z) J S(x,z) 
2 2 
= (1 - hx lz ) S(x,z)lz (2.21 
Having found the horizontal strain we can then .t'lnd the 
horizontal displacement Sh(x,z) since: 
X 
Sh(x,z) = /£h(x,z)dx 
""-7r(Bx2v;-.J2n z4) exp(-2x2iz2 ) 
-oa 
- ( 2V / V2fi z 2) exp ( -2x2 I z 2) ] ~ x 
.J( 
= (8V/V2nz4~j x fx exp(-2x21z2)J ax 
)( 
- (2V /V2Tf z2) j exp(-2x2 lz2) ox 
•OD . 
(8V/V27i z4) f (-xz214) exp(-2x21z2 ) + constant 
(. 2 . 2 2 
- j (z 14) exp(-2x lz ) d x 
- l( 
- ( 2V / V2ii./) j exp ( -2x 2 I z 2) ~ x 
•Oil 
= (x/z) S(x,z) (2.22 
The constant in the equations is equal to zero, since we know 
from the s.y.mmetry or the model that 
Sh(O,z) = 0 
The above equations (8.17 to 8.20) can be thought or as 
source functions in the same sense as Equation 8.16. They _predict tilt, 
curvature, strain and horizontal displacement over an infinitesimally 
small source of ground loss. The whole tunnel can be modelled in this 
way only at reasonable distances (greater than about 1.5D, ~ Figures 
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2 .L to 2 .6). .At smaller distances a nurner::l.cal approach must be used. 
For tilt and horizont.al displacement (probably the two most important. 
factors) it is possible to calculate numerically in the same way as 
for settlement, by s~ng the tilts or displacements caused by many 
point sources. This is not possible in the cases of curvature or strain. 
These must be calculated from previously calculated settlement anrl 
displacement curves. The curvature can be calculated in a straight-
_forward manner from the settlement curve. The lateral displacement can 
be calculated eraph:i.cally or nurnerics.lly froM the lateral displacement 
curve. It should. he noted thnt "real" lateral strain :l.s calculated from 
the measured lateral displacement curve in precisely the sarne way. 
In most real tunnelling situations it is reasonable to model 
the tunnel as a point. sour.::e. This has the advantage that the source 
functions (equations 8.17 to 8.20) can be used directly to express t~e 
various parameters of ground movement around and above a tunnel, dis-
pensing with the need to use a computer. The numP.rical methods are 
really only required for the calculation of ground movements close to 
the tunnel or over very shallow tunnels (Z/D less than about 1.5). 
Normalised plots of settlement, curvature, strain, tilt and displacement 
generated from the source functions (equations 2.16 to 2.20) are shown 
in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. The main characteristics of these curves are 
as follows: 
Settlement 
S max 
s 
= 
0. 8V 
-z- at 
= 0 at x 
X = 0 (2.2) 
00 
Lateral strain 
E max (compressive) = 5 ~ax at x = 0 
E max (tensile) = -0.45 5 ~ax at x = ..J3 1 
I. 
E = 0 at X = 1 and X = 00 
Lateral displacanent 
5h max 0.)0) 5 max at x i 
5h = 0 at X = 0 and X • o0 
Curvature 
C max 
Tilt 
T max= 
4 
5 max at x .. 0 
-1.212 
z 5 max at x = i 
2 .5) Structural damage due to settlement 
It is clear from the foregoing two chapters that it is 
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(2.24 
(2.25 
(2.26 
(2.27 
(2.28 
possible, at least approximately, to predict the size and shape of the 
distribution of settlement, displacement and lateral strain above a 
tunnel in clay. The value of this prediction depends on our ability to 
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estimate t.hP. runo11nt o.f structural damage 1 i.kely to accruP. from thPse 
deformations and hence assign tolerable lirni ts to thA various 
parameters. Several authors have considered this problem, in 
particular Skempton and McDonald (1956), Polshim and Tokar (1957.) 
and Burland and Wroth (1975). Attewell (1977) has reviewed the 
problem of settlement damage w:i. th particular reference to tunnell:l.ng. 
The amount of damage suffered by a structure will depend upon many 
factors, in particular the nature of the structure, its coupling with 
the ground and its age. The structure's function will also influence 
the seriousness with which any damage is regarded. Even quite a low 
degree of purely "cosmetic" damage to domestic housing may be regarded 
as quite unacceptable by its occupiers, and will also be intolerable 
in hospitals, public buildings and so on. On the other hand, 
"architectural" damage to industrial premises may be regarded much less 
seriously, and remedial treatment in these cases may well be relatively 
inexpensive. Functional disruption or structural damage must always be 
taken seriously and avoided at all costs. Details of construction will 
influence the rigidity and strength of a building to such an extent 
that it is impractical to lay down any strict rules concerning allowable 
deformations. Also a structure's age and history may have considerable 
effect upon the threshold of permissible distortion. Nonetheless, 
maximum tolerable values of the various parameters such as tilt, strain 
and displacement have been proposed for particular types of structure. 
Ground deformations may also dRmage services such as sewers, gas mains 
and so on, as well as railways. Again, damage will depend upon the 
construction of the services as well as the nature and magnitude of the 
movements. 
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2.5.1) Damage due primarily to vertical movements 
Uniform vertical settlement of a structure is seldom, if 
ever a cause of damage. Differential settlement, on the other hand, 
may cause damage in a number of different ways. 
a. Damage due to tilt 
The simplest form of differential settlement is the uniform 
tilt of a structure (~ Figure 2. 9). If the structure is sufficiently 
rigid, this is unlikely to c~use da~1ge, although in practice a struc-
ture is unlikely to be sufficiently rigid to resist distortion altogether. 
It may, however, set up bending strains or shear strains in particularly 
flexible buildings. The structures most likely to be affected are tall 
narrow structures such as chimneys or high unsupported walls (when 
tilted in their own plane). The amount of allowable tilt will depend on 
the strength and the geometry of the structure and must be calculated 
for each case individually. 
b. Damage due to angular distortion 
Where the degree of differential. settlement :l.s non-uniform, 
that is, where the tilt varies across the structure, the building will 
be subject to more complex stresses and strains. 
Angular distortion, w, as defined by Skempton and MacDonald 
(1956) is a measure of the shear strain to which a structure is 
subjected. Its value will vary over the settlement trough (~ Figure 
2.10). Various authors (Skempton and MacDonald, 1956; Polshin and 
Tolkar, 1957) have used its maximum value as a damage criterion. 
Attewell (1977) Ruggests limiting values of w o·f 0.004 for open-frame 
structures, 0.002 for steel and concrete infill frame structures and 
0.001 for load bearing walls or continuous brick claddinp,. Any degree 
of simple tilt. should be subtracted from the overall value of ~ 
before its damage potential is assessed (~Figure 2.10). 
2.5. 2) Damage due to ground curvature 
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The curvature of the ground may also be a damaging factor 
since both hogging and sagging may generate tensile strains to wl"d.ch 
many structures are particularly sensitive. Attewell (1977) suggests 
the use of the deflection ratio (~/1 ) to define this curvature 
(~ Figure 2 .11) and suggests critical thresholds corresponding to 
0.075% tensile strain of 0.0003 to 0.001. Since the value of the 
deflection ratio depends on the length over which it is measured, it may 
be better to measure curvature directly, where this is possible. 
Ground curvature has been used as a damage criterion by the National 
Coal Board for miUly years (N.C.B., 1975). Ullrich (1974) suggests EL 
mintmwn. pennissible curvature of between 20 Ion and 2 km, depending on 
the sensitivity of the structures concerned and the degree of damage 
which is tolerable. 
2.5.3) Damage due to lateral movements 
Lateral movements themselves are unlikely to be a direct 
cause of damage to structures, although they may affect the alignment 
of railway lines and services. Most buildings, however, are quite 
sensitive to horizontal strains. Burland and Wroth (1975) relate 
tensile strain to visible cracking in a structure. Although this may 
not represent "failure" of the structure as such, a threshold value of 
acceptable tensile strain of 0.05% to 0.1% is suggested. Compressive 
strain is less likely to cause damage, although in severe cases 
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distortion of door and window frames may occur. 
2.5.4) Damage due to settlement over tunnels 
The distribution of settlement, tilt, strain and curvature 
over a typical tmmel settlement trough is shown in Figures 2. 7 and 
2.8. It can be seen that at any point on the profile a combination 
of these parameters will affect its "damage potential." The relative 
proportions of tilt and angular distortion (w) will depend upon tl'E 
rigidity, geometry and location of the structure relative to the 
profile • These distortions will combine w1 th hogging or sagging 
stresses. The distribution of lateral strain across the prof'ile means 
that the hogging strains experienced by a structure outside the point 
of inflection of the limb of the trough will be aggravated by the 
tensile strain in the grotmd, whereas at the centre of the trough, the 
compressive strains will tend to reduce or nullify any tension generated 
by sagging. Compressive strains above the neutral axis will tend to be 
increased. 
From the above it seems clear that for buildings sensitive to 
tilt or angular distortion (shear strain), the most critical part of 
the profile is around the point of inflection, and the most important 
parameter is the maximum tilt ( T max ) • On the other hand, for 
buildings sensitive to tensile strain, maximum damage is likely to 
occur outside the point of inflection, where maximum convex curvature 
(hogging) and maximum tensile strain coincide. This point occurs at a 
distance of~ i from the centre line (~Section 2.4.6). 
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Chapter 3 
SEEPAGE PHENcm:NA AROOND TUNNELS 
).1) Introduction 
Tunnel stability, and subsequent settlement, may be affected 
by the drainage of water into the ex<:avation when the tunnel is 
constructed below the water table. Two distinct phenomena can be 
identified. The first is the reduction of thP. stab:i.li ty of the face 
and the annulus around the,shield, due both to seepage forces and a 
reduction of the frictional resistance of the soil. Not .only may this 
cause an increAse in the volume loss into the tunnel, and hence an 
increase in settlement, but it IMY Also prove to be a source of danger 
to the ndn~rl'l. The second effect is due to the lowering of the water 
table, which may be expected to accompany drainage into the tunnel. 
This will cause an :l.ncrease in the effective stress acting on the soil 
particles and may i.n consequence result in a certain degree of consoli-
dation in normally consolidated soils. Once again, this will be 
reflected as settlemP.nt at thP. ground surface, although it will not 
necessarily take the form of a normal probability curve in this case. 
In the past, little research has been carried out on this subject, 
not~=~.bll'.' exceptions being the wo:r-k of Sizer (1976) Md Glossop and 
Farmer (197R). As noted by O'Rou.rkP. (1978) there is now a pressing 
need for a serious examination of the effects of porP. water on sett.le-
mr-mt.s a~sociateci with tunnels, and in parUcular for the collection 
and publication of field measurements. 
Of the case histories reported in this thesis only one, that 
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at Willington Quay, was carried out in reasonably permeable ground 
below the water table, where consolidation settlements and face 
instability may have been expected to occur, and the effects of this 
are reported in Chapters 5 and 6. At the end of this chapter the 
Willington Quay case history has been used as an ex8!11ple i.n the calcula-
tion of flow nets and seepage effects. 
).2) Seepage into the excavation area 
In a permeable .material below the water table it is 
inevitable that there will be some seepage into the unlined section of 
the tunnel, through both the face and the tunnel walls. A necessary 
consequence of this seepage will be the generation of seepage forces 
within the soil in the d1.rection of flow, that is towards the excavation. 
It is to be expected these seepage forces will decrease with increasing 
permeability (Section ).2.1). However, it is generally the case that in 
uncemented soils the unconfined compressive strength tends to decrease 
with increasing permeability, sands and s:Uts showing less cohesion than 
clay soils, with a consequent increase in the simple overload factor 
(!!!Section 1.15). In these situations eround treatment or compressed 
air is often used, and this will have a twofold effect, both in reducing 
the OFS and in reducing the seepage forces. This second effect is 
seldom consideredm tunnel stability calculations, but will be discussed 
in Section ).2.4. It is first necessary to estimate the unrestricted 
seepage forces that may be expected to act on the soil around a tunnel, 
and in order to do this the seepage gradients must be calculated from a 
flow-net. 
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3.2.1) The construction of flow nets around tunnels 
As described by Cedergren (1967), flow nets may be 
constructed "hy eye," by the use of resistance paper, or by a 
resistance network (the electrical analogue), by physical modelling, 
or by using numeric8l methods, principally either finite elements or 
finite differences. The construction of flow nets by eye, whilst 
potentially a reason8bly accurate procedure in simple cases, requires 
considerable practice and is less useful in complex situations. It is 
also inapplicable to the three-dimensional case. For more complicated 
boundary conditions electrical analogues are more suitable. These may 
be constructed using shallow baths of brine (Lane, Caropbell and Price, 
1934), resistive inks (Butterfield and Howey, 1973) or resistance 
paper (Wyckoff and Reed, 1935). They all require that a physical model 
be constructed, and are tlnce again limited to the two-dimension case. 
Three dimensional models using complex resistance networks are feasible, 
but are difficult to construct and are limited to the specific c·ase for 
which they were designed. 
This shortcoming also applies to physics.l modelling. Models 
consisting of sand-filled tanks inst1~ented with small piezometers 
h8ve been constructed, for exarople byWrigley(l975), but these models 
create problems due to possible permeability anisotropy in the sand. 
Whilst perhaps suitable for detailed testing of specific cases, they are 
less useful as tools for more general research. 
Several numerical methods for the analysis of ground water flow 
have been proposed, for example by Abbot, Asharoalla and Rodenhuis (1972), 
Jeppson (1972), Zienkiewicz, M"'yer and Cheung (1966) and Tomlin (1966). 
Of these, the most adaptable are finite element methods and finite 
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difference methods. 
).2.2) The finite difference model 
For the construction of the flow net around a tunnel 
excavation it was decided to use the finite difference method. For 
the case of seepage into a cylindrical void of infinite length, a two 
dimensional model in a plan perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder 
is quite adequate (~ AppendixF ) • This could be carried out using 
any of the above methods. However, in order to resolve the flow net 
around the end of a tunnel excavation, that is in the zone around the 
shield, it is necessary to use a three dimensional model. Due to its 
simpJ.icit.y and ease of application, a finite difference model was 
considered to be t.he most sui table me~thod. 
The fin:i.te difference method is described briefly by Smith 
(1974) for the two-ctl.mensional case. A simple computer program to 
carry out the analysis was written by the author and is presented in 
Appendix F. In order to reduce computing time, which can be quite 
large for iterative procedures such as the finite difference mP.thod, 
particularly when used in a three-dimensional case, t,hp model was 
simplified as far as possible. Although it is possihlP. to use a 
triangular mesh, to facilitate the insertion of complex bo1mdary shapes 
into the model, as described hy Tomlin (1966), it was considered prefer-
able in the interests of simplicity to USf' a rectRngular network of 
nodes. Although this severely limits the possi.ble boundaries, restrict-
ing them to vertical or horizontal planes in the simpJ.e case, it ].s 
considered to be acceptable, since in the great majority of cases we 
will be concerned with horizontal tunnels driven through horizontally 
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layered Jllaterials below more or less level surfaces. It does mean, 
however, that the tunnel must be repl•esented as having either a square 
or a cruciform cross section (Figure ).1), unless the mesh size is 
very small in comparison with the r.unnel diameter. As discussed in 
Section J.2.J,the resulting inaccuracies in the flow net do n~t appear 
to be too great, whilst th~ resultant saving in coroputer time is 
considerable. It is hoped to refine the model by using a variable mesh 
size, with smaller spacings around the tunnel, at a later date. 
The program is capable of calculating for a number of 
horizontal layers of varying permeability, the mRximum possible number 
depending on the mesh size, and for l~ers of anisotropic permeability. 
A limitation on thts facility is that the principal permeability axes, 
that is the directions of maximum and minimum permeability, must be 
vertical and horizontal, the horizontal permeability heing the same in 
all directions. The program can be used with various unlined-length-to-
diameter ratios, and asstunes that once lined and grouted, the tunnel 
becomes impermeable. As will be shown in Section).), this is not 
necessarily the case, and it is possible, as an alternative, to calculate 
for a completely 1mlined tunnel. 
A more serious Umi tat ion of the simple finite difference 
method is that the upper botmdary must represent either an impermeable 
boundary or an equipotential surface rather than a phreaUve sur~ace. 
In all the examples the latter has been assumed. Strictly speaking this 
Jlleans that conUnuous recharge must occur A.t the upper surface of the 
flow net to maintain steady state conditions, or the flow net can only 
be regarded as transient. This means that d.rawdown of the phreatic 
surface is not predicted, and that the equipotential surfaces generated 
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approximate to those which would occur if recharge of the soil water 
was sufficiently rapid to prevent any appreciable lowering of the 
water table, or if the soil permeability is sufficiently low to result 
in extremely slow drawdown, which as shown in Section ).).1 may well 
be t.he case. This represents a 11worst case11 solutton, in that the pore 
water pressure gradients generated for this situation would be expected 
to be greater than would be the case if drawdown had occurred. 
As can be inferred from the above, the resulting flow nets 
can only be regarded as at best an approximate guide to water flow into 
a tunnel. They do provide, however, a means of calculating, at least 
in an approximate sense, the contribution of pore water to the potential 
instability of a tunnel excavation. 
3.2.3) The flow net around a tunnel excavation 
Typical flow nets generated by the above programme are shown 
in Figures ).2 and J.J. These figures show vertical sections, or planes, 
through the centre-line of the tunnel (Figure ).2) and through the tlmnel 
face (Figure J.J). The equipotential lines were drawn by the NUMAC 
computer, using a contouring program provided by F .J. Rens of Durham 
University. The flow lines were drawn in by hand. It should be noted 
that the flow lines shown in Figure 3 .3 only :i.ndicate the approximate 
direction of water flow,_ since the actual flow lines would not be 
contained within the plane of the paper. For example, the flow lines 
in the face itself will pass almost perpendicular to the plane of the 
paper, as shown in Figure ).2. The condition modelled in Ii'igures 3.2 
and J.J is the simplest case, that of a tunnel being excavated in a single 
layer of homogenous, isotropic material. A 2 m external d:l.81!1eter shield, 
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vi th the race 3 m ahead o:r the point or grout injection is modelled. 
The axis level is assumed to be 10m below the water table. After 
grouting the tunnel lining is assumed to be totally impermeable. These 
parameters are or course freely variable w1 thin the program. The flow 
nets show the way in which water novs inward towards the race and 
towards the void around the shield. Xt c8n be seen that below the 
tunnel water will now upwards towards the void. The pore pressure 
gradient increases close to the tunnel, in this case reaching a maximum 
or about 2. In the following section it will be shown how this now 
net can be used to estimate the contribution or pore water seepage tO 
the instability or the race. 
3.2.4) Tunnel face stabili]l 
As discussed in Chapter 1, whilst the actual mechanism or 
failure at a tunnel race is unclear, it is possible empirically to set 
up a relation between the limiting depth or a tunnel and the unconfined 
compressive strength or a soil, and this equation can be moditied to 
take into account the support offered to the race by compressed air. 
Clearly, seepage towards the tunnel race will create seepage forces 
within the soil which will tend to render the race less stable. In 
order to calculate the magnitude or these seepage forces it is necessar,y 
to estimate the volume or soil on which they act, that is, to estimate 
the size and shape or the zone or soil which could be said to have 
failed. Figure 3.4 shows the failure mechanism suggested by Broms and 
Benne:rmark {1967). In this case the volume or the tailing soil is 
approximately rr 2r 3/2. The hydraulic gradient within this zone estimated 
from Figure 3.2 is roughly 3, acting at an angle or about 1SO below the 
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horizontal. The seepage force acting towards the tunnel face is: 
where 
and 
F = 
s 
F 
s 
{)w 
i 
s 
v 
e 
R 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
(3.1 
seepage force, 
unit weight oi water, 
seepage gradient (m of water/m) 
volume of soil element, 
tunnel radius, 
angle· of seepage force with the horizontal. 
This is equivalent to an additional inwards pressure of: 
p 
s 
where P 
s 
and A 
= 
= 
F 
s ~vv • is r = 
45 • R kN/m2 
seepage pressure 
area of the face. 
7tR cos 0(. (3.2 2 . 
at face, 
For a 2 m diameter tunnel this gives an additional "de-stabilising" 
stress of 45 kN/m2 • 
OFS 
The OFS (Section 1.13) can now be written 
ltZ+P -P 
u s a 
Cu 
as: 
(3.3 
If no compressed air is used, the effect would be to reduce the OFS for 
a 2 m diameter tunnel at a depth of 10 m by approximately 15%. This 
reduction is not very great, considering the approximate nature of the 
OF'S itself but should possibly bP. taken into account in critical 
situations. It should be noted, however, that this calculation only 
applies to the geometry of Figure 3.2. The seepage force is directly 
related to the radius of the tunnel and we would therefore expect the 
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effect of seepage to be greater on a larger tunnel. This would aJ:•pear 
to be the case, for example, at Willington Quay (~ Section J.b). 
If compressed air is used to balance t.he head of water, the seepage 
gradients, and hence the seepage forces, will be reduced more or less 
to zero. In this way the use of compressed air has the twofold effect 
of providing a supporting pressure at the face and eliminating seepaee 
forces towards the tunnel. If the air pressure is sufficiently high to 
drive moisture out of the soil close to the excavation, it will also 
have the effect of increasing the strength of the soil, but in a 
dominantly non-cohesive soil a dried zone could begin to run. 
).)) Consolidation 
Even in good ground, where the pore-pressure gradients are 
too low to create any problem of instability at the face, drainage of 
the soil around the tunnel may result in a certain degree of consolida-
tion. Although it is possible for some consolidation to occur due to 
drainage into the excavation itself we would normally expect consolida-
tion to be a relatively long-term process, and must therefore consider 
drainage into or around the lined tunnel. Very often, and as noted 
earlier, tunnels below the water table will be constructed with the 
assistance of compressed air. The ~tr pressure is normally calculated 
to just balance the water prP.ssure experienced at a.x:i.s level, and 
would be expected largely to eliminate significant drainage into the 
excavation area itself during construction. However, on completion of 
the tunnel drive it is usual to release the pressurisation prior to the 
installation of the secondary lining. At this stage drainage into the 
tunnel, accompanied by consolidation, may begin to take place. It will 
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be shown in Section J.J.l that consolidation may be caused by quite a 
slight degree of leakage through the lining. Although large amounts of 
consolidation would be expected to be associated with normally consoli-
dated clays and si 1 ts, it has been suggested that a small amount of 
settlement may occur even in quite highly overconsolidated clays.such 
as London Clay, where over the long term settlements have more or less 
doubled (O'Reilly, 1977, personal communication). This may account for 
long term settlements over tunnels in the London Clay. 
3.3.1) The lined tunnel as a drain 
It is possible that the tunnel may act as a drain in two 
distinct ways. The first and most obvious way is by leakage through the 
primary lining into the tmmel itself. In the case of segmental linings, 
whether steel or concrete, this leakage will occur through the joints 
between the segments. Although the annulus around the lining would 
normally be grouted, it should not be expected that this will form an 
impermeable membrane around the tunnel. Caulking of the segment joints 
will reduce the amount of leakage somewhat, but as is shown in Section 
).).1, even a small amount of leakage may result in considerable consoli-
dation. 
Drainage into the tunnel would be expected to cease if and 
when a permanent lining, for example cl'l.st-tn-situ concrete, :i.s 
installed. However, it is possible that the tunnP.J. may continue to 
drain the surrounding ground hy transmittjng water laterally, either 
through thP. grout annulus or through the zone of disturbed soil in the 
immediate vicinity of the tunnel. Both of these zones may well have a 
considerably higher penneabili ty than the undisturbed soil, And may 
therefore provide continuity with areas of lower piezo~etric head. 
The tunnel may, for example, pass through well-drained.sands or 
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gravels and rnay allow drainage into these. Whilst this may only cause 
the drainage of a volume of soil quite close to the tunnel itself, 
consolidation of this zone will be reflected as additional settlement at 
the surface. This type of consolidation may occur over a ver,y long 
period of time and as mentioned previously may even cause a small amount 
of settlement in overconsolidated clays. 
Figure 3·6 indicates a typical flow net around a lined tunnel. 
It was drawn, using the program described in Appendix F, for an 
infinitely long tunnel and is therefore unaffected by the tunnel face. 
This flow net, since it represents the drop in piezometric head at. any 
point in the ground, can also be considered as showing the distribution 
of the increase in effective stress acting on the soil at any point due 
to drainage into the turu1el. The actual drop in head, or increase in 
effective stress, will depend upon the permeability of the lining 
relative to that of the surrounding soil. For a tunnel in which the 
primary lining offers no barrier to the ingress of water,the rate of 
inflow (q) per metre ot tUnnel can be calculated using the following 
relation: 
q (3.4 
where k = soil permeability, 
H = total head of water (see Figure 3.5), 
Nf munber of flow paths, 
and Nd = number of equipotential drops. 
NrfNd is known as the shape factor and is dependent on the 
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geometry of the particular tunnel in question. For the example shown 
in Figure 3.6 the rate of inflow will vary between about 200 li treis/ 
day/m for a silt with permeR.bility of 10-7 m/sec to 2 litres/day/nl of 
tunnel for a clay with pP.rmeR.bility of 10-9 m/sec,at a depth of 10m. 
Whilst the above cond.i.tions may occasionally prevail (~, 
for example, Glossop and Farmer, 1978, and O'Rourke, 1978), more 
normally we would expect the orieinal water table to occur at some 
intermediate he1.ght in the porous medium and therefore to be subject to 
potential drawdown. If appreciablP lowering of the water table does 
occur, this might be expected to reduce the degree of consolidation at 
depth due to the consequent reduction in effective stress whilst at 
the same time increasing consolidation in the drained zone itself. The 
principle of consolidation due to drf:,wdown is explained more fully by 
Terzaghi and Peck (1967). 
An estimate of the RJ!Iount of drawdown to be expected may be 
obtained by considering dr~.nage into an infinitely long trench 
(F::J..gure 3. 5). This proced1ire is in many ways analogous to the calcula-
tion of drawdown d~ to pumpin9 out a well. Darcy's law states that the 
rate of flow (Q) through a porous medium can be expressed as: 
where 
and 
Q 
i 
s 
A 
= i A 
s 
= seepage gradient, 
(3.5 
= cross sectional area of flow element. 
If we assume that the drawdown surface takes the form of a 
Dupuit curve, that is, that flow is parallel to the phreatic surface, 
then from Equation 3.5 we find that: 
Q = 2 k i h 
s 
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dh 
= 2k --d h (J.6 y 
using the notation of Figure J.5. Integrating equation ).6 we 
obtain: 
Q Jy2d = 2k /~hdh y y hi 1 
Q .. 
k(h22- ~2) 
(J.7 y2 - yl 
For the boundary conditions h_ = H at y = 0 and h = H -~ 2 0 
at y = W {where W is the half width of the "drawdown trough"), 
(J.B 
Q = w 
For a tunnel it is necessary to assume that the drawdown 
(H
0 
- H) is less than the depth to invert (Z + D /2 or Zi). This means 
that the maximum possible rate of flow per metre of tunnel is 
Q max = 
k(2H z. + zi2) 0 l. 
w 
(J.9 
This assumes that the phreatic surface is drawn down as far as the 
invert of the tunnel. 
Equations ).6 to ).9 assume that the tunnel acts in the same 
way as a trench extending to the bottom of the permeable layer. In 
reality, inflow into the tunnP.l may be limited by the size of the tunnel 
itself. It is possible to estimate the rate of inflow into the tunnel 
using a flow net in conjunction with equation ).1. Figures ).6 to 
).8 show flOW nets for tunnels with more extreme values of depth to 
diameter ratio (Z/D) of 1.5 and 9.5 respectively in a semi infinite 
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porous medium. They can be used to calculate the rate of now into 
the tunnel on the assumption that the fall in the phreatic surface is 
relatively small. The shape factor ( Nf/Nd) for the different geometries 
varies between 2.7 and 1.5. Using a value of 2.2 in equation 3.·4 we can 
' 
calculate that the rate of inflow will range from 2.2 x 10-7 Zi m{sec/m 
advance for a typical silt to 2.2 x 10-9 Zi ~/sec/m for a typical cl~y. 
This is equivalent to 30 11 tres/day/m2 to 0.3 li tres/day/m2 respec:ti vely 
for a 2 m diameter tunnel at a depth of 10 m. The now nets also 
indicate that the flow lines extend below the tunnel to a maximum depth 
of approximately 3.5 Zi and outwards at the surface to a distance of 
about 6 Zi. In fact a small amount of now will occur beyond these 
limits,butE over 90% of the flow occurs within the outer flow line it 
is reasonable to use the above values as approximate indicators of the 
trough half-width (W) and the depth of influence (H ). Substituting 
0 
these values into Equation 3.9 we find the maximum possible rate of 
inflow into the tunnel: 
q max = 1.33 kZi (3.10 
This is equivalent to an inflow of 1.33 X 10-7 zi m/sec/m 
for silt to 1.33 x 10-9 Zi for the typical clay. Since this is only 
slightly less than the maximum rate of inflow calculated from equation 
3.1, it would appear that 1mrestricted drainage into a tunnel is likely 
to causP. significant drawdown, possibly down to tunnel invert level. It 
is impossible from the above calculations +.o estir..ate the actual amount 
of drawdown to be expected, since any change in the position of the 
phreatic surface will result in a change in the shape of the flownet and 
a consequent change in the rate of inflow into the tunnel. Nonetheless, 
the magnitude of the rate of inflow calculated from equation 3.10 would 
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indicate that the ultimate drawdown is likely to be quite large relative 
to the tunnel depth. 
In order for this drawdown to be effective in producing 
consolidation it nust occur quite quickly, to provide time for the 
consolidation process to occur before the permanent lining is constructed 
and the original pore-water regime becomes re-established. It is there-
fore necessary to calculate the rate of drawdown to be expected in 
materials of various permeabili ties. The overall velocity of now 
(Vd) through a porous medium can be expressed as follows: 
(3.11 
If i is equated to the pressure gradient at the surface, then 
s 
the rate of drawdown can be established. It can be seen from the now 
nets (Figures 3.6 to 3.8) that the pore pressure gradient over the 
centre-line at the surface is approximate tmity. This means that the 
maximum rate of drawdown is approximately equal to the permeability of 
the soil. For consolidating soils (silts and clays) this rate will vary 
between 10-l and 10-3 metres per day. In other words, a drawdown of 
10m would.take between 100 days and 27 years. This suggests that 
appreciable drawdown will only occur in fairly coarse silts where the 
primary lining offers no restriction to drainage. 
Figures supplied to the author by Dr. O'Rourke (Table 3.1) 
suggest that normal caulking methods can reduce the water infiow through 
a segmental lining to an average of about 0.2 to 0.4 litres/day/m2• 
This implies that for a 2 m diameter tunnel at an axis depth of 10 m 
in clay, caulking will be unable to prevent drawdown. On the other 
hand, in a silt of pe~eability 10-7 m/sec the drawdown associated with 
this inflow rate can be calculated from Equation ).8: 
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(3.12 
= 352 _ 60 X 2.2 X 10-[ 7] t. 10-7 
= )2.1 m 
This gives a fall in the phreatic surface of 1.9 m, implying 
that consolidation in a silt of permeab:f.lit.y 10-7 m /sec ca.n be largely 
eliminated by suitable caulking of the lining. 
The above calculations would seem to suggest that in most 
cases consolidation due to drawdown of the phreatic surface above a 
tt.Dmel is unlikely to occur, and that the now nets shown in Figures 
3.6 to 3.8 are adequate. In this case, consolidation l·:ill depend 
solely on the increase in effective stress represented by the equi-
potential surfaces on the flow nets, and will be greatest close to the 
tunnel where the potential drop, and hence the increase in effective 
stress, will be greatest. 
).).2) Settlement due to consolidation 
It is clear from the previous discussion that consolidation of 
the soil may be facilitated by quite a small degree of leakage through 
the primary lining in ground of low permeability. It is also clear 
that equipotential surfaces of the flow net can be regarded as equiva-
lent to surfaces of equal effective stress increase. Strictly speaking, 
seepage forces will have the effect of reducing the effective stress 
increase below the tunnel, where the flow is directed upwards, and of 
increasing it above the tunnel where the flow, and hence the seepage 
force, is acting downwards. The degree of consolidation at any point 
in the ground will be dependent upon the compression index of the soil 
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at that point and the increase in effective stress, equal to the fall 
in pore pressure, in the following way: 
where 
Llv cc =~~--1 + e 
0 
P + 4p 
0 
4v = percentage volume change, 
C = compression index of soil, 
c 
e
0 
= original void ratio of soil, 
(J.l3 
p
0 
= original effective stress on soil particles, 
and ~p = change in effective stress. 
An example of the use of this equation is given in Section 3.4. 
In this case the greatest deeree of consolidation would be expected to 
occur close to the tunne1 where the increase in effective stress is 
greatest. Conversely, to the sides of the tunnel where the equipotential 
lines approach the vertical, consolidation will have a tendency to 
increase upwards to same extent, since in these zones p is decreasing 
0 
more rapidly than ~p. The overall result of this would be to produce 
a "settlement trough" at the gr01.md surface • If the zone of conso.lida.-
tion is restricted to the area close to the tunnel itself, then the 
consolidation settlement profile would be expected to be quite similar 
in shape to the normal probability curve producen by conventional 
volume-loss settlement. In the more general case, where the consoli-
dating zone may stretch some distance away from the tunnel, a wider 
trough would be expected to develop. Since this trough will be super-
imposed upon a normal settlement trough, the resulting shape may be 
quite complex. Observ~tions on a shallow tunnel in Belfast Sleech 
(Glossop and Farmer, 1978) have show.n an increase in trough width from 
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15 m to 60 m due to consolidation. A smaller increase \-las observed 
at Willington Quay (~Chapter 5) .. 
Except in the case where a tunnel receives no permanent 
impenneable lining, appreciable drawdown of the phreatic surface would 
only be expected to occur in fairly granular materials, with permea-
-7 bility greater than about 10 m/sec. This would represent a fine sand 
or coRrse silt. Drawdown in these materials would not be expected to 
result in appreciable consolidation, and in any case would be restricted 
by the limited permeability of the primary lining itself. 
3. h) Willington Quay 
As an example of how the above calculations may be used, and of 
their limitations in practice, examples have been worked using the 
Willington Quay case history. Unfortunately data on pore pressures at 
this site are sparse and it is consequently impossible to rigorously 
test the conclusions drawn from the calculations. 
3.4.1) Face stability 
Figure 3.9 shows the flow net arounrl the shield at Willington 
Quay, assuming that there is no drawr:town of the phreatic surface. As 
discussed in Section 3. 2. 3 this probably represents the "worst case" in 
tenns of seepage forces. The soil is modelled in three layers a.s shown 
on the diagram, to represent the fill, silt and clay, the ratio of 
their permeabili ties being 1000:10:1. The penneabili ty of the boulder 
-9 -8 clay is assumed to be 10 m/sec, that of the organic silt 10 m/sec 
-6 5 and that of the fill 10 1'1/Rec. The water table is taken as lO. 7 m 
above AXis level, with boulder clay 1 m below invert. The pressure 
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gradient in the 11 failure zone" aheaci of the face is approximately 2 
0 
acting at 22 to the horizontal. Using equation 3.1 we calculate the 
Rddi tional force on the "fa.1.lure zono" due to seepage to be 861 kN. 
2 This is equivalent to a "face pressure" of 61 kN/m and will increase 
the OFS (without air pressure) from 9.5 to 12.4, a change of 30%. The 
OFS when air pressure is used is 5. 2 (~ Chapter )_!). tn this cRse the 
high OFS meant that compressed air was necessary even without taking 
seepage forces into account. It would seem that for this geometry, the 
seepage forces should be taken into account for OFS ~alues without 
compressed air of a.bove about 1,.5. 
3.4.2) Consolidation 
The flow net around the lined tunnel at Willington Quay is 
shown in Figure 3 .10. The shape factor measured from this diRgram is 
1.8. This value is quite low due to the presence of a layer of relative-
ly impermeable cl~ just below invert level. Assuming a permeability of 
8 . 
10- m/sec for the silt we find from equation 3.4 that the potential drop 
at the tunnel Will equal 3.4 m of water, for a leakage rate of 0.4 
2 litres/day/m • The compression of the l~er of silt directly above the 
tunnel can then be calculaterl from equation 3.13. Assuming a 
compression index (C ) of 0.3 and a void ratio (e) of 1 we find: 
c 
c co ;
0
AP) s = H c loglO (3.14 1 + e 
0 
8 °·3 1 
l ( 7 r. - h l w) + 1. 72 ( w 1 m 
= X 2 X oglO (7 ~ - 4 a'w ) 
~ 1.2 log10 (1.172) Ill 
~ 83 mm. 
------------ ----
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The observed consolidation was about 60 mm (~Chapter 6). 
This is a reasonably good agreement taking into account the assumptions 
made in the calculation, and suggests that it is possible to roughly 
estimate the amount of consolidation to be expected above a tunnel from 
an estimate of the ground properties and the amo1.mt of leakage through 
the lining. 
Avernge water 
'.vater inflow 
Diameter Head coeffic~ent 
Tunnel m m U tres/m I day 
Tyne 10.2 J8 0.4 
Dartford I 9.3 33 0.18-0.26 
Clyde 9.6 28 0.2 -0.25 
Toronto 
a. Running 
tunnels 5.2 15 0.2 
b. Stations 7.8 15 0.008 
(Data provided by Dr. T.D. O'Rourke, 
University of Illinois) 
Table J.l 
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Notes 
Lead caulking 
II II 
II II 
PC4 caulking 
II II 
Leakage rv~asured at various tunnels with 
~egmental iron linings 
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figure 3.2 
Flow net in the p.lane of the tunnel centre-line 
(HID= 5) 
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Flow net in the plane of the tunnel face 
'HlD = 5) 
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Boure 3-4 
Failure of tunnel face 
(modified from Broms & Bennermark, 1967) 
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Figure 3-5 
Drainage into an infinite trench 
figure 3-6 
Flow net around a typical 
tunnel (HID = 5) 
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Fig~re 3. 7 
Flow net around a shallow 
tunnel (HID= 1·5) 
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~ 
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£.igure 3.8 
Flow net around a deep 
tunnel (H/0:9.5) 
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Figure 3.9 
Flow net in plane of centre-line 
-Willington Quay 
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Figure 3.10 
Flow net perpendicular to centre-line - Willington Quay 
4.1) Introduction 
Chapter 4 
FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 
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In an attempt to clarify ~·me of the problems described in 
the previous three chapters, detailed programs of .field observations 
were carried out at three sites on Tyneside. These investigations 
formed a continuation and extension of those carried out at Green Park 
on the construction of one of the Jubilee Line running tunnels and 
described by Attewell and Farmer (1972; 1974). 
The principal instrumentation at each site was similar and 
is described in detail in Appendix c. Broadly speaking, the instru-
mentation consisted of inclinometer tubes and magnetic settlement rings 
installed in boreholes set out in arrays at right angles to the tunnel 
centre-line, along w1. th surface surveying monuments. The primary 
object of the instrumentation was to obtain a detailed view of the 
ground movements, around a tunnel, in three dimensions. 
The results obtained from the Hebburn Site (Section 4.2) 
were described by Attewell et al.(l975hwhilst certain aspects of the 
observations at Willington Quay, particularly the effects of the 
settlement on surface structures, were discussed by Attewell (1977b). 
The three tunnels reported in this thesis were all driven in 
soft cohesive ground. A prior study undertaken by Durham University 
Engineering Geology Laboratories concerned a 4.15 m diameter shield 
driven tunnel at an axis depth of 30 m in the London Clay. The results 
from this study are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Of the three 
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tunnels described in this Chapter, one is a shield-driven tunnel in 
laminated clay, one is a shield-driven tunnel bored with the aid of 
compressed air in soft alluvial silt, and one was driven w1 thout a 
shield in normally-consolidated stony clay. These represent a wide 
variety of soft gro\Uld tunnelling conditions in materials of various 
properties and in tunnels of differing depths and diameters. 
The locations of the sites of the three investigations are 
shown in Figure 1.1. All form part of the Tyneside Sewerage Scheme 
described in Appendix B. 
4.2) Hebburn 
The location of the Hebburn site is shown in Figure 1.1 and 
a plan o.f' the site is given in Figure 4.1. The boreholes and surveying 
monuments were set out on a fairly even grassy area off Wagonway Rd., 
Hebburn, near the River Tyne. The instrumentation was located along a 
30 m length of the Tyne South Bank Interceptor Sewer, about 20 m east 
of shaft D 14. 
4.2.1) Site geology 
The ground through which this section o.f' the tunnel passes 
consists of stiff stony clay underlain by laminated clay. The log 
from borehole Dl8 is shown in Figure 4.2. Over the instrumented 
section o.f' the tunnel the face was in laminated clay throughout. The 
bolUldary between 1 t and the stony cl9.y is shown at 6. 7 m (22 ft) in 
borehole ms· and the instrumentation boreholes indicated that the 
contact lay just above the soffit throughout the instrumented length. 
The contact is irregular, as was seen as the tunnel approached the 
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instrumentation when the stony clay frequently encroached into the 
upper part of the face. The face passed entirely into stony clay 
shortly after leaving the last borehole in the array. 
4.2.2) Laboratory testing 
100 :mm (four inch) diameter undisturbed samples were taken 
from each instrumentation borehole at the tunnel horizon (between 1 and 
8 metres depth) and a series of laboratory tests was carried out on these 
by Bewick (1973). These tests included: 
Quick undrained triaxial tests. 
Atterberg limits. 
Bulle density and S.G. deteminations. 
Natural moisture contents. 
X-ray diffraction analyses. 
Extrusion tests. 
The results of these tests are summarised in Tables 4.1, 
4.2 and 4.3. 
The laminated clay varied in undrained shear strength from 
45kN/m2 to 105kN/m2, the mean being 73.2kN/m2 • This does not agree 
with the strength quoted in the site investigation report, but in view 
of the variability of the clay's properties this value was used in all 
calculations. The Atterberg limits were also quite variable and the 
means of these values are Hlso presented. 
Consolidation tests on the laminated cl~ were performed by 
Leach ( 1973), both parallel to and perpendicular to the plane of the 
laminations. Values of C (coefficient of consolidation) and M 
v v 
(coefficient of volume compressibility) were used to find the 
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permeability of the clay in these two directions from the formula: 
K=C .M .yw 
v v u 
The results are summarised in graphical form in Figure 4.3. 
It can be seen from this graph that the permeability ratio at 
overburden stress is approximately 5. The lateral permeability is 
about L5XJ..0-7 m/sec., which is sufficient to parmi t the clay ·to d.z·ain 
reasonably well in a horizontal direction. The vertical permeability 
of 7 x 10-7 m/sec seems rather high when compared with the results 
from the site investigation report which suggest a permeability of 
-10 
approximately 10 m/sec. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear, 
but may be due to sampling disturbance of the sandy layers. 
A·series of extrusion tests was carried out on the laminated 
clay by Bewick (1973). The principle of this test is fully described 
by Attewell and Boden (1971) and discussed briefly in Chapter 2. The 
results of these are summarised in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, and Figures 4.4 
and 4.5. 
4.2 .3. Tunnel details 
The Tyne south bank interceptor sewer at Hebburn was hand-
excavated using. a 2 m diameter shield. The depth to axis over the 
instrwnented section was about 7.5 m. The shield, hydraulically 
operated, was approximately 2 m long, vi th a tailskin adding another 
metre to its length. The shield was similar to that illustrated 
schematically in Figure 1.2. In operation,& cavity was excavated for 
a distance of 1 or 2 rings ahead of the shield, slightly smaller in 
diameter than the finished tunnel,and the shield was jacked into it. 
Then the next lining ring ·(or two) was erected and the process 
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repeated. The face was excavated by hand with the aid of 
pneumatic clay spades. ~~he resulting void behind the lining was 
grouted after the erection of three rings. The primary lining 
consisted of conventional bolted concrete segments 0.6 m in length. 
The cut·l;ing edge of the shield was equipped with a bead 10 mm in 
thickness to facilitate steering. 
Two twelve hour shifts were worked on each week~ but no 
excavation was carried out over the weekends, when the face was 
normally boarded up. The face was not boarded during the weekends 
that race intrusion measurements were taken. An overall advance rate 
or 2.71 m per day was achieved including weekend stoppages, the 
maximum rate being 4-37 m per day (~ Figure 5.2). 
4.2.4) Site details 
The ground surface at the Hebburn site is fairly even, 
sloping slightly northwards at about 2° towards the river. The site 
is on a grass.y area of public ground in front or several blocks of 
flats and about 20 m from the site of shaft Dl4 from which the tunnel 
was dr1 ven (~ Figure 4 .1) • 
An array of 12 boreholes was set out as shown in Figure 4.6. 
Six of the boreholes were located on the tunnel centre-line, the other 
six being set in two arrays at right-angles to the line or advance. 
This is the largest array of boreholes to have been used in the 
fieldwork. All the boreholes were drilled to a depth of about 9 m 
which was just below invert level. Borehole 11 contained a small 
diameter plastic settlement ring centre tube whilst the remainder were 
instrumented with inclinometer access tubes, as described in Appendix 
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C, installed w1 th their ke~vays parallel to and normal to the tunnel 
centre-line. Magnetic rings around the inclinometer tubes and 
settlement points located in the sidewall of borehole 11 were fixed 
at approximate depths of 2 m, 4.5 m, and 6.5 m (soffit level) in all 
boreholes and at depths equivalent to axis level and invert level in 
selected boreholes (~ Table 4.4). 
The tops of the access tubes were set firmly into place w1 th 
concrete. Caps were padlocked over the tops and covered by a 
removable wooden box (Figure 4.7). A surface levelling station 
(Figure 4.8) was set up 1.1djacent to each borehole, and five more stations 
were set at right-angles to the tunnel centre-line as an extension of 
the first row of the array (Figure 4.5). Surface movements were 
monitored with respect to centre-punch marks on the tops of these 
stations. It was also necessary to protect these stations with wooden 
boxes. 
The temporary benchmark at this site was set up some )0 m from 
the centre line (Figure 4.1) where no movement due to tunnel construc-
tion could be expected. Reduced levels of the vertical movements of 
the measurement stations and of the caps of each inclinometer tube 
were referred to this. Within the limits of experimental accuracy 
there was no discernible movement between the tubes and the adjacent 
levelling stations. 
The measurement of lateral surface movement was complicated 
by the fact that the tops of the surface levelling stations were belc>w 
the surface of the ground. Since it was impractical at this location 
to dig trenches between all the surveying points it was necessary to 
take measurements w1 th the tape running along the ground and held down 
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onto the tops of the rods against t~e tape tension. In consequence, 
the measurement errors at this site were rather greater than at the 
other locations. 
All the boreholes on the centre-line were taken below the 
leval of the tunnel inver~~ and it was therefore necessary to cut away 
the obstructing section of the access tube before the shield passed 
in order to avoid more disturbance of the tube than was necessary. 
* When exposed at the face the tubes were pumped dry, and then cut off 
about 100 mm above soffit level and their bases plugged with clay. 
The tubes were monitored throughout this cutting procedure, but no 
movement that could be attributed to the shortening operation could 
be detected. 
The instrumentation was installed in January, 1973, and 
calibration was carried out during May of the same year. During June 
ground movements, both abave and below the surface, were monitored 
at least once per day, tht! face reaching tube J on June 13th and 
passing tube 12 on June 22nd. During the following month measurements 
were taken less regularly until no further movement could be det.ected. 
4. 2 .5) Ground anchor measurements 
In addition to the instrumentation described above, it was 
possible to monitor sub-surface ground movement from the bottom of 
shaft D14 (Figure 4.1) as the tunnel approached from the west. Three 
50 mm (2 1nch) auger holes were drilled from the bottom of the shaft 
along the line of the approaching tunnel (Figure 4.9) at axis level. 
The auger holes were about 6 m long. Two of the holes were lined 
w1 th metal tube through which ran a steel rod w1 th a gro\Dld anchor at 
* The tubes were filled with water to temperature-stabilise the 
inclinometer torpedo. 
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its far end. The ground anchor was so constructed that on emerging 
from the end of the lining, three spring loaded blades projected from 
the collar of the Rnchor. The anchor could be pushed into the clay, 
but on applying slight tension to the rod the blades were forced 
outwards thus keying the anchor into the ground. Where the rods 
projected into the access shaft they were equipped with nial gauges 
bearing on to a steel plate rigidly fixed to the concrete lining of 
the shaft. The rods were supported in the tubes by nylon bushes and 
the two anchors were installed at distances of 6.274 m and 6.223 m 
from the shaft. The dial gauges gave a direct measurement of lateral 
movement as the tunnel face approached. 
The third tube contained a small bore plastic tube with 
magnetic rings around its circumference at distances of 2 m and 5 m 
from the shaft. The movement of the rings was monitored using a 
Soil Instruments reed switch assembly, similar to that used for sub-
surface settlement monitoring, mounted on metal rods. It was found 
that when monitoring the ring at 5 m rod friction made accurate 
measurement impossible, and measurements on the 2 m ring were hindered 
both by contractors activities and by movement of the plastic centre 
tube. 
4.2 .6) In-tunnel measurements 
Direct measurements of clay intrusion at the face were made 
using dial gauges mounted on the shield itself (Figure 4.10). The 
dial gauges were mounted on a system of rigid support rods running 
across the mouth of the shield and bore upon aluminium plates wedged 
into the tunnel face. Measurements were possible over 48 hour periods 
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each weekend when no work was being carried out at the face. Usually, 
during any stoppage, a tunnel face will be boarded up to prevent 
excessive settlement, but the stability of the soil here made it 
possible to leave the face 1.mboarded. Two experiments were carried 
out while the face was in laminated clay, in which one dial gauge 
was mounted in the centre of the face and monitored over a 48 hour 
period. A third experiment was carried out using a modified set-up 
fitted w1 th four dial gauges mounted in a horizontal row across the 
face (Figure 4.10). This experiment was carried out when the face had 
moved into stony clay, thereby givill@ a lower intrusion rate, but the 
shape of the intrusion profile (Figure 5. 18) is probably also applicable 
to the laminated clay (~ Chapter 5) • 
4.3) Willington Quay 
Figure 1.1 shows the location of the Willington Quay site 
with respect to the Northumbrian Water Authority's Tyneside Sewerage 
Scheme, and a plan of the site is given in Figure 4.11. The boreholes 
and surveying stations were set up as a single arr~ running at right-
angles to the centre line of the Point Pleasant Siphon. The tunnel, 
4.3 m in diameter, was constructed at an axis depth of 13.375 m. 
4.3.1) Site geology 
The North Bank Interceptor in the area of Willington Quay 
runs chiefiy through stony clay. At Willington Gut, however, where 
the sewer passes through the Point Pleasant Siphon, it runs out of 
the stony clay and passes through a thick channel of silty alluvium. 
Borehole records (Figure 4.12) and day-to-day mapping of the tunnel 
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face suggest that the cross-section of the valley at this point is 
as shown in Figure 4.1) (Sizer, 1976). 
The alluvium is underlain in places by sand and gravel beds, 
containing water under artesian pressure, and elsewhere by boulder 
cl~cy". '!'he boulder clay probably represents the Lower Till, since in 
this locality the Upper Till is only a thin bed and the channel is 
fairly deep (~Appendix A). The channel deposits themselves are 
almost certainly post-glacial. According to Sizer (1976) the channel 
was probably cut by meltwater deriving from the de-glaciation of the 
last glacial period, which also deposited the basal sands and gravels. 
The silty al~uvium results from estuarine deposition during a subsequent 
rise in sea level. 
4.J.2) Laboratory testing 
Four inch (100 :mm) diameter undisturbed samples were taken 
from two instrumentation boreholes at the tunnel axis level. These 
samples were subjected to a. similar testing programme to that employed 
for the Hebburn samples. The results of these tests are summarised in 
.Tables 4.5 and 4 .6. The alluvium consisted of a soft, dark grey, organic 
silty clay with about 2.5% carbon and 40% water content (relative to 
dry weight). The clay contained much organic debris such as tree 
roots and branches. At one point a large (about 0.5 m diameter) well-
preserved tree trunk was removed from the tunnel face by the 
contractor, a procedure which del~cy"ed construction for some time. 
The undrained shear strength of the alluvi. um varied from 
2 2 2 lBkN/m to 26kN/m , the mean value for Tube 1 being 25kN/m • 
This represents a very weak soil and gives an overload factor (OFS) 
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of 9S at the depth in question. Consequently, an air pressure of 
2 90kN/m (with some nuctuation) was used in the drive in an attempt 
to reduce the intrusion rate by decreasing the stability ratio to 5.9 .• 
The permeability of the al.lu'Vium was ascertained from the 
results of consolidation tests carried out as part of the site 
investigation programme. An average of these tests g1 ves a permea-
bility of 1o-8 m/sec. 
A series of intrusion tests was carried out by the author 
on samples of the alluvium provided by the Northumbrian Water 
Authority. These tests were of a similar nature to those applied to 
the laminated clay from He,bbum (see Section 5.2.2) and their results 
are summa.rised in Table 4. 7 and Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The results 
from these tests were quite variable and suggest an intrusion rate at 
overburden pressure of between 9.1 mnv'min and 65 mm/min. This rate is 
extremely high and confirms the potential instability of the face 
without the use of compressed air. 
4.J.J) Tunnel details 
The section of tunnel under investigation at this site was 
the lower section of the Point Pleasant Siphon. This conveys the 
North Bank Interceptor sewer beneath the valley of Willington Gut at 
Willington Quay. Excavation was carried out by hand using pnewnatic 
clay spades inside a 4.3 m diameter shield at a depth to axis level of 
13.375 m. Due to the extremely rapid rate of clay intrusion into the 
tunnel which was anticipated from other measurement results, the bead 
was removed from the shield cutting edge, it being considered likely 
that the void behind the bead would fill up almost immediately and 
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consequently be of little assistance to shield steering. The shield 
was 2.4 m long with a 1.2 m tailskin in which the lining rings were 
erect~d. The primary lining consisted of conventional concrete pre-cast 
segments, 7 to a ring. 
Throughout the excavation the face, although quite plastic, 
appeared to be firm and quite stable. Very little water was present in 
the tunnel, in spite of the axis being approximately 11 m below the 
water table,which suggests that the use of compressed air was most 
effective. 
The tunnel was worked on a basis of two 12 hour shifts per 
day during the week. At weekends when no mining was done the face was 
boarded up with thick breastboards held in place by rams on the shield. 
Air pressure was maintained throughout. The tunnel was advanced at an 
average rate of 1.5 "DVday (tald.ng into account weekend stoppages) 
whi)..st the maximum rate achieved was 3 rings per shift, equivalent to 
).6 m/day as shown in Figure 5.21. The tunnel advance curve also shows 
a major hold-up for a period of two weeks at a distance of 9 m before 
the array. This interruption was for the installation of flameproof 
lighting and equipment following a report of gas seepage into th~ 
tunnel. The consequences of this break are discussed in Section 5. 7. 
4.J.4) Site details 
The instrumentation at the Willington Quay site was set up 
on Gut Road, a small access road carrying heavy traffic to a factory 
(Figure 4 .11 and Plates 4 .1 and 4. 2 ) • In consequence, although the 
site was level and well-suited to the type of surveying in use, 
operations were complicated by a continuous flow of traffic. 
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An array of four boreholes was located at right-angles t.o · 
the centre-line of the tunnel as shom in Figure 4.16. All boreholes 
were drilled to a depth of approximately 16 m (just below invert level) 
and were instrumented as described in Appendix C. Magnetic settlement 
rings were installed at the depths shown in Table 4.8 and piezometers 
were fixed 1 m above soffit level (10.075 m below the ground surface) 
in tube 1 and at axis level (13 .375 m below the surface) in tube 2. 
The tops of the tubes were cut off below the surface of the road and 
covered with a "U4" sample tube and cap (Figure 4-17) set firmly in 
concrete. As at the Hebburn site, surface levelling stations were 
constructed alongside each borehole and as an exten~ion to either end 
of the array. The locations of theso stations are shown in Figure 4.11. 
The stations were constructed simply by driving nails into the road 
surface (,!!!! Appendix C) and so required no protection. 
The temporary benchmark was set up some 40 m from the centre-
line (Figure 4.11), well beyond the influence of the tmmel. Levels 
were taken to the stations and to the tops of the tubes using extension 
rods mounted in the tube tops (Figure 4.17). No relative movement 
between the tubes and the adjacent levelling stations could be observed. 
Lateral surface movements were monitored as before with the 
tape in contact with the ground throughout its length. The uniform:i ty 
of the ground surface ensured acceptable acc\D"acy. Horizontal movement 
of the tube tops was checked using the levelling extension rods. 
Prior to the tunnel face reaching the array it was necessar,y 
on safety grounds to grout the lower half of tube 1 to prevent any 
loss of air' pressure from the tunnel when the tube was cut orr. 
Possibly due to the importance of this precaution the tube was over-
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.filled by the contractor, leaving only the upper magnetic ring 
accessible. The tube was cut ott when exposed in the face in a s1Jirl.lar 
way to those at Hebbum. The tube was .found to be in the centre of the 
face w1 th the keyways parallel to, and perpendicular to the centre-
line, indicating that no Spiralling about the joints had occurred. 
Again no disturbance to the tube could be measured at the surface. 
The instrumentation was installed during July, 1974. 
Calibration was carried out in Janu&ry", 1975, and daily readings 
taken during February of the same year, the .face passing the array 
on February' 18th. Observations were continued at gradually lengthening 
intervals until no .f'urther settlement could be detected, a procedure 
which continued .for almost 17 months. Over this considerable period 
* of time sediJnents accumu.lated in the bottoms of the tubes to such an 
extent that SOll'le o.f the lower magnetic rings b,ecame inaccessible. By 
the end o.f the study the inclinometer tubes were unserviceable. Sub-
surface measurements were therefore discontinued before the surfac:e 
surveying was completed. 
4.3.5) Piezometer measurements 
The piezometric head at tunnel level was measured every day 
whilst the tunnel .face was passing the array and until aey changes in 
head had ceased. The piezometer in borehole 2 (at axis level) provided 
data throughout this period. Unfortunately, the one in borehole 1 was 
affected by canpressed air tram the tunnel (presumably leaking through 
the grout in the borehole and thence into . the instrument itself) and 
provided no intomation until the air pressure was turned off. 
* . Caused by heavy rainwater inwash through the road camber. 
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4.4) Howdon 
Figure 1.1 shows the location of the Howdon site with respect 
to the sewerage scheme and the Howdon treatment plant. Figure 4.18 
shows a plan of the site. The boreholes and settlement stations were 
set out on a fairly fiat piece of waste ground, partly on grassy soil 
and partly on shale fill . The instruments were located in an array 
nmni.ng at right-angles to a curving section of the North Bank Inter-
ceptor Sewer about )00 m north of the site of the Howdon treatment 
works and about 45 m north of the access shaft A/C. The area was 
unfenced,and being at same distance from the main road was vulnerable 
to a certain amount of' vandalism. 
4.4.1) 51 te geology 
North of the Howdon Treatment Plant the North Bank Inter-
ceptor runs through stiff' stony clay. The log from borehole Cl is 
shown in Figure 4.19. The turmel face remained quite dry' throughout 
the drive, indicating that the clay has a very low permeability. 
4.4.2) Laboratory testing 
Four inch (100 mm) undisturbed samples were taken from the 
boreholes at axis level and along with samples from the actual tmmel 
face these were subjected to the standard package of' laboratory tests 
including quick undrained triaxial tests, Atterberg limits, and so on. 
The results of' these tests are summarised in Table 4.9. The clay had 
2 
an apparent cohesion of 206kN/m , which is rather higher than that 
shown from borehole Cl in the site investigation report. Using this 
value along with the density from Table 4.9 we obtain an overload 
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factor (OFS) or 1.5 approximately. This is very low and indicates 
that the face should be extremely stable. 
Consolidation testa carried out as part of the site investi-
-10 _, gation indicate that the permeability or the clay is about 10 IIIJ sec, 
that is, it is virtually impermeable. Extrusion tests were not carried 
out on this material, but the rate of extrusion would be expected to be 
similar to that for the stoDY" clay from Hebbum (Section 5.6. 7) • 
4.4.3) Tunnel details 
The North Tyne Interceptor at Howdon has an excavated 
diameter ot ).675 m and a depth to axis of 14.18 m. Due to the 
consistency and strength or the stony cla;r through which it passes it 
vas possible to construct this section of tunnel without the protection 
of a shield. The tunnel centre-line here negotiates a curve of 100 m 
radius, a procedure made easier by the absence of a shield. The 
excavation procedure was samewbat different tram that at the other 
si tea. A cavity was excavated to a distance of approximately 2 rings 
(1.2 m) ahead of the last complete lining ring. The perimeter or this 
cavity was trimmed by hand as smoothly and accurately as possible to 
be slightly larger than the outside diameter of the assembled lining. 
A ringwas then assembled in the cavity and the process repeated. When 
three rings had been assembled in this manner grout was injected into 
the void behind the lining. It would be possible to grout each ring 
separately it desired, but in deposit·s of this· stif.tnesa it is unlikely 
to be necessary. 
The thiclme sa and unifornd. ty or the annulus behind the lining 
is to a large extent dependent upon the skill of the tunnellers. In 
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theory at least, this annulus should be smaller than that result.ing 
from the assembly of the lining inside the taUskin of a shield. The 
total gromd loss caused by this method of tunnelling is made up of 
losses at the face, which are dependent on the face area and the rate 
of advance, and closure ot the annulus behind the lining, which itsel.i" 
depends on the length of time that the lining is left un-grouted. 
The primary lining consists at bolted pre-cast concrete 
segments 0.6 m in length, 7 segments and a key being required to form 
a complete ring. The annulus behind the lining was grouted at fairly 
low pressure using a weak, sulphate resistant grout. 
As in the previous two cases the tunnel was worked for two 
12 hour shifts per weekctq. The average rate of advance was 1.62 m 
per day, the maximum being 3.1 m per day (3 rings per shift). 
4.4.4) Site details 
Four boreholes were drilled in a line at right-angles to the 
tunnel centre-line at distances of 0 m, 2.5 m, 4 m, and 6 m respectively, 
with a .f'i.rth some 2 m further along the centre-line, as shown in Figure 
4-20. All the boreholes were drilled to a depth of 17 m. They were 
instrumented with Soil Instruments inclinameter access tubes and magnetic 
settlement rings, the locations of which are shown in Table 4.10. The 
tops of the tubes were .f'inished in the same way as those at Willington 
Quay (Figure 4.17). As at the other sites the instrumentation was 
installed some months before measurements began, and in an attESilpt to 
protect the tubes from vandalism during the intervening period their 
tops were camouflaged by covering· thE111 over with debris. Unfortunately, 
this proved to be somewhat counter-productive as the contractor 
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inadvertently bulldozed a considerable amount of soil over the top of 
the array. In this process the tops of the tubes were badly damaged 
and in one case the top section of tube was completely tarn from the 
ground. Four of the tubes (tubes 1 to 4 in Figure 4.20) were salvaged 
by digging a cavity around the tube down to a depth where the tube was 
undamaged and fitting a new top seetion. This or CCiurse resulted in 
considerable distortion of the upper section of the tubes and was only 
fully successtul in two cases (tubes 1 and 2). The construction of 
the borehole tops is shown in Figure 4.21. 
After the tube tops were reclaimed, surface settlement 
stations were constructed adjacent to each borehole and as an extension 
to each end of the array (Figure 4.20). The construction of these 
monuments is shown in Figure 4.22. A temporary bench mark of similar 
construction to that at the Willington Quay site was set up in the 
concrete base of ·a lamp standard at a distance from the centre-line 
of about 60 m. This was well away from the zane of influence of the 
tunnel. A surface levelling station was a.l so set up 3 m ahead of the 
array to give advance warning of the approach of the tunnel face. This 
also served as a check on the maximum settlement at the centre-line. 
As at previous sites, levels were taken to the stations and 
to plugs fitted into the tops of the tubes (Figure 4.17) · Again no 
relative movement was detected. Lateral movements were measured with 
the tape suspended above the ground throughout its length, so ensuring 
a very high degree of consistency. Since only relative movements 
between the stations were of interest, no attempt was made to correct 
for the catenary of the tape. 
The bottom sections of the tubes on the centre-line were cut 
off ·by the contractor and the:! disturbance to tube 1 was measured 
before and after this operation. 
The boreholes were installed in July, 1974. Calibration 
was carried out during July, 1975 and measurements taken daily 
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during the latter part of July and most of August, the face passing 
the array on August Bth. Measurements were continued, at lengthening 
intervals, until the end of October, by which time no further movement 
could be observed. 
An associated programme of in-tunnel lining pressure and 
lining distortion measurements at the same location is described by 
El-Naga (1976). 
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Instrumentation Borehole 
1 2 9 9 12 
Depth (m) 7.5 7 c: "7 " a.o ·r .5 I ·~ I oV 
Liquid limit (%) 60.0 59-3 41.4 52.7 56.5 
Plastic limit (%) 25.3 22.1 21.2 27.8 23.1 
Plasticity index (%) 34.8 37.1 20.2 24.9 35-4 
Liquidity index 0.19 0.16 0.31 0.09 0.13 
Moisture content (%) 31.8 28.2 27.5 29.9 27.7 
2 
c·u (kN/m ) 2 45 to 105 kN/m • Av. 73.2 kN/m 2 
Table 4.1 
Laboratory test results - Hebburn 
After Bewick (1973) 
Sample 
, 
..... 
2 
WI 
!VII 
Sample 
1 
2 
WI 
!VII 
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Moisture Content (%) Overburden 
Depth OFS 
(m) tr I c· v u 
- ,.., ,.:;, )2.32 34.74 2.3 
1.5 30~99 36.07 3.8 
7.0 27.92 37-40 1-3 
8.0 29.85 42.99 1.0 
Table 4.2 
Moisture contents from extrusion tests and 
estimated stability ratios - Hebburn 
After Bewick (1973) 
stress 
(kN/m2) 
164.97 
276.9 
96.7 
73.7 
Depth C7f a;£ Extrusion rate at (m) (kN/m2) (kN/m2) overb~en stress (mm/min x 1 o-3) 
1.5 167 164 3.6 
1.5 275 265 2.9 3.5 
(average) 
7.0 95 63 
4.1 
8.0 76 49 
Table 4.3 
Extrusion test results - Hebburn 
4£ter Bewick (1973) 
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Tube No. Depth to ring (m) Depth (m) 
1. 1.94 4.42 6.57 6.5 
2. 1.91 4.35 6.56 7.54 9.5 
3. 1.66 3.17 6.13 7.41 8.65 9-5 
4· 1.94 4.40 6.54 7-67 8.0 
5. 1.92 4-39 6.26 8.5 
6. 1.92 4.45 6.30 8.0 
7. 1.99 4.46 6.76 7.67 8.5 
B. 1.92 4-37 6.68 9.0 
9. 1.94 4.36 6.70 not 8.87 9.5 located 
10. 1.92 4.19 - 8.12 9.0 
11 2.03 4.46 6.86 9.0 
12 1.90 4-39 ·6.22 9-5 
Table 4.4 
Magnetic ring l;.lcations - Hebburn 
, , 1 
Instrumentation Borehole 
la lb lc 2a 2b 2c 
-
Depth (m) 11.25 13.25 14.75 13.25 14.25 15.25 
Liquid 
limit (%) 48.5 48.5 46.5 42.6 44.5 41.8 
Plastic 
limit (%) 28.2 28.6 25.6 28.5 28.2 27.3 
Plasticity 
index (%) 20.3 19.8 20.9 13.1 16.3 1L.6 
Liquidity 
index 0.50 0.53 0.63 0.89 0.63 0.64 
Moisture 
content (%) 38.3 39.1 38.8 40.2 38.5 36.6 
2 C·u (kN/m ) 26 25 24 18 19 21 
Table 4.5 
Laboratory test results - Willington Quay 
After Sizer (1976) 
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Mt)isture Content (%) Overburden 
Sample Depth Bulk Extruded OFS stress (m) plug It t:r I c· ) (kN/m2) I'' v u 
1 4.8 50.1 60.0 4.0 8).0 
2 5.1 62.4 6.').4 2.6 92.8 
J 1.5 50.1 68.8 7.0 1)0.) 
4 9.4 J7.9 48.5 ).0 162.0 
Table 4.6 
Moisture contents from extrusion tests and 
estimated stability ratios - Willington Quay 
Sample Depth or o;,r Extrusion rate at l (m) (kN/m2) (kN/m2) overburden s"tress (JIIIII/min) 
1 4.8 107.9 45.5 as 
2 5.7 86.6 69.9 9.1 
J 7.5 64.6 )7.6 65.0 
4 9.4 11).9 96.7 12.) 
Table 4.7 
Extrusion test results - Willington Quay 
Borehole Depth to ring (m) Depth (m) 
1 1.33 4.34 7.35 10.40 15.88 16.0 
2 1.54 3.09 7.65 8.60 10.99 15.18 16.0 
3 ).20 5.94 8.81 11.50 1).76 15.5 
4 2.79 6.14 8.86 12.21 14.5 
Table 4.8 
Magnetic ring locations - Willington Quay 
Clay type 
Laminated clay .Stony clay 
Density kg/m3 2029.8 
Liquid limit (%) 6).5 
Plastic limit (%) 30.0 
Plasticity index (%) 33.5 
Liquidity index - 0.08 
Moisture content (%) 27.2 
2 Cu (kN/m ) I/? 'J 
Table 4.9 
Labor~tory test results - Howdon 
After El-Naga (1976) 
Borehole Depth to ring (m) Depth (m) 
1 Not used 17 
2 4.8 1 8.1 1 11.6 17 
3 17 
4 Not used 17 
5 17 
Table 4.10 
Magnetic ring locations - Howdon 
2255.0 
36.5 
18.2 
18.3 
- 0.)3 
12.1 
; ... ,· 
l\ ' ,· 
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Chapter 5 
PRESENTATION OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS 
5.1) Introduction 
132 
In this Chapter it is intended simply to present the results 
of the observations described in Chapter 4. The data are presented in 
as simple and straightforward a manner as possible, generally in 
graphical form. The interpretation and discussion of thesedata are 
contained in Chapter 6. 
As is clear from the description of the field instrumentation 
in Ch&pter 4 and Appendix C, the observations fran each of the three 
sites follow the same general pattern, and have been processed in 
similar ways. Sections 5.2 to 5 S, which describe the data processing 
and presentation, apply equally to data from each site. 
5.2) Plotting of data 
Many of_the observations presented in this chapter are time-
independent; for example the ultimate settlement profile. Other data, 
of a more dynamic nature, ~ be regarded either as time-dependen~ or 
advance-dependent. The centre-line settlement development profile, for 
example, ~be plotted with respect to time or with respect to tunnel 
face position. The latter is more c·onventional (~ Attewell and 
Fanner, 1972) and has generally been adopted here. In some cases, 
however, it is clearly more rational to plot data with respect to time. 
The Willington Quay settlement data, for example, continues for a 
period of over 18 months, for most of which time the face was more than 
1)) 
50 m beyond the measurement array and could no longer be considered 
to have aey direct influence • Therefore, in the case of long- te:nn 
movements, it is more logical to plot time as the abscissa, and this 
procedure has been adopted. 
5 .J) The tunnel advance curve 
In view of the above considerations it is necessary to 
convert data from the time scale, as it was collected, to the tunnel 
advance scale, as it is to be presented. To facilitate this procedure, 
a tunnel advance curve has been plotted for each tunnel. On these 
curves face position, tail position or grouting position are all 
plotted with respect to time. The data for these curves were obtained 
from the engineer's shift reports, and represent face position at the 
end o.r each shift. These points have been connected w1. th straight 
lines, although in fact the face advance is intermittent. This 
"smoothing" of the curves introduces an error which may possibly be as 
great as 0.6 m (or the width of a lining ring). This error is unavoid-
able,since the face position is not recorded throughout the shift, but 
is considered to be sufficiently small to be acceptable. It should be 
noted, however, that this error should be taken into account wherever 
face position is considered. 
By convention, the tmmel advance curves are plotted with time 
as the verticai axis (positive downwards) and distance horizontal. 
Therefore, the higher the tunnel adVl~ce rate, the smaller the gradient. 
Vertical sections of this curve represent stoppages, for example at 
weekends, holid~s or disputes. A tunnel advance curve was plotted 
for each of the experimental sites. All values of distance to the 
tunnel face were calculated from the time of observation using 
these graphs. 
5.4) Surface measurements 
1)4 
As described in Chapter 4, two types of surface observation 
were made at all sites, these being measurements of level and of 
lateral displacement. 
5.4.1) Presentation of surface levels 
Surface levelling data Qreinitially presented in two 
different ways. Firstly, centre-line level (that is, maximum settle-
ment) is presented with respect to tunnel face position as a settlement 
development profile. This curve can be considered either as a graph of 
the development of maximum settlement with time as the tunnel face 
passes the measurement point, or can be said to represent a longitudinal 
section through the settlement trough at a given 1110ment in time. The 
latter case presupposes that settlement development and maximum 
settlement are the same throughout the length of the tunnel, an assump-
tion which may well be incorrect. In the case ot Willington Quay a 
long-term settlement development profile has been plotted with respect 
to time (!!!Section 5.7.1). 
Secondly, plots are produced ot settlement versus distance 
away from the centre-line for particular points in time or values ot 
tunnel advance, showing the shape of the settlement trough (or 
transverse settlement profile) at various stages in its development. 
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5.4.2) Presentation of lateral displacement measurements 
The lateral surface displacements have been plotted on the same 
axes but not to the same scale as the transverse settlement profiles 
described above. The convention has been adopted throughout that 
movements towards the tunnel are plotted vertically with positive 
upwards. As was noted in Chapter 4 and Appendix C, the nature of the 
measurements is such that values of change in level (settlement) are 
known to a much greater iegree of accuracy than those of lateral 
displacement. For this reason, no lateral displacement was observed 
at Hebburn and no displacement curves are presented, although lateral 
movement was indicated indirectly (.!!! Section 5.6.4). For all the 
above curves the displacement scale is considerably exaggerated. 
5.5) Sub-surface measureJIIents 
As in the case of surface data, sub-surface observations 
consist of measurements of vertical and horizontal movements. In this 
Chapter these measurements are presented separately. It should be 
noted that in both cases data have been collected over a two-dimension-
al grid on a vertical plane, rather than along a one dimensional array 
as in the case of the surface measurements. It is therefore difficult 
to present all the data on the same diagram, particularly when changes 
through time are taken into account. Various options are available, 
and these are explored more fully in Chapter 6. For the initial 
presentation of this data, the general philosophy has been to make 
the presentation in as simple a manner as possible. 
5.5.1) Sub-surface settlement measurements 
As was noted in Chapter 4, these measurements were originally 
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made relative to the ground surface. The data were therefore 
processed by adding to them the value or surface settlement observed 
at that position relative to the centre line at that particular t.ime. 
Data tor each borehole are then presented as plots of vertical 
settleiiamt development with depth. These curves are presented for 
various moments in time (or values or tunnel advance) corresponding 
to the transverse settlement profiles, that is, ultimate or final 
settlement tor Hebburn and Howden, and several stages of settlement 
development in the case or Willington Quay. Vertical settlements are 
plotted horizontally (right positive) with depth as the vertical axis. 
5.5.2) Horizontal sub-surface displacements 
Measurelllents of sub-surface lateral displacement were taken 
using a SOil Instruments Digi tial Inclinometer as described in 
Appendix C. The nature of this instrument's operation means that a 
certain amount or "data ·processing" is necessary before the results can 
be plotted. This procedure, along w1. th the computer progr8111 used, is 
described in Appendix D. It is also necessary to correct tor erroneous 
readings since these are not immediately apparent when actually using 
the instrument. These can arise due to distortions in the access tube 
or due to reading at joints in the t11be (~ Figure 5.1). The correc-
tion procedure is also described in Appendix D. 
The inclinometer plots presented in the thesis consist or 
tracings or the computer plots for particular moments in time, w1 th 
some traces corresponding as far as possible to those used for the 
transverse settlement profiles. 
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5.6) Hebburn 
The data from the Hebburn site were collected over a period 
or about two months, between June and July, 1973· During the time 
that the tunnel face was w1 thin 20m of the instrumentation array, 
one or two readings were taken at each station each day. Measurements 
were taken less frequently when the face was at a greater distance. 
5.6.1) The tunnel advance curve 
The tunnel advance curve is shown in Figure 5.2. The two 
parallel curves represent the positions or the tunnel race and the 
grout injection position at any moment in time. The vertical lines, 
numbered 3, 6 and 9 to 12, show the positions or the centre-line 
boreholes. The main vertical sections of the curve represent weekends, 
when no work was carried out, whilst the two short vertical sections 
at the right or the curve show lost shifts. Zero tunnel advance is 
taken to be at shaft Dl4 (!!!!. Figure 4. 1 ) • 
' The overall rate of advanco, including all weekend stoppages, 
is 0.113 J!V'hr. The actual advance rate, calculated as the average rate 
during the week 11-6-73 to 15-6-73 inclusive is 0.182 J!V'hr. This is 
equivalent to about 3.6 rings per shift, the best advance achieved for 
a single shift being 4 rings. 
5.6.2) The settlement development profiles 
Six centre-line surface settlement development profiles were 
obtained, from levelling points by the six centre-line boreholes. 
These are shown superimposed in Figure 5.3. The vertical axis 
represents the position of the measurement points. The curves are 
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extrapolated from settlement-time profiles, using the tunnel advance 
curve (Figure 5.2). Considerable variation between the profiles is 
evident. The maximum settlement varies between 6 mm and 10 mm. The 
shape and extent of the profiles also varies, particularly in the 
early stages of settlement development. The location of the onset of 
settlement varies between 4 m and 13 m ahead of the tunnel face. 
Generally, the onset of settlement is quite abrupt, w1 th between 30% 
and 50% of the ultimate settlement having developed by the time the 
tunnel face passes the measurement point. The "average" settlement 
development profile is shown in Figure 5.4. The main properties of 
this curve are listed in Table 5.1. 
5.6.)) The transverse settlement profile 
The transverse settlement profile for Hebburn is shown in 
Figure 5.5. This curve is plotted from the average of all maximum 
surface settlement readings and thus represents the shape of the "mean 
ultimate settlement trough" corresponding to Figure 5.4. Only one 
half of the profile is plotted, since it appears to be symmetrical. 
The profile is an average of data from both sides of the centre-line. 
The point of contraflexure (point of inflection) sho~ on the curve is 
estimated by eye. The shape of the settlement profile is discussed 
more fully in Chapter 6, but its main parameters are listed in 
Ts.ble 5~1. 
5.6.4) Horizontal surface movements 
Horizontal surface movements before and after the passage of 
the tunnel face through the array are summarised in Table 5. 2. The 
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experimental errors incurred in these measurel'll£tnts are discussed in 
Appendix 3. As is explained there, the measurement errors in this 
particular location are quite large, probably in the region of 4 mm 
Ol" even more. Taking this into account it must be concluded that no 
evidence of lateral surface movement can be deduced from Table 5.2. 
On the other h~d the observations do not preclude the possibility of 
undetected movement up to 4 mm between the measuring points. It. would 
therefore be unwise to conclude that no movement has taken place, and 
it is shown in Section 5.6.6 that indirect evidence suggests that 
movements of the order of 2 m towards the centre-line may have occurred 
in pl~ces. 
5.6.5) Sub-surface settlement development 
Figure 5.6 shows the development of vertical settle-
ment with depth below the surface at the tunnel centre-line and at 
1.5 m and 4.5 m from the centre-line. These curves represent a 
combination of the magnetic ring data from all the boreholes. Whilst 
a certain amount of variation between the boreholes is apparent, 
especially over the tunnel centre-line, a clear pattern of movement can 
be seen. At the centre-line the settlement increases with depth to a 
ma.ximum of 15 111111 at crown level. This is consistent with the volume of 
the surface settlement trough (~ Section 6.2.2). To the side of the 
tunnel, at 1.5 m from the centre-line the settlement can be seen to 
increase to a maximum of 8.25 111111 at a depth of about 5 m, then decrease 
to zero at invert depth. At 4.5 m from the centre-line the maximum 
settlement of 4.5 111111 is reached at a depth of about 3.5 m, decreasing 
to zero at about 8 m. This indicates the narrowing of the settlement 
trough with depth, to be discussed in Chapter 6. 
5.6.6) Horizontal sub-surface movements 
Figures 5.7 to 5.10 show movements of the centre-line 
inclinometer tubes parallel to the line of advance of the tunnel. 
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These curves represent measurements taken at individual boreholes at 
different moments in time but can be considered to show movements at 
different distances from the advancing face in much the same way as do 
the settlement development curves. However, some of the curves showing 
movement at a great distance behind the shield have been brought closer 
to the face position in order to compress the diagrams to a reasonable 
size. It should be noted that these curves are plotted under the 
assumption of zero movement at the tops of the tubes • Therefore, 
although their shapes may be regarded as correct, they may not, in 
fact, occupy the relative positions shown in the diagrams. 
The general pattern of ground movement development along the 
centre-line as the face approaches cOJIIIIlences with what appears i::.o be a 
general movement of the ground at depth away from the tunnel face. 
This is considered highly unlikely. If we assume that some movement 
may have occurred at the tops of the tubes then a more reasonable 
alternative emerges, that the ground movement conunences with movement 
of the upper part of the ground towards the face • By the time the 
face is 1.6 m away from the tubes about 1 mm of movement has developed 
at the surface and a slight "bulging" of the tubes towards the face 
begins to axis level. This movement reaches about 2 mm in tubes 3 and 
6 at distances of 0.6 and 0.8 m respectively from the face. 
Once the face has passed the array there appears to be some 
movement at depth in the direction of tunnel advance, possibly due to 
frictional forces around the bead. This is particularly clear in the 
cases of tubes 9 and 12. It is difficult to estimate fran these 
diagrams the magnitude of this "forward drag" since we have no certain 
datum point. The horizontal movements then appear gradually to 
decrease, in the cases of tubes 6 and 12 back to zero. Again it is 
impossible to be certain whether or not there remains a general trans-
lation of the entire cover above the tunnel after the passage of the 
shield, although this is regarded as unlikely. 
Movements perpendicular to the tunnel line of advance are 
shown in Figures 5.11 to 5.15 for distances of 1.5 m and 4.5 m from 
the tunnel centre-line. Tubes 2, 4 and 7 show little movement until 
the face reaches them. Tube 2 seems to indicate movement towards the 
centre-line at the surface before the face arrives, but tubes 4 and 7 
indicate the opposite. The reasons for this are unclear. Once the 
face :Is past the boreholes considerable dl.splacement towards the 
tunnel occurs at depth, eventually reaching a maxl.mum of about 
11.5 IIDrl in tube 7. This movement develops quite slowly in tube 2, but 
very rapidly in tubes 4 and 5. The movement extends upwards for about 
3 m above _axis level, and in tube 2 E1ppears to extend downwards for 
about 2.5 m. In all 3 cases the maximum horizontal movement appears 
to develop somewhat below axis level. It is unclear how much movement 
develops at the surface. Tubes 4 and 7 seem to show very l1 ttle, 
although tube 2 suggests a maximum towards the centre-line of about 
2 mm, assuming zero movement at the base of the tube. 
The movement in tubes l and 5, which are further from the 
tunnel (4.5 m from the centre-line), shows a somewhat different 
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pattern. The dominant feature is movement at the surface towards 
the centre-line, reaching a rnax:imum of about 3 mm. Most of this 
movement develops after the face has passed the boreholes. Tube 5 
shows evidence of a small amount or movement towards the tunnel at 
axis level,al though this is not repeated in tube 1. 
5.6.7) Intrusion rate measurements 
Three experiments were carried out at Hebburn in order to 
determine the rate and development or clay intrusion into the tunnel 
race. Figure 5.16 shows gro\Dld movement versus distance to the race 
for the ground anchor experiments. Whilst the total amount or data 
is small the curves do indicate that as the race approaches the rate 
or ground movement accelerates. 
Figure 5.17 is a plot or race intrusion against time for 
one or the ground anchors and the two race experiments in laminated 
clay. The face data refer to intrus:Lon at the centre or the tunnel 
face, where the intrusion rate would be expected to be highest. The 
points from the three experiments are very consistent and give an 
excellent tit to a straight line (least squares cprrelation giving a 
correlation coefficient or 0.99). This indicates that at least 
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over a period or 48 hours the clay at the face intrudes at a constant 
rate or 0.221 mm per hour. This is in very close agreement with 
laboratory extrusion tests carried out on the same material (!!! 
Section 4.2.2 and Bewick, 1973) -which gave an extrusion rate, at this 
overburden pressure, or 0.218 mm per hour. The constant intrusion 
rate is suggestive or plastic behaviour (!.!!!, Section 1.5). 
The results or face measurements in the stony clay are shown 
in Figure 5.18. Once again these indicate a constant rate or 
intrusion, this time or 0.0134 mm{hour at the centre or the race. 
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It is to be expected that the stiffer stony clay would intrude at a 
lower rate than that or the laminated clay. The figure also indic11tes 
clearly tr.e increase in intrusion rate towards the centre of the 
tunnel. Figure 5.18 also shows three '~ntrusion profiles" at 5 hour 
intervals illustrating the development of intrusion across the face. 
These profiles demonstrate that the tunnel face develops a pronounced 
dome-like configuration, rather than shearing around the cutting .adge 
and intruding uniformly as a ·.cylinder. This is quite consistent with 
observations made on laboratory extrusion tests, where the face "domes" 
until failure, at which point the clay begbls to extrude as a 
c ylindrical plug by shearing around the circumference of the aperture. 
There was no evidence of failure in this sense at the Hebburn tunnt!l 
race. 
5. 7) Willington Qu& 
The data from Willington Quay were collected over a period of 
18 months between January, 1975 and July, 1976. During the period that 
the tunnel face was within 25 m of the array one se·t of readings was 
taken each day. At greater distances the readings were less frequent, 
culminating with readings at about 3 monthly intervals after August, 
1975. 
5. 7 .1) The tunnel advance curve 
The ttmnel advance curve is shown in Figure 5.19. This 
curve covers the period January 10 to April 20, during which time the 
tunnel face progressed from 50 m ahead of the arr~ to 122m beyond it. 
As in Figure 5.2, two curves have been plotted to show the face position 
and the grout injection position. The array location is represented by 
the vertical line at zero advance. The only major stoppage, apart from 
weekends, occurred with the face 9 m ahead of the array, between 
January, 1975 and February, 1975. This stoppage resulted .from a report 
of gas seepage into the tunnel, and the hold up was to allow name-
proof lighting and control equipment to be installed. During this 
period the compressed air remained in operation and the face itself 
was completely boarded up. This had a noticeable effect on the 
development of ground deformations which is discussed in the following 
sections. 
The overall rate of advance, including weekend stoppage~ but 
excluding the hold-up referred to above, is 0.06 JIV'hr. The actual 
ad.v~ce rate calculated for the period during .nich the face passed the 
array is 0.10 nv'hr, which is the equivalent of 2 rings per shirt. 
5.7.2) The settlement development profiles 
Due to the long-term nature of settlement development at this 
site two development profiles are presented. The first (Figure 5.20) 
shows settlement development relative to face position for the period 
January, 1975 to February, 1975. The second (Fig'tn"e 5.21) shows 
settlement development with time over the entire observation period. 
Both profiles show a complex settlement history. 
Figure 5.20 indicates that settlement commenced when the 
face was about 34 m from the boreholes. At 9 m from the measurement 
points an uplift of all the settlement stations occurred, coinciding 
with the two-week hold up. The most plausible explanation of this 
uplift seems to be that the ground, being very soft, was forced 
upwards by the pressure of the hydraulic rams used to hold the 
bre&1sting boards in place at the face. 
Immediately after this stoppage settlement continued, 
reaching about 7 mm by the time the face Was level with the aiTay. 
Immediately after the face passed the arr~ the rate of settlement 
decreased lDltil the tail of the shield ha<i passed. This is to be 
expected since in the absence of a bead the shield will provide 
support to the ground. Once the shield had passed, the rate or 
settlement increaseq once again. For the next 20 days, until the 
face was about 50 m past the array, settlement developed normally, 
having much the same form as that shown at Hebburn. 
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Long term settlement development is shown in Figure 5.21. 
At 2) days,high pressure back-grouting (at 700 kN/m2 ) was carried out 
in the vicinity of the array, to fill any voids remaining around the 
lining, particularly in the soffit. This is standard practice, 
particularly where large settlements are expected. Surprisingly, this 
back-grouting coincided with a marked increase in the settlement rate. 
Site records show that there was no change in the air pressure during 
this period. The reasons for this increase in settlement rate remain 
unclear, and any explanation is speculative. It is suggested that, the 
increase in settlement rate must reflect either a weakening of the 
soil, the opening up or further voids or the onset of consolidation due 
to drainage. The latter is unlikely since the air pressure remained 
constant. It is possible that the pressure of the back grout could 
cause crackine or failure in the existing grout, thus opening fresh 
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voids, although the mechtmism by' which this could occur is problematic. 
Alternatively the pressure could have caused local yielding in the 
clay around the tunnel. Associated strain-softening could cause an 
increase in the rate of deformation of the ground on the release of 
the grout pressure. 
Following this acceleration the rate of settlement again 
gradually decreasei until 66 days following the passage of the face. 
This marks the completion of the drive and the removal of the air 
pressure, corresponding with yet another increase in settlement rate. 
Evidence suggests that this phase of settlement represents consolida-
tion of the ground due to drainage into the tlmllel or along the zone of 
disturbed ground surro\Uldi:ng the tunnel. This phenomenon is discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 6. 
163 days after the passage of the face a wall close to the 
levelling stations (shown in Figure 4.12) was demolished because of 
extensive settlement damage (~ Plates 5. 1 and 5. 2 ) • The remval of 
this wall coincided with extensive uplift of the settlement stations, 
this uplift being greatest for the stations closest to the wall. 
Consolidation settlement continued \Ulabated after this uplift. 
Measurements continued for a total period of 18 months, by 
which time settlement was virtually complete, having reached a 
maximum of 81.5 mm at the centre-line. 
5. 7 .)) The transverse settlement profile 
Transverse settlement profiles for Willington Quay are giv~n 
in Figure 5. 22. These show the shape o£ the trough at 0 days, 2) days, 
51 days, 149 days and 504 days. Although the overall shape of the 
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trough is similar to that at Hebbum (~ Section 5.6.3) it is notable 
that~ trough appears. to widen during the second phase of rapid 
settlement, between 23 days and 51 days ,from 30m to 45 m (the point of 
innection moves from 6 •. 2 m to 6.8 m). During the final phase of 
consolidation the trough widens still further to 60 m (point of inflec-
tion at 7.6 m). The main parameters of the curves are listed in Table 
5.3. It should be no~d that the volume of the final settlement 
trough does not correspond to the volume of gro\Dld lost into the tmnel 
but partly to the volume decrease in the ground due to consolidation. 
5.7.4) Horizontal surface movements 
Four profiles of the horizontal movement of the ground 
surface towards the centre-line have been selected and included with 
the transverse profiles of the trough in Figures 5.23 to 5.26. In 
these figures movement towards the centre-line are shown vertically 
upwards, the same scale being used as for the settlement troughs. In 
each case it is clear that the max:l.mwn horizontal movement corresponds 
with the point of inflection of the transverse settlement trough, as 
predicted by the stochastic theory (Chapter 2). Towards the centre of 
the trough horizontal movements are much smaller than vertical move-
ments (that is, total ground movements are more or less vertical) but 
as we move away from the centre-line the horizontal movement gradually 
becomes more predominant until at a distance of 13 m from the centre-
line the norizontal movement exceeds the vertical. A maximum of 
11.4 mm of horizontal movement develops at about 100 days. The 
development of lateral displacements, and the shape of the profiles, 
are disoussed in Chapter 6. 
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5.7-5) Sub-surface settlement 
Sub-surface settlement is shown in Figure 5.27 as settlement 
development with depth for each borehole at stages of settlement 
corresponding to those used for the transverse settlement profiles and 
horizontal surface movements (Figures 5.23 to 5.26). Not all the 
profiles run to the full depth of the boreholes for one of two reasons. 
Firstly, in Borehole 1, it was necessary to fill the lower part of the 
tube with grout to prevent air leaking from the tunnel when the tube 
was cut off as the tunnel face passed the array. Unfortunately, due to 
the importance attached to this grouting, the tube was filled to such 
an extent that only the upper magnetic settlement ring (at 1.33 m) was 
accessible. Secondly, some of the deepest magnetic rings around the 
bases of the other access tubes became inaccessible before settlement 
was completed as a result of sediment acc\Dilulation in the bottoms of the 
tubes over the long periods involved. In the S811le way the remaining 
settlement ring in Borehole 1 became inaccessible before any significant 
deviation from the surface settlement had been measured. For this 
reason no settlement profile has been plotted for the centre-line tube. 
These profiles are difficult to interpret, particularly that from 
tube 2. 
As explained in Appendix C it is JnOst unlikely that the 
settlement rings would give values of settlement greater than that 
which actually occurs (that is, they tend to read low) so the curves 
represent miniJil'IDil values or settlement at a particular depth. Bearing 
this in mind it is suggested that the settlement rings at 7-5 m a_nd 
8.5 m depth in borehole 2 may both be giving erroneously low readings 
during the period 0 to 23 days, possibly due to interference with the 
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inclinometer tubes or because of inconsistencies in the grout around 
them at this depth, giving poor ring coupling with the ground. After 
23 days the pattern of movements in borehole 2 is quite consistent 
with the other two boreholes. This is shown by the curvesof Figure 
5.28 which show the movement between 2J days, and 51 and 149 days. 
It we accept the above assumption then a consistent pattern emerges 
for the sub-surface settlements. Its main properties are as follows: 
(a) Moving away from the tmmel centre-line the settlement at 
the surface and at depth decreases. 
(b) Settlement increases and then decreases again w1 th depth. 
This phenomenon is more pronounced close to the centre-line. In 
tube 2 the ma.xim\Dil is re!lched at about 7 m; in tube 3 it is reached 
at a depth of 6 m; and in tube 3 it is reached only 2 m below the 
surface. 
(c) The shape of the profiles is established by 51 days. 
Settlement after 51 days is more or less constant at all depths. 
5. 7 .6) Horizontal sub-surface movements 
The sub-surface horizontal movements are presented as a 
series of inclinometer profiles taken at intervals throughout the case 
history and shown as Figures 5.29 to 5.35. The horizontal displace-
ments of the tops of the tubes in the plane of the array are those 
measured as described in Section 5.7.4. The inclinometer profiles are 
plotted using these displacenw.nts as a surface datum. In the case of 
the profiles parallel to the centre-line it was necessary to estimate 
the surface displacement from the shape of the profile. 
Figure 5.29 shows the development of horizontal displace-
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menta in the plane of the centre-line (from tube 1) prior to the 
arrival of the face. Significant movement was recorded w1 th the face 
some 6.7 m away. By the time the face had reached 1.8 m from the 
boreholes, there had developed an obvious "bulge" towards the face of 
3.17 mm at axis level. Estimated su:rface movement had by this time 
developed to 1.5 mm. After this point the tube was grouted and no 
more measurements could be obtained. No d1 splacement perpendicular to 
the centre-line was observed in borehole 1. 
Figures 5.30 to 5.32 illustrate the development of movement 
parallel to the t'ID'Ulel centre-line for the "off-centre" boreholes. Up 
to 66 days, that is,prior to the removal of the air pressure, these 
profiles show little movement. Borehole 3 seems to indicate a certain 
amount of movement in the direction of tunnel advance 'Which may be 
repeated to a lesser extent in tube 2. This may possibly be the 
result of ground drag on the advancing shield. Surface movements are 
also in the direction or advance, towards the centre of the buried 
valley. After the air pressure was removed, at 66 days, much larger 
movements, again towards the centre of the buried valley (~ Figure 
4.14), can be seen to dev;elop. The cause of this late development of 
horizontal d1 splacement, and its comection w1 th long-term consolida-
tion processes, are discussed in Chapter 6. 
Figures 5.35 to 5.37 show the development of lateral sub-
surface movement in a plane perpendicular to the tunnel centre-line. 
During the first 66 days, prior to the removal of the air pressure, 
all boreholes show the development of movement towards the centre-line. 
This movement generally increases with depth, fonn:l.ng a "bulge" towards 
the tunnel, this being most pronounced in borehole 2, closest to the 
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tunnel. Generally, the movements grow less with distance from t.he 
centre-line. After the air pressure is removed, the profile for· 
tube 4, 7 .5 m from the centre-line, remains fairly steady for some 
time. Ho-wever, between 51 and 72 days tube 2 shows a marked reversal 
in movement at depth. This is considered to be the result of high-
2 pressure back-grouting at 700 kN/m which was carried out in the 
location of the array at 71 days. This may have actually forced the 
alluvium away from the tunnel at depth. This type of movement is 
not apparent at tube 3 11 although the development of a "bulge" in the 
profile towards the tunnel at 4 m depth may be in some way connected 
with the same process. 
A further phase of movement away from the tunnel at depth 
occurs between 150 and 176 days. This corresponds both w1 th the 
demolition of the wall at the surface (~Section 5.7.2) and a 
significant increase in the height of the water table (Section 5.7.7), 
and may reflect the re-establishment or higher piezometric pressure 
around the tunnel after caulking. This is discussed further in 
Section 5.7.7 and by Sizer (1976). 
Minor distortion of the top section of tube 2 is evident 
from -5 days onwards. This may have been caused during the process 
of taking lateral surface displacement measurements (~ Appendix C). 
5.7.7) Pore-pressure measurements 
The effect of the tunnel passing the piezometer in borehole 
2 is shown with respect to tunnel-face position in Figure 5.36. The 
2 pore pressures before the array was reached were 108.5 kN/m in 
borehole 2 and 77.9 kN/m2 in borehole 1, indicating a water table 
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about 2.3 m below the ground surface, assuming that there is no 
aquiclude between the piezometers and the surface. In borehole 1, 
air from the turmel penetrated the grout above the soffit and leaked 
through the piezaneter, so making accurate readings impossible until 
the air pressure was released. In borehole 2 the piezometric pressure 
increased to 120.5 kN/m2 as the tunnel passed, equivalent to a water 
table 1m below the ground surface, that is,a rise in head of 12 kN/m2, 
or 1.3 m of water. This compares with an air pressure in the tunnel 
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of 90 kN/m • This pressure, at the soffit of the tunnel ,is sufficient 
to raise the water table to 2 m below the ground surface. It is 
suggested, therefore, that the rise in pressure measured at the 
piezometers must be due to the driving of the shield itself increasing 
the stress level in the ground and hence at least temporarily raising 
the pore pressure close to the tunnel. 
Long term changes in piezometric head are shown in Figure 
5.37 •. When the compressed air was released the tunnel was able to 
act as a drain to the surrounding alluvi\Dil. This drainage facility 
resulted in a lowering of the pore pressure in both piezometers until 
at 119 days the piezometric head was down to 3.5 m below the surface. 
Varying weather conditions tend to make the results somewhat erratic. 
Between 119 days and 176 days a significant rise in the pore 
pressure takes place. This may be attributed to a reduction of the 
water inflow into the tunnel due to caulking of the tunnel along with 
a period of high rainfall. It is significant that this increase is 
associated with the uplift at 162 days,as noted in Sections 5.7.2 and 
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5.8) Howdan 
Measurements were taken at the Howdan site between July, 
1975 and September, 1975. A complete set of all readings was taken 
each day during the period that the tunnel face was within 20 m of 
the instrumentation array. As is described in Appendix c, due to 
vandalism it only proved possible to monitor movements in two of the 
original 5 boreholes. Neither of the piezometers was operational for 
the same reason. 
5. 8 .1) The tunnel advance curve 
Figure 5.36 shows the tl.UUlel advance curve for Howdan during 
the •neasurement period July 14th to September 30th. As for the 
previous case histories, the two curves represent the face position and 
the grout inject~on position. These curves are close together due to 
the fact that no shield was used in this drive. Tunnel advance is 
shown relative to shaft A/C (Figure 4.18). As at Hebburn and Willington 
Quay,the short vertical sections of the curve represent weekend 
stoppages. Unfortunately at Howdon, one of these stoppages occurred 
with the face only 1.5 m past the array. This may have had some effect 
on the shape of the settlement development profile (Section 5.8.2). 
The average rate of advance over the entire 120 m shown in 
Figure 5.40 is 0.068 m per hour. The actual advance rate over the 
week August 4th to August Bth was 0.155 m/hr, equivalent to 3 rings per 
shift. 
5.8.2) The settlement development profiles 
Two centre-line settlement development profiles are shown in 
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Flgure 5.39, for stations .2 and !. . These indicate that settlement 
commenced about 18 m ahead of the face. By the time the face was level 
with the array,4.6 mm of settlement h~. developed, and by the time 
the face was 70m past the array settlementwas v.l.rtually completE:. The 
.. 
f'om of the profile appears much the same as that of Hebbum (.!!.!:! 
Section 6.2). The profiles appear to steepen very slightly during the 
weekend stoppage 1.5 m from the boreholes, although only about ~ mm of 
settlement is indicated over this period. The major properties of the 
settlement development profile are listed in Table 5.h. 
5.8.3) The transverse settlement profile 
The development of the transverse settlement profile is 
shown in Figure 5.1!0. It is clear that the trough does not have a 
symmetrical shape, the points of inflection being at 6.02 m on the 
east and 7. 75 m on the west. This is thought to be due to the 
curvature of the tunnel centre-line at this point. Once the face is 
past the measurement array the trough appears to retain a constant 
width throughout its development. Fl.uctua tions in the level of 
stations ,!, !!!' !! are due to ·their location at some distance from the 
TBM and therefore being less accurately levelled. 
Figure 5.41 illustrates the ultimate settlement trough 
along with the lateral movement profile. This settlement trough is 
the mean of the measurements at either side of the centre-line. A 
maximum of 11.2 mm of settlement is developed. The shape of this 
profile and its comparison wi. th the other case histories is discussed 
in Chapter 6, but its main properties are listed in Table 5.1!. 
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5.8.4) Horizontal surface movements 
The profile ot the ultimate horizontal surface displacement 
is shown in Figure 5.41 along with the surface settlement trough. As 
in the case of Willington Quay, maximum horizontal movement is 
developed at the point of inflection of the settlement trough. A 
maximum displacement of 5 Jlllll is observed at this point. At about 
11 m from the centre-line horizontal and vertical movements are equal, 
and beyond this point horizontal movement predominates. 
5.8.5) Sub-surface settlement 
Due to problems with vandalism at this site (~ App~ndix C) 
it only proved possible to obtain a steady set ot datum values for 
tube 2, at 2.5 m from the centre-line. The development of settlement 
with depth tor this tube is shown in Figure 5.42. This dl.agram shows 
the ultimate settlement which was developed. It can be seen that 
settlement does not increase uniformly with depth. The unexpectedly 
high settlement at ring 1 (4.8 m deep) may possibly be caused by 
disturbance of the upper section of the tube due to the several 
modifications and repairs which became necessary during the course ot 
the measurement programma. The lower sections ot the tube show 
settlement increasing with depth, reaching 19 mm at a depth of 11.6 m. 
5.8.6) Horizontal sub-surface movements 
Inclinometer profiles parallel to, and perpendicular to, the 
centre-line are shown in Figures 5.4J and 5.44. As at Willington Quay, 
the movement was measured relative to the tops of the tubes and the 
movement of the tops measured independently and superimposed on the 
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final profiles. As previously discussed, it only proved possible to 
monitor movements in two boreholes. Many of the sets of readings 
obtained from these proved to be highly erratic, probably because of 
instability of the upper sections of the inclinometer tubes, which had 
been replaced prior to the measurement programme • The 'I'IDre unreliable 
of these sets of readings have been discarded. 
Figures 5.43 shows movement at the centre-line parallel to 
the tunnel line of advance. Once the shield has passed the array the 
boreholes can be seen to be distorted at their bases in the direction of 
tunnel advance, due most probably to the "dragging" effect of the shield. 
Above this the tubes appear to remain more-or-less vertical. 
Movements perpendicular to the tunnel line of advance are 
shown for borehole 2, at a distance of 2 m from the centre-line. The 
final shape of the inclinometer profile, with the tunnel face )8 m 
beyond the array, would appear to indicate movement towards the centre-
line at the surface d ).4 Mlll,increasing to a m&Ximum of 11.3 mm at a 
depth of 10 m, 2 .) m above soffit level. This is reasonably consistent 
with the observations from the other sites,although there is no indica-
tion of the "bulge" inwards towards the tunnel which was clearly 
observed at Hebburn (Figures 5.11 to 5.1)). 
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= 7.9 mm Maximum settlement (avg) 
Maximum rate of settlement (avg) = 0.65 mm/m advance 
= 0.13 lllllV'hr 
Onset or settlement at 9 m ahead or face 
Completion or settlement at 17.5 m behind face 
Settlement above face 
Settlement trough w:i.dth 
Maximum gradient of trough 
= 40% or total 
= 22 m 
= l. 2 II1Jll/ m 
Maximum gradient occurs at 2 m from centre-line. 
Table 5.1 
Settlement parameters - Hebburn 
1 -A 
1 - B 
1 - c 
1 - D 
D - 2 
D- 3 
D - 4 
D- 5 
3 - 10 
12 - 10 
12 - 9 
12 - 6 
6 - 11 
Pre-Settlement Post-Settlement 
Mean Mean 
Measured Correction Corrected Measured Correction 
Length Factor Length Length Factor 
(m) (m) (m) 
11.961 -0.003 11.961 11.961 -0.0005 
15.073 -0.0006 15.072 15.069 -0.0007 
18.114 -0.0006 18.113 18.111 -0.0009 
21.1)0 -0.001 . 21.129 21.126 -0.0014 
18.144 -0.0006 18.143 18.142 -0.0008 
16.666 -~0006 16.665 16.666 -0.0007 
15.210 -0.0006 15.209 15.211 -0.0007 
12.203 -0.0003 12.203 12.204 -0.0005 
9.670 -0.0003 9.670 9-671 -0.0004 
19.321 -0.0007 19.320 19.323 -0.0009 
23.004 -0.0008 23.003 23.006 -0.0011 
25.921 -0.0009 25.920 25.923 -0.0012 
15.940 -0.0007 15.940 15.941 -0.0009 
-6 0 Coefficient of expansion of tape = 12 x 10 I C 
Calibration temperature = 20°C 
Table 5.2 
Horizontal surface movements -: Hebburn 
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Corrected 
Length 
(m) 
11.961 
15.068 
18.110 
21.125 
18.141 
16.665 
15.210 
12.203 
9.671 
19.322 
23.005 
25.922 
15.940 
Maximum settlement 
Maximum rate of settlement 
= 81 Jlll1l 
= 1.2 mm{m advance 
= 0.09 mm{hr 
Onset of settlement at )6 m ahead of face 
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Completion of settlement at approximately 450 days after start. 
SettJP.ment above face 
Settlement trough width 
Maximum gradient of trough 
= 8% of total 
= 50 m 
= 4.1 !!'l.m/m 
Maximum gradient occurs at 9 m from centre-line. 
Maximum lateral displacement = 12 mm 
Maximum lateral displacement occurs at 7.5 m from centre-line. 
All values for ultimate, post-consolidation settlement trough • 
. Table 5_d 
Settlement parameters - Willington Quay 
Maximum settlement 
Maximum rate of settlement 
= 11 mm 
= 0.49 ronVm advance 
= 0~03 mrrv'h·r 
Onset of settlement at 20 m ahead of face 
Completion of settlement at 80 m behind face 
Settlement above face = 41% of total 
Settlement trough width = 40 m 
Maximum gradient of trough = 1.2 mrrv'm 
Maximum eradient occurs at 6 m from centre-line. 
Maximum lateral displacement = 5 mm 
Maximum lateral displacement occurs at 7 m from centre-line. 
Table 5.4 
Settlement parameters - Howdon 
I inclinometer 
tube 
inclinometer 
Eo-ti--f-t--
torpedo 
~oint 
Figure 5·1 
Erroneous inclinometer 
reading 
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DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
AND THE STOCHASTIC MODEL 
6.1) Introduction 
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To facilitate a comparison between the three case histories, 
the principal results from each site are summarised in Tables 6.1 to 
6.). The results from a previous case history carried out by the 
University of Durham Engineering Geology Laboratories under the super-
vision of Dr. P.B. Attewell are summarised in Table 6.4. This table 
refers to measurements carried out during the construction of one of the 
tunnels for the London Underground Jubilee line (then called .the Fleet-
line) at Green Park. These measurements were carried out principally 
by Mr. A. Gowland but the author was concerned extensively with the 
processing and interpretation of the results. 
The four case hi_stories comprise a variety of geometries and 
ground conditions and include excavations both w1 th and without a 
shield. As was pointed out in Chapter 2, in order to predict se't tle-
ment effects over a tunnel it is necessary first to estimate the likely 
volume loss. It is possible to calculate this approximately from a 
lmowledge or the rate .of intrusion of the soil and the dimensions and 
rate of advance of the tunnel, or empirically, as will be shown in 
Section 6.2.2. However, to make use of this information we must first 
show that the predicted shape of the settlement trough corresponds with 
that observed in the field. 
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6.2) Comparison of the stochastic model with surface measurements 
Figure 6.1 shows all four settlement troughs from the four 
field investigations plotted to the same scale. Superimposed on these 
profiles are profiles predicted using the stochastic model as described 
in Chapter 2. The curves were calculated numerically for an annular 
source of ground loss using the program listed in AppAndix E. The 
settlement trough volume, one of the initial parameters fed into the 
program, was set equal to the measured volume of the Observed settle-
ment troughs. It is immediately clear that,provided the settlement 
volume can be estimated correctly,the stochastic model provides an 
exceilent f1 t to the experimental curves. The profile for Willington 
Quay, although quite acceptable as a predicted settlsment trough, shows 
the greatest discrepancy, the measured trough being narrower and deeper 
than the calculated profile. This profile shows settlement after 2) 
days, before the second, pure consolidation phase of settlement had 
begun. However, it is quite possible that even at this stage a certain 
amount of consolidation ~ have occurred, which of course is not 
accounted for by the stochastic model. It should also be noted that 
~ 
wlulst the other three profiles are for tunnels in purely cohesive 
materials, the overburden at Willington Gut was of a more frictional 
nature, being alluvial silt with sand lenses, and this also may have the 
effect of narrowing the settlement trough. The trough from Howclon 
appears to be shallower and slightly wider than the. predicted trough 
but this is considered to be due largely to the asymmetrical shape of 
the trough, itself possibly caused by the curvature of the centre-line. 
Figure 6.1 also shows predicted lateral displacement profiles 
(from equation 2.18) for all four sites, along with measured profiles 
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from Willington Quay and Howdon, no lateral displacements having been 
measured at Green Park or at Hebburn. Once again the agreement between 
the predicted and measured profiles is considered to be quite good, 
taking account of the error inherent in the measurement method 
(Appendix C). Movements at Willington Quay are smaller than predicted, 
which tends to support the theory trult some consolidation is involved, 
since consolidation settlement would not be expected to induce lateral 
movements. Lateral movements at Howdon are slightly greater than 
predicted, again possibly due to the curvature of the centre-line. It 
should be noted, however, that the discrepancies between the measured 
and calculated lateral displacement profiles are not much greater than 
the estimated measurement errors and may, therefore, be even less than 
shown in Figure 6 .1. 
Figure 6.2 shows profiles of measured and calculated surface 
tilt and calculated lateral strain for all four sites. The Willington 
Quay and Howdon profiles also show "measured" lateral strain. Tilt was 
measured directly from the observed transverse settlement profiles. 
Lateral strain was measured indirectly as the gradient of the lateral 
displacement profiles. As might be expected, these graphical procedures 
in.cur further errors and in consequence the discrepancies between the 
measured and theoretical curves are greater than for settlement or 
displacement. This is particularly obvious in the Willington Quay tilt 
profile and ~n the Howdon strain profile, in both cases the theoretical 
curves underestimating the measurements. Also, the observed maximum 
tilt at Howdon is closer to the centre line than is predicted by the 
stochastic model, a direct consequence of the asymmetry of the settle-
ment profile. 
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In the case of strain and tilt, therefore, the stochastic 
model would appear to be a less satisfactory predictor, although one 
should bear in mind that the errors in the observed profiles may be 
quite great. Nevertheless, on the basis of these case histories, the 
model does provide a rough estimate of the magnitudes of these 
parameters, and seems to predict their distributions reasonably well. 
6. 2 .1) The settlement trough geometry 
As is shown above, the stochastic model, as developed in 
Chapter 2, fits quite well with the data from the four case histories 
so far observed by the author. This model uses the extremely simple 
relation between the depth to the source of ground loss and the point 
of inflection (i) of the resulting settlement trough: 
z = 2i (6.1 
This relation takes no account of the size or diameter of 
the opening since it strictly applies to the "source function" 
describing settlement above an infinitesimally small source of ground 
loss. Numerical methods can be simply applied to take account of the 
shape of the opening, although in many cases it is reasonable to regard 
the tunnel itself as a point source. Schmidt (1969) and Peck (1972) 
have proposed the more general relation.:" 
n 
2.j = ( 1.. ) D D 
where D = tunnel diameter, 
and n = empirical constant 
(6.2 
They have suggested the value of 0.8 for the value of n based on 
empirical studies of several case histories. This relation is 
considered by the author to be unsatisfactory from a theoretical 
point of view (~ Section 2 .9). 
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Attewell (1977) presents data from 30 case histories in his 
state of the art review. These data iire reproduced in Table 6.5. Using 
thesedata along with that from the three sites described above, a plot 
of the point of inflection (i) against axis depth (Z) was drawn 
(Figure 6. 3) • Although these data do show a certain am\m t of scatter, 
·the best straight line through it is fairly close to the theoretical 
relation. The data obtained by the author, and that from Green Park 
fit the theoretical relation (equation 6.1) almost perfectly. The 
most divergent data is that collected during the construction of the 
Washington, D.C. metro and the one data point from the TRRL tunnelling 
trials in the Chalk at Chinnor. Table 6.5 shows the gro\md conditions 
encountered for each data point. It is clear fran this table that many 
of the Washington, D.C. metro measurements, which give narrower troughs 
than would be expected, were taken over tunnels constructed in sands or 
gr~vels. As was discussed in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4.4 there is some 
theoretical basis, as well as evidence from physical models, that 
narrow troughs may occur above t\mnels in frictional materials. 
On the other hand, the TRRL tunnelling trials at Chinnor, 
carried out primarily to test turmelling machine perfomance in Chalk 
for the ill-fated Channel tunnel, indicate the formation of a settlement 
trough considerably wider than would be predicted by the stochastic 
model. It would, perhaps, be unreasonable to expect a good fit with 
this data from what is in fact a rock turmel. 
Disregarding the above data we obtain the third straight 
line of Figure 6.3 from regression analysis. As can be seen, this line 
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is quite close to the predicted relation of Equation 6.1. To test 
the d~ta in more detail, and to compare its fit with the two relat..ions 
in equations 6.1 and 6.2, the data was analysed using the Michigan 
Interactive Data Analysis System (MIDAS), a comprehensive statistical 
package supported by NUMAC. This package provides a fiexible and 
simple-to-use statistical testing facility, considerably enhanced by 
its capability for interactive data manipulation and processing. 
Figure 6.4 produced using MIDAS shows the data of Table 6.5. 
plotted as 21/D against Z/D. This figure uses all of the data from 
Table 6. 5 and therefore includes frictional as llell as cohesive soils. 
The two straight lines show the theoretical relation of equation 6.1 
and the best straight line fit to the data points from regression 
analysis. The two lines are very c;tuse together. Least squares 
regression analysis gives a multiple r of 0.90 indicating the high 
degree of correlation between the two ~ables. The equation of the 
least squares regression line is: 
z . 2i n = o.o3 + 1.09 <1r> (6.) 
This evidence con.ti:nns that at least for these case histories, the 
stochastic model vi th its simple linear relation between tunnel depth 
and trough width gives a good correspondence with reality. In order 
to test the "goodness" of the Peck-Schmidt relation (equation 6.2) it 
is necessary to apply a logarithmic transformation to both variables 
(Z/D and 21/D) in order to enable a straight line to be .fitted to the 
data by regression. The relation of Equation 6.2 then becomes: 
Log (z/D) ~ 0.8 Log (2i/D) (6.4 
e e 
This transformation was carried out using MIDAS and the 
resulting scatter plot is shown in Figure 6.5. As in Figure 6.4, this 
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plot ~ses·all of the data from Table 6.1, including that from the 
Chinnor trials and the Washington metro. Once again, a straight line 
fits the transposed data quite well. The three straight lines shown 
on Figure 6.5 show Peck's relation (eq_uation 6.2), the relation 
derived from the stochastic model (equation 6.1) and the best straight 
line fit derived by least squares regression analysis. It is clear 
that the regression line fits best with the stochastic relation. This 
is confirmed by the equation of the regression lin~, which is: 
Log (Z/D) = 0.23 + 0.93 log (21/D) 
e e 
(6.5 
Z 21 0.93 
- = 1.26 <-=-> D D 
or 
Although the above analysis indicates that both Peck's model 
and that developed in this thesis both fit the data reasonably well, it 
appears that the simple relation of equation 6.3 provides the best 
straight line fit. This i.s sufficiently close to ·equation 6.1 to 
provide at least limited confirmation of the validity of the stochastic 
model as proposed in Chapter 2. 
6.2.2) The prediction of settlement trough volume 
As was discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.13) it is feasible 
to calculate the volume of ground lOflt into a tunnel fioom a knowledge 
of its geometry and rate of advance, along with an estimate of the 
intrusion rate of the soil. At present, however, the latter is difficult 
to estimate with any accuracy, although further development of the 
intrusion test (Attewell and Boden, 1971) may prove valuable in this 
respect. The accuracy of this approach also depends on the assumption 
that there is no volumetric strain in the ground during settlement (or 
at least that the degree and distribution of volumetric strain is known). 
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This assumption is discussed in Section 6.5. 
In the absence of an analytical method of estimating volume 
loss, an alternative approach is to attempt to find an empirical 
relation between the observed volumes of settlement troughs and some 
other easily measurable or calculable parameter. It is reasonable to 
expect that the volume of ground loss will be a function of the size of 
the tunnel and its stability, and therefore, as a first approximation, 
an attempt was made to relate these factors by relating percentage 
volume loss (Vs~)to the Stability Ratio. A plot of percentage volume 
loss against OFS (from the data in Table 6.5) is shown in Figure 6.6. 
A reasonably good straight line fit ~ obtained to this data, in spite 
of the highly simplif1ed model used. Regression analysis of this data 
gives the equation: 
V·% s = -1.14 + 1.33 OFS (6.6 
Although this implies negative volume loss at small values 
of OFS, the fit for values of OFS greater than 1.3 is quite good, giving 
an r statistic of 0.89 (that is, 80%) of the variance in. Vs% .. is explained 
by equat~on 6.6). It is probable that the straight line relation 
ceases to hold for small values of OFS, but,as a rough guide, it may be 
assumed that equation 6.6 holds down to an OFS of 1.3, below which 
zero settlement occurs (the effects of this assumption are unlikely to 
be of great importance since for such stable faces settlement is 
unlikely to be a problem in any case) • Equation 6. 6 can be used to 
determine the likely volume los·s over· any tunnel, and this factor can 
be inserted into the stochastic equations (2.18 to 2.22) in order to 
predict settlement. Figure 6.7 shows settlement troughs predicted in 
this way for the tunnels described in Chapter L along with that at 
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Green Park. Although thei:r agreement with the measured profiles is 
not as good as that shown in Figure 6.1, it is nonetheless adequate as 
a prediction. 
It should be noted that equation 6.6 takes no direct account 
of such factors as ground intrusion rate, tunnel advance rate or 
tunnel geometry and so on, factors which were shown in Chapter 1 to have 
a direct bearing on the volwne of ground which would be expected to be 
lost :into the tunnel. In view of th:ls, the degree of correlation shown 
between volwne loss md. OFS is quite surprising. Whilst the tunnel 
geometry is partially included in the volwne term, since percentage 
volume loss is used, and intrusion rate is presumably related to OFS, 
it re~ins true that settlement volume would. be expected. to be directly 
related to tunnel advance rate. The validity of equation 6.6 may be 
partly due to the fact that tunnel advance rates are fairly uniform in 
most tunnels. However, variations in tunnelling rate m~ account for 
much of the scatter of the points in Figure 6.6. 
In view of the above limitations an attempt has been made to 
construct a more sophisticated model taking into account all the known 
variables. From equations 1.1 and 1.2 (Chapter 1) we derive: 
7'\ D2 Ri 
Vs = -r- Ra + DR. T 1 g (6.7 
using the nomenclature-described earlier. The standing time of the 
ground (Tg ) is equal to the average distance between the face and the 
point of grout injection (L) divided by the tunnel advance rate (Ra), 
giving: 
n D2 R 
v 
Ri 
+ n..!t = ~ if" s R a a 
., D2 Ri (1 + ~) (6.8 = 
-r- Ra 
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If we assume that the intrusion rate (Ri) is a function of the OFS, 
then: 
V =F OFS 
s Ra 
(l + 4L) 
D 
V t11 = F OFS (l + 4_L) s!tl R D. 
a 
In Figure 6.8 V % is plotted against OFS/R (l + 4I/D) for the four 
. s a 
case histories described in Tables 6.1 to 6.4. A curve has been 
drawn "by eye" through the four points and the origin. It can be 
seen that an excellent fit :ls obtained using a smooth, first-order 
(6.9 
curve. However, the sparseness of data used to plot this curve makes 
the relation very tenuous, and in practice it is probably better to 
use equation 6.6 for predicting volume loss. 
It should be noted that the empirical nature of equation 6.6 
implies that it predicts the "average" settlement to be expected over 
a shield driven tunnel using "normal" construction methods. Any 
unusual features in the construction of the tunnel ma~ al ~r this 
volume of ground loss. In particular, it is to be expected that any 
factors causing a delay in the grouting up of the rings will result in 
significantly greater ground loss, and conversely it may be possible to 
reduce the settlement volume by grouting earlier than is normal practice. 
6.J) Ground movement vectors 
As discussed in Section 6.2 it would appear that the stochastic 
MOdel will adequately predict movements at the ground surface, 
particularly settlement, from a Imowledge of the volume of lost ground. 
No consideration has yet been given to the nature of the sub-surface 
movement, as described by the inclinometer and magnetic settlement 
ring data. 
Inclinometer data in a direction parallel to the tunnel 
centre-line indicates that as the face approaches, the ground directly 
ahead of the face moves inwards towards the tunnel. Only slight 
movements are noted above or to the .sides of the tunnel. By the time 
settlement is complete, little movement parallel to the centre-line is 
visible except very close to the tunnel :l.tself where I!'.OVeJr.ant is 
generally apparent in the direction of tunnel advance. It is considered, 
therefore, that apart from in the distorted zone directly around the 
tunnel, movements parallel w1 th the centre-line may reasonably be 
ignored in any consideration of the ultimate, or final, state of the 
ground around the tunnel (that is, it would appear that ground loss into 
the tunnel face, parallel to the centre-line, is ultimately trar:,slated 
into movement in a plane perpendicular to the centre-line). This 
assumption has commonly been made in the literature (Schmidt, 1967; 
Peck, 1972; Attewell, 1977) and plane strain conditions have been 
assumed in the development of the stochastic model in Chapter 2. 
In order to clarifY the general nature of the movements in 
the plane perpendicular to the centre-line, vector diagrams have been 
drawn for the data from Green Park (Figure 6.9), Hebburn (Figure 6.10) 
and Willington Quay (Figures 6 .11 and 6.12) • No vector diagrams have 
been shown for Howdon, due to the lack of adequate sub-surface data. 
It should be noted that the vectors shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.12 do 
not represent actual observations, b1t rather a combination of inter-
polations from the inclinometer profiles and the settlement ring 
measurements. This operation enables a regular grid of vectors to be 
produced, both clarifying the diagrams and simplifYing the subsequent 
construction of contour diagrmns (Section 6.).2). Whilst in this form 
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the data are,not very amenable to quantitative analysis, the vector 
diagrams do provide a convenient and clear visual impression of the 
nature of the overall ground movements around these tunnels. 
The vector diagrams show movement generally downwards and 
inwards, towards the tunnel, as would be expected. Both at Hebburn 
and at Willington Quay (23 days) vertical and horizontal movements 
are of the same order of magnitude w1 th vertical movements predom-
inating, particularly towards the ground surface. At Green Park 
horizontal movements appear to be much smaller than vertical settle-
ments. It should be noted however that in this case the horizontal 
displaceJJients, being extrapolated from inclinometer profiles, ai'e 
therefore relative to dat'IDil points at the ground surface. If any 
inward surface movement occurred at Green Park, and was not detected, 
then the resulting inclinometer profiles would underestimate the 
horizontal displacements, causing the vectors apparently to tend to the 
vertical. 
The Willington Quay 149 day_vectors tend to be more vertical 
than those at 23 days, particularly close to the tunne~. This would 
tend to conf1~ the notion that consolidation has taken place. It is 
to be expected that ground movements due to consolidation would be 
primarily vertical, and that these movements would occur in the drained 
zone around the tunnel (Chapter 3). The transmission of this movement 
to the surface 10uld be expected to result in both vertical and lateral 
movements, in a similar way to those caused by normal ground loss, 
these movements developing above the consolidating zone. 
Just above the "shoulders" of the tunnel the displacement 
vector can be seen to be directed slightly outwards (Figure 6.12). The 
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vertical extent of this outward movement is shown more clearly in the 
inclinometer profile (Figure 5-35). This movement was explained in 
Chapter 5 as resulting from high-pressure back-grouting of the lining 
(Section 5.1). The vector diagram shows that this outward movement is 
still accompanied by downward settlernent. Sizer (1975) using the same 
data produced a series of vector diagrams for various stages in the 
development of movement aro'ID'ld the Willington Quay tunnel. These 
diagrams indicate that at the time of back-grouting the movement is 
predominantly outwards, with vertical, consolidation settlement occurring 
immediately before and immediately afterwards. 
It would appear from Figures 6.9 to 6.12 that there is a small 
amount of doWnward and inward movement below the level of the tunnel 
invert. The cause of this movement is unclear. However, its magnitude 
is small and it is quite possible that it is,in fact,a consequence of 
the extrapolation proeedure, no measurements or settlement having been 
obtained from this depth. 
6.4) Sub-surface ground movement contours 
As an al ternatl ve method of presenting the data of Section 
6 .4, contour diagrams of sub-surface mvements and strains are 
presented in Figures 6.13 to 6.25. For each of the four cases (Green 
Park, J:lebburn and Willington Quay 23 days and 149 days) contours of 
vertical movement, horizontal movement, and total movement have been 
plotted. Two sets of vertical movement curves are shown for Green 
Park, since there was a small amount of uplift observed at this site. 
The contour diagrams of vertical and horizontal movement were extrapo-
lated from the settlement ring data and the inclinometer data by 
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producing a series of "sections" through the ground along a regular 
grid·in both the horizontal and vertical directions and locating the 
positions of the intersections of the contour lines with this grid. 
The same "sections" were also used for the production of the vector 
diagrams (Section 6.)). ·In all cases contours have been shown below 
the level of the tunnel and at distances from the centre-line well 
beyond the positions of t.he boreholes. In these areas, where of course 
there was no observational data, it was necessary to extrapolate the 
sections by eye, assuming that the displacements in these areas would 
be tending towards zero. Whilst this procedure is regarded as 
providing a reasonable estimate of the ground movements, the contour 
lines in these areas should. be regarded as approx::l.mate. 
6.4.1) Contours of vertical displacement 
Contours of vertical displacement for the three sites are 
shown in Figures 6.1) to 6.17. There is a reasonably close similarity 
between all of these figures, indicating the same general distribution 
of vertical displacement in each case. In all cases settlement 
increases with depth over the centre-line but decreases with depth at 
distances from the centre-line greater than about 0.3 of the depth to 
ax::l.s. In all cases a small amount of downward movement is indicated 
below the level of the tunnel invert, this movement reaching a max::l.mwn 
at about 1.5 times the tunnel radius from the centre-line (!!! 
Section 6.)). At Willington Quay 23 days (Figure 6.16),the contours 
just beneath the surface in the vicinity of the centre-line turn 
more or less horizontal and are fairly close together, indicating a 
rapid·increase in settlement with depth in this area. This phenomenon 
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is reflected in the ground strain contours and is discussed in 
Section 6.,5.1. The contours for Willington Quay at 149 days (Figure 
6.17) indicate clearly the w:l.dening of the trough during long term 
COJ'lsolidation, and also show that there is no apparent increase in 
settlement below invert level, where little consolidation would be 
expected to take place. 
6.4.2) Contours of horizontal displacement 
Contours of horizontal sub-surface displacement are also 
shown in Figures 6.lh to 6.17. The contours tor Green Park, Hebburn 
and Willington Quay 23 days (Figures 6.lh to 6.16) all show a 
characteristic pattern which can perhaps best be described as being 
similar to a large ear emerging from either side of the tunnel. This 
indicates the zone of maximum lateral movement, starting approximately 
~t the spring-line of th·a tunnel and moving outwards and upwards 
towards the surface. As noted in Chapter 5, the maximum lateral 
movement at the surface coincides with the point of inflection of the 
settlement prof'ile. It this is also the case below the sw:-face then 
the contours would appear to show that the width ot the trough, as 
indicated by the point of inflection, does not decrease linearly vi th 
depth, as is predicted by the simple stochastic model. This is 
confirmed by the contours of vertical movement. It may be partly due 
to the effect of shape of the tunnel (that is, the distribution of 
ground loss) close to the tunnel itself, and may also indicate that 
below the surface the maximum lateral movement does not correspond with 
the point of inflection ot the settlement trough. This evidence does 
suggest that the stochastic model is inadequate to predict sub-surface 
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movements, in spite of its effectiveness at the surface. 
At Green Park the zone of r.'I&Ximum lateral movement appears 
to rise almost vertically from about invert level, which would imply 
that at the surface the point of maximum lateral movement falls well 
L"'lside the point oi inflection. As noted in Section 6.2 this is prob-
ably due to the 'IUlderestimation of lateral movements from the 
inclinometer profiles. 
The Willington Quay contours for 2) clays (Figure 6.16) show 
that the maximum lateral movement occurs at some distance above and to 
the side of the tunnel itself. This may indicate a reduction in 
lateral movement due to slight "squatting" of the lining or possibly 
may indicate a slight amount of consolidation close to the t'IUlnel which 
would tend, or course, to be in a vertical direction. 
In all three of these cases, lateral movement appears to 
extend well below the tunnel invert, this being particularly noticeable 
at Hebburn (Figure 6.15). The movement appears to extend to a lower 
level than the vertical displacements, a1 though once again the contours 
are of a somewhat speculative nature. This movement bElow invert level 
would tend to confirm that around the tunnel the stochastic model is 
unable to explain or predict the actual ground behaviour. 
The Willington Quay contours for 149 days (Figure 6.17) 
show the movement away from the tunnel already noted in Section 6.). 
Beyond this small zone of outward movement there is only a small amount 
of lateral displacement, movement below invert level having virtually 
disappeared. The zone of msrlmum lateral displacement appears to have 
migrated upwards towards the gro'IUld surface. This general reduction in 
inward movement at depth may be a response to the high-pressure back-
grouting discussed in Section 6.), the continuing settlement being due 
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entirely to consolidation processes. Conversely, the increase in 
lateral movement at depths down to about 6 m indicates a normal 
settlement response in this zone. Volumetric strain contours (Section 
6.6.2) tend to confirm this view. 
6.4.3) Contours of total displacement 
The contours of total grow1d displacement, shown in Figures 
6.16 to 6.21, are somewhat more difficult to interpret than those of 
settlement or lateral displacement. At Green Park, Hebbum and Willing-
ton Quay 23 days maximum movement occurs in the crown and around the 
"shoulders" of the tunnel, decreasing towards the invert as would be 
expected. The Willington Quay contours for 149 days (Figure 6.21) show 
maximlDil movement occurring at a depth of 4 m, well above the tunnel 
soffit. This is due to the consolidation of the deeper ground around 
the tunnel. The w.l.dening of the mone of influence between 23 dB.ys and 
149 days is very apparent from these contours. 
The total displacement contours can be considered to delineate 
the "zone of influence" of the tunnel. This zone can be seen at Hebbum 
to be quite wide at axis level, in comparison w.l.th the other cases. 
It is indicative of the anisotropic nature of the laminated clay in 
which the tunnel was excavated. 
6.5) Sub-surface strain contours 
Contours of vertical strain can be calculated by differentia-
ting settlement along the vertical direction and similarly those of 
horizontal strain by differentiating lateral strain horizontally. This 
procedure was carried out graphically on the same "sections" used to 
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produce the displacement contours, since strain was not measured 
directly. This method of estimating strain must inevitably introduce 
further errors, as the contour plots should only be regarded as an 
approximate guide to the actual grom1d strain. Volumetric strain is 
calculated by summing the vertical and horizontal strains. 
6.5.1) .Contours of horizontal and vertical strain 
Contours of vertical and horizontal strains are shown in 
Figures 6.22 to 6.25. Both sides of the diagram, vertical and 
horizontal strain for each site, should be considered in conjunction. 
As was discussed in Chapter 2, the 11 inward11 nature of the lateral 
movement implies that the ground within the inflection points of the 
settlement profile should be laterally compressed, whilst that outside 
the inflection points should be in tension in the horizontal sense. 
This appears approximately to be the case at Green Park, Hebburn and 
Willington Quay 23 days (Figures 6.22 to 6.35). The narrowness of the 
compressive zone above the Green Park tunnel would be explained by the 
underestimation of lateral movements. At Hebburn (Figure 6.26) there 
appears to be a compressive zone beneath the tunnel. It may be in 
some way related to the anisotropic nature of the laminated clay 
encouraging lateral movement even beneath the tlD'Ulel, or may, or.. the 
othE'r hand, simply be an error caused by extrapolation of the data 
below the bases of the boreholes. 
The tensile, or expansive nature of the vertical strain at the 
tunnel at Green Park and Hebburn (Figures 6.22 and 6.23) is a result of 
increasing settlement with depth, the compressive zones at either side 
indicating the reverse. The contours of vertical displacement at 
Willington Quay (23 days·) (Figure 6.24) are rather more complex. As in 
the above two cases, the ground dilates vertically above the tunnel 
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as is to be expected. The tensile zone directly below the surface 
above the centre-line may possibly be due to a certain degree of 
"arching" of the pavement structure beneath which these measurements 
were taken. The reason for the compressive zone approximately midway 
between the surface and the tunnel i:3 unclear. It could -result fran 
an anomalously low reading from one of the centre-line settlement 
rings, which would be quite feasible if coupling between the ring and 
the ground were poor. 
Figure 6.25 shows lateral and vertical strain contours for 
Willington Quay at 149 days. Contours of lateral strain indicate a 
compressive zone around the sides of the tunnel, presumably due to the 
high pressure back-grouting carried out at 71 days (Chapter 5). Zones 
of ligh compressive and tensile strain can be seen at a depth of around 
4 m. In this area vertical strains are quite low. The relation 
between the tensile and compressive zones at this point indicates a 
localised inward movement of the ground towards the centre-line. This 
localisation suggests the possibility of an erroneous measurement of 
lateral displacement at this point, possibly caused by distortion of the 
inclinometer tube. Conv•3rsely, at the level of the lower part of the 
tunnel a zone of positive vertical strain can be seen stretching about 
2 tmmel di~eters away from the centre-line. This is thought to 
delineate the area in which consolidation has occurred. The dilating 
zone just beneath the surface is still visible, although the maximum 
strains a.re lower, so indicating so~3 breakdown of the arching effect of 
the road Surface. 
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6.5.2) Contours of volumetric strain 
Contours of volumetric strain for the three locations 
are shown along with total displacement contours in Figures 6.18 to 
6.21. These diagrams were constructed by swmning the contours for 
horizontal and vertical strain. In these diagrRms positive strains 
repi•esert compression of the ground whilst negative strains show 
dilation. In the cases where no consolidation is expected (Figures 6.18 
6.18 to 6.20) these strains are fairly low, reaching a maximum of 
0.8% at Willington Quay- (Figure 6.20), 0.4% at Hebburn (Figure 6.19) 
and only 0.2% at Green Park (Figure 6.18). Nevertheless, this does 
indicate that a SJ'II811 degree of volumetric change does occur above 
these tunnels, contrary ·.t.o the asslDilptions in the stochastic theory. 
At Green Park there appears to be compression directly above the tunnel, 
up to about 8 m below the surface, dilation above and to the sides of 
this, and another zone of compression beyond the dilational zone. These 
contours are, of course, influenced by the measurements of lateral 
displacement. If these measurements were erroneously low (Section 5.4) 
we would then expect the true contours of vollDiletric strain to be 
displaced laterally, away tram the tunnel centre-line, relative to those 
shown in Figure 6.18, resulting in a wider zone of compression above the 
tunnel, and possibly removing the outer compressive zone altogether. 
At Hebburn (Figure 6.19) the contours indicate a compressive 
zone above the tunnel, extending up to the surface, another compressive 
zone below, and to the sides of the tunnel, with a dilation zone outside 
these. Above axis level this corresponds with the pattern proposed for 
Green Park. The compressive zones at either side of the tunnel are due 
primarily to the vertical strains noted in Section 6.5.1. In both cases, 
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volumetric strain at, and close to, the ground surface is extremely 
low:, reaching a maximum of approximately 0.05% at Hebburn, and 
indicating that the stochastic relationships proposed in Chapter 2 
hold good in this zone. 
At Willington Quay (Figures 6. 20 and 6. 21), where consolida-
tion is thought to have taken place, the picture is rather more 
complicated. At 2) days (Figure 6.20) the strains are quite low in 
magnitude. The tensile zone directly beneath the centre-line at the 
surface, noted in Section 6.5.1 is still visible, along with a dilation 
zone directly above the tunnel, presumably caused by continuing ground 
collapse into voids around the tunnel due to the extremely weak nature 
of the soil. Apart from the dominantly vertical strains around the 
centre-line, strains at the surface are once again very low. 
· The contours at 149 days (Figure 6.21) show the zone of 
compressive strain to either side of the tunnel where consolidation is 
presumed to have taken place, a max:i.Jnum volwnetric strain of 2.4% 
occurring. The zones of high strain at 4 m below the surface probably 
represent an erroneous measurement of lateral dis·placement (see Section 
5.4). Disregarding this localised disturbance, the rest of the gl:'Ound 
at depth is generally in compression, as would be expected if 
consolidation has taken place. As can be seen by a comparison between 
Figures 6.25 ~nd 6.21, this strain is principally in the vertical 
direction. 
6.6) Consolidation at Willington Quay 
As was discussed in Section 6.5.2 the zones of high volumetric 
strain at the sides of the tunnel observed at Willington Quay (Figure 
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6.21) may well represent consolidation of the silt, a notion 
supported to sane extent by the very long-tem nature of the settle-
ment. In Figure 6.26 centre-line surface settlement is plotted against 
log time. It is quite clear that on removal of the air pressure from 
the tunnel· the curve steepens and becomes approximately linear if 
allowance is made for the uplift at 160 days. This :ts very similar to 
the form of curve obtained from a standard consolidation test. 
It is possible to calculate the amount of consolidation 
settlement to be expected at W1llington Quay using equation ).lL. of 
Chapter 3. We assume a compression index of 0.3 and a void ratio of 
1 for the silt, and calculate the compression of a layer of silt 
5 m thick (approximately the thickness of the zone of high volumetric 
strBin). The piezometer at axis level indicated a fall in pressure due 
to the removal of the compressed air of approximately 22 kN/m2 • If we 
regard this as equivalerl":. to the increase in effective stress, then: 
S = 5 x 0.3 log10 (205 + 22) 2 205 
= 33 mm 
The observed consolidation settlement is approximately 50 mm. 
Taking into account the approximate nature of the assumptions involved 
in the above calculation the agreement is considered to be quite 
reasonable. The fact that the predicted value is lower than the 
measured settlement may be partly due to the fact that same degree of 
consolidation occurred outside the zone of high volumetric strain and 
that not all of the 60 mm long-term settlement was due to consolidation. 
Depth to axis (Z) 
Diameter (D) 
Z/D 
Maximum settleirumt (S max) 
Point of inflection (i) 
Settlement volume (V9 ) 
Maximum lateral surface 
= 1.5 m 
= 2.014 m 
= ).72 
= ·r .9 mm 
= ).9 m 
= 0.077 mm{m advance 
= 2.42% 
movement (Sit max) = 3 mm (estimated) 
Maximmn lateral surface strain 
( E max) = unmeasurable 
Maximmn surface tilt (T max) = 0.13% 
Maximum settlement rate (ds/dt) = 0.13 mm/hr 
Maximum intrusion rate (de/dt) = 0.221 ~hr 
Cu of laminated clay = 73.2 kN/m2 
Bulk density of stony clay = 2.1 Mg/m3 
Bulk density of laminated clay = 1.9 Mg/m3 
Overburden stress at axis level = 148 kN/m2 
Stability ratio (OFS) = 2.02 
Advance rate - average 
Advance rate - maximum 
Table 6.1. 
= 0.11 m/hr 
= 0.18 m/hr 
Summary of observations - Hebburn 
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Depth to axis (Z) 
Diameter (D) 
Z/D 
Maximum settlement (S max) 
Point of inflaction (i) 
Settlement volume ~ s) 
Maximum lateral surface 
movement ( Sh max) 
Maximum lateral surface 
strain (E max) 
Maximum surface tilt (T max) 
Maximum rate of settlement 
(ds/dt) 
Average intrusion rate (from 
lab tests) (de/df) 
Cu of silt 
Bulk density of silt 
Overburden stress at axis level 
Air pressure 
Stability ratio (OFS) 
without air pressure 
with air pressure 
Advance rate - average 
-maximum 
Table 6.2 
= 13.375 m 
4.25 m 
= 3.15 
= 23.5 mm (23 days) 
= R1 .C:: _,., fn1+-l ..... +.,) 
-- • .., .iiWilio \ .... W .... lu;6UW 
= 6.1 m - 8.5 m 
= 0.365 m3 /mJ 
23 
2.57% 
days 
= 1. 74 rn3 /rn ~ 
ultimate 
= 12.27% 
= 12 mm 
= 0.23% 
0-55% 
= 0.095 mrn/hr 
30 rmn/hr 
= 25.4 kN/rn2 
= 1 • 82 Mg/rn3 
= 239 kN/rn2 
= 90 kN/rn2 
= 9.5 
= 5-95 
= 0.06 rn/hr 
.. 0.1 rn/hr 
Summary of observations - Willington Quay 
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Depth to axis (Z) 
Diameter (D) 
Z/D 
Maximum settlement (S max) 
Point of inflection (i) 
Settlement volume (Vs) 
Maximum lateral surface 
movement (Sh max) 
Maximum lateral surface 
strain (E max) 
Maximum surface tilt (T max) 
Maximum rate of settlement 
(ds/dt) 
Maximum intrusion rate 
(estimated) (de/dt) 
C of stony clay 
u 
Bulk density of stony clay 
Overburden stress at axis level 
Stability ratio (OFS) 
Advance rate - average 
Advance rate - maximum 
Table 6.3 
= 14.18 m 
= ).625 m 
= ).91 
= 11.2 :nun 
6.9 m 
= 0.21 m3/m advance 
= 2.07% 
= 5 mm 
"' 0.14% 
= 0.098% 
= 0.0) mm/hr 
= 0.06 mm/hr 
= 100 kN/m2 
= 2.1 Mg/m3 
= 292 kN/m2 
= 2.92 
= 0.068 m/hr 
= 0.15 m/hr 
Summary of observations - Howdon 
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Depth to axis (Z) 
Diameter (D) 
Z/D 
Maximum settlement (S max) 
Point ot inflection (i) 
Settlement volume (Vs) 
Maximum lateral surface 
movement ( Sh max) 
Maximum lateral surface 
strain (E max) 
Maximum su:rrace tilt (T max) 
"' 30m 
"' 4.15 m 
= 7.23 
= 6mm 
= 15m 
= 0.23 m3/m 
= 1.7% 
= Unmeasured 
= Unmeasured 
= 0.033% 
Maximum rate or settlement 
(ds/dt) = 0.042 mm/hr 
Average intrusion rate 
(estimated) (de/dt) 
C'u ot London Clay 
"' 0.0055'"Jnm/hr 
= 214.6 kN/m 
Bulk density ot London Clay = 1.92 Mg/m3 
Overburden stress at axis level = 565 kN/m2 
Stability ratio (OFS) = 2.6 
Advance rate - average = 0.116 m{hr 
Advance rate. - maximum. = 0.148 m/hr 
·Table 6.4 
Summary ot observations - Green Park 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. Published studies, although providing information 
on the character of ground movements caused by tunnelling in 
soft ground, offer only limited insight into the actual 
mechanisms generating these deformations. Observations made in 
the body of the the~is indicate that fUrther research into this 
subject is necessa~y. In particular, research into the nature 
oi ground movements close to ~he ~unnel excavation itself is 
required, with the object of delineating the mode, and extent, 
of "failure" of the soil, and to provide a better estimate of 
volume losses into the tunnel. 
2. Two distinct types of settlement phenomena have been 
identified. First, settlement may be caused by "ground loss," 
both into the excavation and into the annulus around the lining. 
This type of settlement results directly from the nature of the 
excavation itself, and therefore its development depends upon 
both the depth of the tunnel and the rate of tunnel advance. It 
can be regarded as an undrained, constant-volume process. 
Second, settlement may be caused by long-term volume 
changes in the ground. It is caused in clay soils by consolida-
tion which results from drainage into, or around, the lined 
tunnel. This type of settlement occurs with the release of 
compressed air, when this type of ground restraint has been used. 
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Although these two effects may take place concurrently, 
they can be regarded as entirely distinct, with their development 
and distributions superimposed. When compressed air has been 
used, consolidation settlement may develop some time after volume 
loss settlement is complete. 
3 . Settlement ( S) , la terar displacement ( Sh) alief lateral 
strain (£ h ) at a transverse distance x from the tunnel centre-
line, and caused by volume losses into the tunnel, c~n be predicted 
using stochastic or probabilistic methods, provided that the 
magnitude of the volume loss is Imown, and assumed to be equ.ul to 
the volume of the settlement trough (V ). The following relations 
s 
have been developed for a point source of ground loss at a depth 
Z in cohesive soil: 
Surface settlement (S) = 2Vsf(~Z) exp (-2x2;z2) 
Lateral surface displacement (Sh) = (x/Z) S 
Lateral surface strain (£h) = {1 - 4x2/z2) S/Z) 
The model settlement trough takes the form of a Gaussian 
distribution and is validated empirically by previously published 
case history data. On the settlement curve there are two points 
+ 
of inflection (- i) at a distance of Z/2 either side of the tunnel 
centre-line. The above relations should strictly be regarded as 
"source functions", although for depth-to-diameter ratios greater 
than 2 they can be used to determine surface settlement, lateral 
displacement and -lateral strain directly. For points less than 
about two diameters from the centre of the tunnel, the "source 
functions" must be combined numerically to provide an accurate 
' 
1. 
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estimate of the above par~Jeters. 
4. The volume of the surface set.tlemE:lnt trough (V %) , 
s 
expressed as a percentage of tunnel volume, is related 
empirically to the ground stability ratio (OFS) by t.he e:::...1>ression: 
·V % = -1 • 14 + 1 • 33 OF3 
s 
_ being based on case history evidence available a.t tha t.ime of 
writing. 
5. Results from the three sites can be s~:~arised as 
follows: 
-
\-lillington Quay l ·Hebburn Howdon-
(23 days) I,ong-terTfl: 
Df;'!pth to axis (m) 1.5 14.18 1).375 13.375 
-
D:illl'lleter (m) 2.014 3.625 lt.25 4.25 
Advance rate (m/hr) . 0.11 0.068 0.06 0.06 
c of soj.l kt:'l/rn2 
u 
7).2 100.0 25.4 25.4 
OFS 2.02 2.92 5.95 I 9.5 ) \ 
(rom) ' 23.5 81.5 S rna.x 7.9 11.2 
r-;:-m.a:;t; ·-I \ 3 * 5.0 6.0 12.0 \.r:ml) I h 
'£ max (%) 
-
0.14 0.15 0.2) h . 
~-
i (m) 3.9 6.9 6.1 B-5 
- -- - ---
-· --
---
.. 
I v% s 2.42 2.07 2.57 12.27 
Resul-ts from Hebbum and Howdon correspond reasol'lably -.rell 
\-d th predictions using the stochastic model and would appear tc 
* estimated 
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reflect undrained, volume-loss settlement. The early stages of 
settlement at Willington Quay, up to 23 days after passage of the 
shield, also agree with the stochastic model. In the long-term, 
however, the settlement trough deepens and widens whilst lateral 
displacement and strain do not increase to a corresponding 
extent. This long-term settlement, developing after release of 
the compressed air from the tunnel, is considered to be caused 
by con~olidation due to drainage into the tunnel. 
6. Seepage forces, as estimated from flow nets, would 
seem to have an appreciable effect on tunnel face stability. 
These, however, would be largely counteracted by the use of 
compressed air. They should therefore be taken into consideration 
in those cases where a tunnel beneath the water table would 
otherwise appear to be sufficiently stable to excavate in free 
air. 
1. As was evident at Willington Quay, settlement caused 
by consolidation may be greater in ·magnitude than that attributable 
to volume loss. Where compressed air is not used, consolidation 
may commence a short distance ahead of the face, and its onset 
will be concurrent with volume-loss settlement. It may then be 
difficult to distinguish between the two phenomena. More co~~~monly, 
consolidation will occur on the release of air pressure, and can 
be regarded as a distinct and separate phase of settlement. 
The geometry of the consolidation settlement trough is 
difficult to predict. It will depend on the extent of the drained 
,-
,, 
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area around the twmel and would be expected to be w:ider than 
that due to vol~~e loss, particularly in soils of &,isotropic 
permeability w~dch may drain horizontally for some distance from 
the tunnel. 
The effectiveness of caulking ~n reducing consolidation 
settlement depends on the relation be-tween the permeability of 
the ·c·:..ulke-d~l:i:ntng ana-tl'ia t:O"f-tnes'ilrroun<fingsorl. In clays, 
caulking W;lll have little or no eff'ect, although consolidation 
·in this case wHl be extremely slow to de'Telcp, w~ere~a in coarse 
silts the effect of caulking may be considerable. 
At the present time, the effects and mechanism of 
consolid~tion around tunne+s are not well understood. Only an 
estima t.E'! of expectsd consclid.r:.tion set-tlement ca."l be maue w"i th 
the uid of flow-;,.et.s. It is considered that further research in · 
this area l·rould prove invaluable, especially in vie1..r of +.he large 
contribution that consolidation may make to the total s?ttlement. 
In particular~ more quantitative infonm tion :·~s reqw.red on 
changes in the pore-pressure regime around tunneJs, both juri~g 
construction and after the release of any compressed air. 
8. This t.hesis has sho'lrm hot-1 case-history evidence Cffi1 
be used to support, a t.heory ·of ground movement caused by tun-
nelling. It must be. r-ecognised,. however, that the resulting 
empirical relations between fixed design variables and geo-
technical variables·do not in any way cater for the effects 
of either j_nadequate workmanship or unexpected and poor ground 
conditions a;t the tunnel face. Ground· - and especially surface 
-movement. prediction may proceed only with a concomitant 
awareness t.hat local anomalous deformations ma1r invalidate 
. .
such pred~ctions. 
··'.' 
0 
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Jl.npEmdix A 
THE DRTF"J' MORPHOLOOY OF THE NORTH OF ENGLAND 
Because the Tyneside area lies above a large buried valley, 
the great majority of ci vi 1 engineering works tn this locali t~.r are 
-cens·t-ruc-ted- i-n-, -o·r founded -on, -ei-t-her glac:i:-al-drlft-or-post--g'l:acra-:1- -------
deposits such as alluvium or made ground. For example, of the 62 
kil.ometP.rs of i.ntercepto:t sewer heine constr11cten for the Northumbrian 
Water Authority, approxi.rnately 50 ki.l.ometres wi.1J. bP. tn +,his nrift, the 
remaindP.r bei.ne in the Coal Measures lyine direct.Jy beneath j t (BodP.n, 
1967). All the tunnP.ls on Tyneside which are descr:!.bed in th.i.s thesis 
lire constructP.d in either glacial deposits of one kind or another or in 
more recent alluvium. The geological discussion here will therefore be 
confined to consideration of th~ drift deposits, And will only bri~fly 
mP.ntion the underlying rock~. 
The :-mrfRCP. drift rleposi ts of the North-East of F.ngland were 
formed mainly as a result of el.aciati.on o~currtne rlurtng the Pleistocene 
epoch. EstimatPs of the numher o.f major elacial P.p:i.sodes that have 
occurred in this area vary from one (Francis, 1970) to five (Trott.E'r and 
Hollingsworth, 1932). It is eenerally agreed, however, that the 
existing deposits have largely derived from the final stage of glacia-
tion and date from the last few thousand years of the l:!eichselian, 
between 18,000 and 10,000 years before the present (Boden, 1972). Stnce 
it seems likely that some glacial depositR must have been layed down at 
an earlier stage than this, t.rhm., of course, glacial deposi Uon is 
known to have been widespread elsewhere, it must be assumed that these 
• 
deposits were eroded away prior to the final glaciation by the 
advancing ice. 
The general succession for the North-East of England is 
as follows: 
Upper Till 
Middle Sands 
-------------------------Lower--T~~~~-----------------------­
Hutton Henry Peat 
~cand1naV1an Drift 
Weathered Rockhead 
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The weathered rockhead in the Tyneside area consists almost 
entirely of Coal Measures rocks, typically sandstones, shales, mud-
stones, fireclay and coal, with localised Permian outliers in the south 
east. 
The Scandinavfan Drift dates from the first stage of the 
Weichselian, the Saalian. It is verJ localised in occurrence. 
Erratics in this deposit come, not only frol'l Scandinavia, but also from 
Scotland, and the alternative name of Warren House Till has been 
proposed (Francis, 1970). The Hutton HenrJ Peat is likewise very 
uncommon. It is Eemian in age, dating from the middle, temperate stage 
of the WeichseUan, and was 'deposited during an interglacial period. 
The Lower Till (Wear Till or Blackhall Till) has been dated 
at about 18,500 year:=; before the present (Francts, 1970) and is the 
major component of the succession. It is a stif~, sandy clay containing 
many erratics from the Lake District and Scotland. It represents the 
main stage of glaciation visible in thi.s area, reaching a maxiJnurn 
thiclmess of JO m. Overlaying this are localisE>d sands lmown as the 
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Middle Sands. These are alluvial deposits and represent the second 
interglacial period of the Weichselian, corresponding with the Durham 
Complex to the south. 
In general, in the North-East of England, the Middle Sands 
are directly superseded by the Upper Till. This is a brown stony clay 
for which the alternative names of Horden Till or Pelaw Till have been 
____ ____,p.r.opo.s.e.d_by_Fr.ancis. -(-19-7-0J. I-t-l!e.pl:!esents- -the-.final-s-tage-o.f--gl-aci-a-t-ion----
in the area. The deposit tends to be thinner and less widespread than 
i.he i.ower 1-ill, but is founa. 1n most parts o1· the Eastern section of the 
area (i.e., East of Gateshead). It reaches a maximum of about 6 metres 
in thickness but in general is only 3 or L metres tW.ck. It is normally 
or only very slightly overconsolidated, suggesting that the clay has 
never been subjected to a 7ery large overburden such as an ice sheet. 
Beaumont (1967) suggests that this stony clay may represent a reworked 
boulder clay, probably the Lower Till, deposited as a turbidite, but if 
this were the case the clay would be expected to show well-graded bed-
ding, which has in fact proved undetectable. Us lower boundary is 
highly irregular, suggesting that the stony clay was deposited after a 
per:i.od of erosion. 
The above succession is canplicated locally hy the fact that 
the Tyne valley was considerably overdeepened during the l.nterglacial 
period between the deposition of the Lower and Upper Tills. The T~.e 
valley i~ overdeepened by about. LO metres at its mouth, indicating that 
at this timP. the sea was at n much lowP.r l~vel than at present. The 
buried valley is filled with a complicated series of deposits known, 
not inappropriately, as the Buried Valley Deposits. These consist 
mainly of laminated clays with stony clays, silts, sands, and gravels, 
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often overlying varved clays. The silts, sands and gravels are o.ften 
water-bearing. The varved clays at the bottom of the succession 
probably represent glacial lacustrine sediments resulting from the 
damming of the Tyne valley, at this time considerably deeper than at 
present, by the North-East ice sheet as the Western ice sheet withdrew 
during the late Weichselian stage, some 10,000 years before the 
____ p:~:e_s_ent_(~ancis_, __ l.9-7-0.)_. - -
Above the varved clays the Buried Valley Deposits represent a 
''•<4\1r, iil\n·c "'1ae:u&~"'~:iule ::si ·i:.utt-tion. They suggest a combina t.ion of simple 
lacustrine sedimentation (larrd.nated clays), with periodic re-advances 
of the ice (stony clays), and much periglacial activity (sands, gravels, 
and l:lke deposits) • 
The principal component of the Buried Valley Deposits is the 
laminated clay. This is generally regarded as a lacustrine deposit. 
Thin sections show both flocculated and roughly sub-parallel structures 
of the clay minerals (Bewick, 1973). The former suggests slightly saline 
conditions whilst the latter, founn in the laminations, suggests fresh 
water. Hence the laminated clay was probably layed down in rather 
brackish conditions with period:i.c incursions of fresh water. 
Some of the sediments making up the Buried Valley Deposits, 
particularly isolated units of stony clay, may, in fact, represent 
slumps or solinuction deposits (Francis, 1970). 
The mode of origin of the Buried Valley Deposits has resulted 
not only in considerable vertical variation in material but also in 
marked horizontal changes in lithology, making correlations of succes--
sions extremely difficult, even between quite closely-spaced boreholes. 
(Boden, 1972). 
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Uppermost in the succession are a number of localised 
occurrences of recent alluvium. These may rest on the Upper Till or 
may lie in valleys eroded deeper into the drift (as at Willington Gut). 
They consist largely of sand, silt, or gravel, sometimes containing 
considerable amounts of organic material and often with bands of peat 
or clay. 
_T.he ddft, _quite. _natur.ally.,.-tends. -to-be- -shallower -over-hig-h------
ground, increasing tn thickness as the rivers are approached. The 
rnwmwn thicknesses or ar1rt are !"ound within the courses of the 
bt~ied valleys. For example, in the Team Valley depths to rockhead as 
great as 60 metres have been recorded. 
Details of the geotechnical properties of the particular 
materials encountered in the fieldwork described in this thesis are 
given in Chapter h. A brief summary of the engineering properties of 
the drift in general is given below. 
1. Lower T1.11 
This is a stiff, harrt, dark grey or brown sandy clay with 
scattered rounded pebbles and boulders. Its shear strength normally 
2 2 2 lies between 120 kN/m and 170 kN/m , but may go as high as 400 kN/m 
in places. This, combined with its uniform nature, makes it a good 
material for tunnelling. It is quite stable,and under most condi~ions 
would not require shield m1pport (Boden, 1967), unless particularly wet. 
2. Upper Till 
This is a red or brown plastic clay containing a few small, 
generally angular, stones. Unlike the T..ower Till it is not sandy. Its 
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shear strength is generally around 100 kN/m • It is also a good 
tunnelling med.iUJil but would usually require the use of a shield to 
avoid excessive surface settlements due to its more plastic nature. 
Both of the tills are virtuRlly impervious, as would be 
expected. Calculations based on consolidation tests from the sitE! 
investigation reports suggest a coefficient of permeability for the 
. -10 rn/ 
---tl.-J:-1-s-of -around-1-f)-- · -sec; 
3. Buried Valley Deposits 
Due to their litholoeical variation, the Buried Valley 
Deposits show marked changes in their geotechnical properties. The 
laminated clays are brown in colour and qld te plastic. They generally 
2 have an undrained cohesion of around 50 kN/m , but this may go as low 
as 15 kN/m2 or as high as 100 kN/m2 in places. These values, obtained 
from the site investigation reports, are the result of many undrained 
tiraxial tests on 38 mm diameter Rarnples cut axially at right Angles to 
the laminations and are, therefore, representative of the strength of 
the clay itself. The laminae are silt.y or sanrly, are frequently water-
bearing,and much weaker than the surrounding clay. They make ideal 
slip planes and endow the laminated clay with anisotropic propertiP.s. 
Permeability in lwllinated clays can he highly ani.sot.ropi~. Perpendicu-
lar to the l8llrl.nat.ions, the coeffictent of pe:nneabtli. ty is around ] o-9 
m/sec, that is, it is pr~ctically impervious. Parallel ·to tne lamina-
tions the coefficient of permeability may be much greater (Terzaghi, 
1955). Chan anrl. Kenney (1973), rep<?rting on a Canadian varved cJ.ay, 
find a permeability ratio (the ratio between horizontal anrl verticAl 
permeability) of only about 5, but this is for a clay with well-graded 
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layers rather than with distinct laminations. Kenney (19fl3) suggests 
that, in theory, soils with distinct lRminations woul~ be expected to 
show a higher permeability rati.o. Parry (1972) reports on strongl:r-
laminated Oxford Clay with a fine 11 dusting11 of silt or sand along the 
laminations (i.e., a soil quite similar to the laminated clay in the 
North-East, although more highly overconsolidated). HP. finds a vertical 
-10 
_p_ermeability:-of-5-x 10 -rrv'sec and-a-horizon-tai-p·erme-ability of 
3. 5 x 1 o-8 m/ sec (i.e . , a perrneabili ty ratio of 70) • This ani sot ropy 
may nave a marKed e1"1"ect on the tunnelling properti P.s of the soi 1, a_nd 
is discussed further in Chapter 5. 
The properties of the stony clays found amongst the Buried 
Valley Deposits are quite similar to those of the Upper Till, and they 
shoQld therefore prove to be eood tunnelling mater.Bls. Gravels ru1d 
sands in the Buried Valley Deposi.ts are uncementert and often water-
bearing. 
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Appendix B 
THE TYNESIDJr~ SE\-T8RAGE SCHEME 
All the fieldwork c~rried out by the author and which forms 
the basis of t~ts thesis was on VRrious sections of the sewerage scheme 
-~t present-tieing constructed-in the -Tyrieside area. -It l.s -th-erefore ___ ---- --
considered appropriate to give a brief description of the scheme, its 
scope and :t ts development. 
B.l) H:i.story of the Tyneside Sewerage Scheme 
In the early 19th century, industrialisation Rnd popu.lation 
growth in the North-l<~ast of England began to cause pollution prob] ems, 
particularly in the River Tyne. During t.h~ 19th century, m:i.gratory fish 
such as salmon disappearerl from the Tyne nue to polllltion in the tidal 
estuary, and by 1920 thP. conci:l. tions in the river had become sufficiently 
had to cause considerable public concern. A series of comm:t ttees and 
investigations followed,but no significant result ws.s achieved. 
In 1966 the Tynesirle Joint Sewerage Board was formed from a 
working party of repreisenta ti ves of the several publ:i.c a.uthori ties on 
Tyneside,·whose prtmary responsibility was the planning and construction 
of a new sewerage scheme. In 1974 this responsibility passed to the 
Northumbrian \vater Authority. 
At the present time, crude sewage from 88 percent. of the 
population of Tyneside is discharged directly into the river. According 
to Norgrove and Staples (1976), the stratification of fresh water and 
sea water in the estuary res111ts in an overall upstream movement of the 
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hott.om layer of water, effectively trappi.ng much organi.c waste in the 
estuary. At certain times of the year conditions in the Tyne become 
anaerobic and the smell may becOJIIe offensive. The new sewer~ge scheme 
has therefore given priority to the removal of suspended organic solids 
from the river, with further treatment of the sewage as and when it is 
shown to be necessary. 
-Sewage-f.~om-tha-~ea wi-l-l-be-i-ntercepted-before-i-t-re-ache-s---
the river and directed to treatment plants where the sludge can be 
~epHrated and then aumpea at sea. 
B.2) Layout of the scheme 
A map of the Tyneside drainage area is shown in Figure 1.1. 
This map shows the location of the north and south bank interceptor 
sewers, the treatment plants, the offshore spoil grounds and also gives 
the position of the three instrumentation sites described in this thes:i.s. 
The drainage area covered by the scheme is a predominantly urban area of 
about 33,000 Ha including the City of Newcastle upon Tyne, together with 
industrial areas such as Gateshead, Hebburn, Jarrow, Howden, and Wall-
send. The scheme has been designed to serve a population of 1.3 million, 
which is the projected population of Tyneside in the year 2054. 
The sche111e will include three treatment plants at Dunston, 
Jarrow and Howdon,and apprmd.mately 62 Ian of interceptor sewer. These 
intel!ceptor sewers, which are shown in Figure 1.1, r1m close-·to, and·-
more or less parallel to the banks of the river with a spur at the 
North-East of the area runnine northwards parallel to the coast. The 
sewage from the North bank will flow South from Seaton Valley and 
Whitley Bay, and East from Newburn to the main treatment works at 
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Howden. On thP. South bank, sewage from as far West as Gateshead and 
as far East as South Shields will converge on the preliminar,y treatment 
plant at Jarrow, and thence under the river via t,he Tyne siphon to 
Howden. West of Gateshead a separate syst·em carries the sewage from 
as far West as Ryton to be treated at the plant at Dunston. This 
separate system allows for a more flexible approach, necessary due to 
pl"annbrg-uncertaintie·s-conceming-f-uture--population--growth--in--the--
Southwest of the area, and also avoids the need for the construction of 
major sewers beneath the high ri.dge running north/ south through 
Gateshead (Norgrove and Staples, 1976). The sewage is moved through 
the interceptors mainly by gravity. The depth of the interceptors is 
such that certain areas close to the river banks cannot be drained by 
gravity and these, produ~ing relatively little sewage, are served by 
pumping stations and rising mains. 
Eventually the area will have separate drainage A.nd. sewerage 
systems, the sewerage scheme being designed to accept the "foul flow" 
only of the projected 1.) million population. However, the sewerage 
system will have to deal with stormwater runoff for the ti~P. being. 
VortP.x type overflows have been installed at all major intercept points 
in order to make the most effective u~e of the interceptor sewers at all 
times. 
According to Norgrove and Staples (1976) the estimated 
expenditure on the major c~nstruction programme is·approximately-72 
million. This e:xpendi ture is being phasen over a long period, partly 
to spread the costs and partly to balance the demands on the industries 1 
resources, the tunnelling industry in particular being "reasonably 
stretched" by the several projects running concurrently in the area. 
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Approximately 0.5 to 1.0 percent of the total estimated cost of the 
scheme has been spent on s:l te investigation, principally on boreholes 
(about 1 per 120 m of sewer) and laboratory testing. 
B.J) Sewage treatment 
In 1964 it was decided, after a detailed :i.nvestigation 
_{.Pakley and ~r_, __ l266_),_to use. _s._ew§.g_e_tr..e_atment_ .w.or.ks_on-the .banks-of-
the estuary rather than a sea outfall. This decision was partly 
!:'cunuuU..c, H cotsi.. coJrlpHrlson inciicHi:.ing i:.hai:. in t.i'!P. J.ong t.erm tne cost ot· 
constructing and running the treatment works would be lower than that of 
constructing major sewers to a long sea outfall north of Whitley Bay, 
and also on the grounds of political presst~e from the coastal authori-
ties. 
The main treatment plant is under construction at Howdon (~ 
Figure 1.1). This plant will treat the sewage from the entire J"J.orth 
bank and from the south bank east of Gateshead. Preliminary treatment 
consists firstly of screening the crude sewage through 100 mm and then 
25 mm grids,followed by the removal of grit particles down to 0.2 mm 
diameter. Moisture is pressed out of the screenings wh1.ch are then 
incinerated. 
The sewage then flows into large settlP.men.t tanks (4_x 8000 
m3 ) on the south bank where most of the remaining sludge is aJ lowed to 
settle-out. This sludge is removed to storage tanks,- And thence---
carried by barge to a dumping ground some 10-13· km offshore. Initia~ly, 
this is the only treatment the sewage will receive. However, once the 
new system comes into operation, the quaJ,i ty of the river water will be 
monitored in order to assess the need for further treatment. Sufficient 
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land has been obtained to provide facilitiP.s for treatment up to 
Royal Comndssion standard, .should that prove to be necessary. Pre-
liminary treatment (screening Rnd de-gritting) of the sewage from the 
south bank east of Gateshead will be carried out at the prelirllinary 
treatment works at Jarrow, prior to the passage of the efnuent through 
the·Tyne siphon to the plant at Howden. 
-- . -Et.£:1-uent- -.t:rom-the-trceatment-worclc:s-at-Dun ston- -wi-l-l-p-robabl-Y-
have to be treated to a higher standard than that from Howden, since it 
will be retained in the estuary for a longer period. The design of 
this plant has not yet commenced, and the level of treatment has not yet 
been decided. 
B •. 4) Sewerage 
The scheme will involve the construction of approximately 62 
km of interceptor sewer. About 50 km of this wi 11 be constructed in 
soft ground, the remainder in ooal measures deposits (Boden, 1967). A 
large proportion of this construction will be underground. This is 
largely due to the fact that the route of the tunnel carries it through 
various types of urban and industrial development where the surface 
disturbance of cut and cover workings would be impossible or at least 
unacceptable. 
The interceptors range in size from 0.6 m to ).7 m internal 
diamet·er, the smaller diameters being constructed in t.imbered headings, 
the larger diameters in .tunnel. For the soft ground tunnel construc-
tion a conventional bolted concrete segment primary lining has been 
used throughout, although a modern smooth-bore concrete lining was also 
considered. 
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The soft ground tunnels have be.en driven through a wide 
var~ety of deposits includi..ng boulder clay, laminated clay, soft 
organic siJts, sands and eravels both below and nbove the water table 
(~ AppP-ndix A) •. This has provided a wid~ variety of tunnelling 
problems. At Nev:i.lle St. in Nel-7castle, ground freezing was success-
fully used to stabilise a water-bearine; fh1e sand through which a shaft 
was sunk. It has been necessary _on a n~b3r_~f occasions, incl~d.l~g __ _ 
one of the drives investieated in this thesis, to use compressed air in 
+I"\ r.!+~~.; 1.; r:'o +""..:~~ +,'n,.,n1 .r'l,.n -c,.. "':Tn..,..·u• .....,1'\t""'i.,.. !"7,.1""\11n~ 
- ... --------- ............. ..,._ ... ____ ---- _ ..... ........ .J r--·· u------
pressed air was used as f:o. precautionary measure ' .. hroughout the south-
bound drive of the Tyne siphon, due to the e>.."Pected presence of water-
bearj.ng fiss~res beneath th~ bed of the rj.ver. 
J.lany of the soft ground t 1mnel drives to the present, time 
have used a shield, particularly those in the Buried Valley Deposits or 
alluvi 1l1l1 and Hhere the grmmd is either unpredictable or of poor quality. 
In better ground such as the stony clay, shields have pro•1ed to be 
unnecessary. T\ro of the case histories presented j_n the thesisJ at, 
Hebburn and Willington i,tuay were shield driven, the trri.rd, at Howden, 
being in the stony clay. 
Appendix C 
FIELD INSTRUMENTATION 
C.l) Main aims of the instrumentation 
The main objectives of the measurement programme at all 
sftes can be ~ummarised as follows: 
a. To measure the development of vertical settlement at 
the ground surface on the tunnel centre-line as the tunnel face 
progresses past the measurement points; 
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b. To delineate the shape and width of the surface settlement 
trough both while settlement is occurring and after it is complete; 
c. To measure the development of vertical settlement with 
depth, both on the tunnel centre-line and at various distances away 
from the tunnel; 
d. To measure the lateral displacement of the ground surface 
across the settlement trough perpendicular to the tunnel line of advance; 
e. To measure lateral displacements of the ground at depth 
around the tunnel. 
These measurements were carried out at all sites. 
In some cases, measurements of pore water pressure, deforma-
tion of the tunnel lining, and direct measurement of ground movement 
into the face and onto the tunnel lining were carried out to supplement 
the main measurement programme. Laboratory tests, including extrusion 
tests (~ Chapter 4),were also carried out on samples from certain 
sites to supplement the data available from the site investigation 
reports • Throughout the measurement programme the same methods and 
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equipment were used at all sites, making the results from each site 
consistent with one another and directly comparable. The methods used 
to attain the above five objectives were as follows: 
a. In order to measure surface settlement, conventional 
levelling techniques were applied, using a surveyor level and starr, 
and surveying to semi-permanent levelling posts set in concrete or 
------.nail-s-dl!i.ven-into-t~e-road-sul!-£ace-.------------------- ---
b. Lateral surface movements were measured directly using a 
steel band and measuring between the surface levelling stations. 
c. Magnetic-ring settlement gauges were installed in boreholes 
and used to monitor vertical movements below the ground s~face. 
d. The same boreholes contained ~luminium inclinometer access 
tubes permitting measurement of lateral movement at depth both parallel 
to, and perpendicular to the tunnel centre-line, using a Soil Instru-
ments inclinometer. 
C.2) General layout of instrumentation 
Site plans and details of the specific instrumentation layout 
at each site are given in Chapter 4. However, all the sites have 
several aspects in common, and these are detailed here. The principal 
instrumentation that was installed at each site consisted of surface 
levelling monuments and boreholes containing ~nclinometer access tubes 
and magnetic settlement rings. 
Generally, the boreholes were set out in one or more lines 
perpendicular to the tunnel line of advance,with one borehole on the 
centre-line, one just outside the tunnel wall,and others at various 
distances further away for completing settlement profiles. The boreholes 
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were usually drilled to a depth 1 metre greater than that of the 
tunnel invert.* Inclinometer access tubes were installed in each of 
these boreholes, along with magnetic settlement rings at various depths. 
C.J) Surface levelling statiCJns 
Since all sub-surface measurements of movement, both with 
the set_tl_ement_rings-and-the-incl-inome-ter; -were -taken relative- to da"turrc ----
points on the surface, the accuracy of these measurements is therefore 
limi T.eci Dy- -r.he accuracy or the surface surveying, which is itself 
limited by the stability of the surveying points themselves. The 
construction of these surveying monuments varied according to the 
particular site conditions (~Chapter 4). All were designed to be as 
rigid as possible, both in the vertical and horizontal sense. At all 
sites the.levelling stations were installed several months prior to.the 
commencement of the measuring programme, in order to allow time for them 
to stabilise. 
At Hebburn and Howdon the ground surface was soft, being soil 
at Hebburn and ashy till at Howdon. At these sites the surveying 
monuments were constructed by excavating holes in the ground about 
300 nun across and cementing steel pegs into them. The pegs were braced 
w1 th steel cross p.eces to keep them finnly in place in the cement • 
The Hebburn monuments, illustrated in Figure 4.8, were installed on 
public land by the side of a suburban street (~Figure C.l). It was 
therefore necessar.y to install the entire assembly below the ground 
surface and protect it with a box over the top. The holes were 
excavated down to the clay and the pegs were driven into this prior to 
* Settlement measurements were referenced to surface surveying levels. 
Otherwise, these boreholes wouid have to have been taken much deeper 
to undisturbed ground. 
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cementing them in place. 
The Howden site was on a piece of waste ground adjacent to 
the railway sidings {!!! Figure 4.18). It was considered acceptable 
here to install the monuments with the tops of the pegs above ground 
surface, making surveying easier and more accurate. The ground 
consisted variously of ashy fill, ballast from the nearby railway 
Y.aclcs, and clay soi-1-.-Sho:F-ter -pegs were u-sed· -here and not set into 
the ground, which would have provided only a poor hold. Stability was 
~msu.reci by us1ng larger concrete blocks and building up t.he concrete 
almost to the tops of the pegs. The Howden monuments are illustrated 
in Figure 4.22. In spite of the poor ground surface encountered at 
Howden, the settlement stations gave consistent results throughout the 
monitoring period with little spread,and are considered to have performed 
adequately. 
Surveying stations at Willington Quay were set out on a public 
highway (Gut Road) used extensively by heavy lorries servicing the 
Briden ropeworks. It was therefore impossible to install any permanent 
instrumentation which would have stood appreciably "proud" of the road 
surface. Temporary stations were rejected because of their complexity 
and the probability of their silting up, a problem encountered with the 
boreholes. Instead, very simple permanent stations were constructed by 
driving nails into the road surface using a "Spit Gun." Nails of about 
80 mm in length and 4 mm diameter were mounted,about 3 mm proud of' the 
road surfac~using steel washers. These stations-had a sufficiently low 
profile to be ha~ess to vehicles, and despite the fact that some of 
them were subjected to the virtually continuous passage of heavy 
vehicles, they performed quite reliably and consistently. 
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The surveying monuments were installed in arrays running at 
right angles to the centre-line of the tunnel. These arrays were long 
enough to cover the whol•~ width of the expected settlement trough, 
rwming from the centre-line to a distance of 2 to 3 times the depth 
of the tunnel. Surveying points were spaced evenly along this line, 
generally at 5 metre intervals, w1 th extra points adjacent to the 
bpre_h_ole_s__. ___ A __ number of monuments-was-placed on- -the-ap-pes-1-te--si-de of 
the centre-line to check the symmetry of the trough. A temporary 
~e&u:.la &l&ti..I.·A., u.L tS.i.J,J.ltt.r construction to t.he surveying monuments 1 was 
installed at sufficient distance from the centre-line to avoid any 
settlement, that is, more than 4 times the depth to the tunnel axis, 
but close enough to the array to maintain a high degree of accuracy, 
and all levelling was carried out relative to this point. 
At all sites the surveying stations were used both for 
settlement measurements and for the monitoring of lateral movements. 
To facilitate lateral measurements the tops of the pegs were marked at 
the centre w1 th a centre-punch. 
C .4) Surface surveying. procedures 
As mentioned above, all surface surveying had to be as 
accurate as possible, since the sub-surface measurements were related -to 
datum points at the surface. Offsetting this need for accuracy, 
however, was the need to be able to take sets of readings- reasonably 
quickly, particularly when the tunnel face was close to the array, and 
the need for the monuments to be simple and robust enough to withstand 
the elements. At Willington Quay, for example, the settlement points 
were regularly driven over by heavy lorries, and at Howden they were 
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vulnerable to contractors traffic and vandalism. 
C.4.1) Surface levelling 
Levelling was carried out using a Cooke 5440 precise level 
and a heavy, one piece metric staff. The level was manual in operation 
and equipped with an internal optical micrometer. The staff used was 
-graduat.ed-i-n-JI-4-cm section-s,-----the-optrca"l-rn:tcrometer-bei"ng -use a- to 
interpolate between these markings to the nearest 0.05 mm. 
Hanna ll973) suggests that a closing error of better than 
0.5 mm is obtainable using this type of level. Similar results are 
reported by Cheney (1974). This is the closing error which should be 
obtainable over quite a long levelling traverse, but over the short 
distances involved m the surveying for tunnel settlement measurements, 
better accuracy can be expected. Levelling results taken over the 
period before any ground movement was detected at all instrumentation 
sites,indicated that the overall precision of the levelling procedure was 
+ 
around - 0.2 mm, which is quite consistent with the observations of 
Hanna (1973) and Cheney (1974). 
The levelling procedure was quite simple. The nearest 
settlement point was levelled to the temporary bench mark from two 
different level positions. The leve:. was then moved to a position 
offset a few metres from the array but close to its centre. From here 
the remaining settlement points were levelled to the primary settlement 
station, with the level in two positions. The use of an intermediate 
level rather than levelling all points direct to the temporary bench 
mark introduces another source of error, but it is considered that this 
inaccuracy is outweighed by the increase in speed and precision from 
placing the level closer to the surveying points. At Howdon, where 
the array was 55 m long, two intermediate levels were used to avoid 
levelling over excessive dlstances. 
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The arrays were levelled several times prior to the commence-
ment of tunnel construction in order to establish an accurate set of 
datum levels. To improve the consistency of the results, levelling was 
-carried -out· ·as- f-ar··-·as-po·s·s·tbl"e-u·sin·g-t·h·e--s·mn·e J:-eve"l operator· ·arra--t;ne - ---------
same staff-man. On the occasions where this was not possible, a slight 
deterioration of the resul. ts became apparent, particularly where a 
different level operator was used, but in most cases the results were 
still acceptable. 
C.4.2) Lateral surface measurements 
In all cases measurements of lateral surface movements were 
taken using the surface settlement monuments. Movements were monitored 
by direct measurement using a 30 m (100 ft) graduated steel band. The 
band was held at a constant tension of 10 Kg£ during measurement using 
a spring balance. At Howdon, where the measurement points projected 
well ab.ove ground level, this constant tension maintained a consistent 
catenery between the stations, and this was reproduced precise1y each 
time measurements were taken. At the other sites, where the monuments 
were below, or flush with, the ground surface, the constant tension 
simply maintained identical conditions for each set of measurements. 
Variations in the conditions at each site, coupled with 
problems such as ground irregularities where measurements were taken 
with the tape running along the ground surface meant that measurements 
of the absolute values of the distances between the settlement points 
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were not comparable. However, by taking care to ensure that the 
measurement technique and the conditions were identical for each set 
of readings, the relative movements between the stations could be found 
with reasonable precision. 
It is important, where small relative movements are to be 
measured, to use as consistent a measurement technique as possible. 
- -'.1!-his -not onl-y-involves-ver;y--careful--obs·ervatrons, -c-onst;ant; tape------
tension and care to ensure that the tape is straight and unobstructed 
throughout its length, but also means that the same personnel should be 
used to take all the measurements throughout a particular experimental 
programme. On the few occasions when it was necessar,y to take measure-
ments using different personnel, the results were often found to be 
inconsistent and erratic. Generally, these results have been disregarded 
and are not presented in this thesis. 
Since we are primarily interested in the relative movements 
of the surveying points rather than the actual distance between them, 
it was decided not to attempt to correct directly for changes in the 
temperature of the tape. These temperature changes were quite consider-
able, particularly at Willington Quay, where observations were made in 
hot swnmer conditions, with an air temperature of over 2SO C, and in 
winter temperatures below freezing point. Although direct correction 
for these nuctuations would have been desirable' equipment for the 
accurate measurement of the temperature of the tape itself was unavaila-
ble. The use of air temp~rature was considered unsuitable since at 
times the tape experienced direct sunshine and would have been at a 
higher temperature than the surrounding air, while at other times it was 
submerged in water which would be expected to be below air temperature. 
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To correct indirectly for fluctuations in tape temperature, all 
readings at a given site were no~alised to a nominal measurement 
right across the array, where no relative movement was expected, but 
where the tape conditions were precisely the same as for the other 
measurements. This normalisation process is bound to introduce small 
errors into the results, equal to the percentage error in measurement 
of the- normalisation leng-th-,-and- -the- -possibi-l-i-ty ·of -smal-l-movements 
between these primary points, but these errors are small compared with 
other errors inneren~ 1n tne measurement system. 
The tape was calibrated throughout its length in decimal 
feet, with marks at O.Cn ft (J mm) intervals. Readings could be 
estimated to 0.001 ft (0.3 mm) at each station by practised observers. 
Under perfect conditions, the limit of accuracy of such a system is 
the sum .of the observational errors at each point of measurement. Since 
readings were estimated to the nearest 0.33 mm the error should be 
+ 
- 0.15 mm at each end, or a total error of 0.3 mm if the estimation 
procedure at each end is perfect and there is no tape movement between 
readings at either end. It should be noted that this represents the 
ultimate accuracy attainable for measurements of relative movements 
between the stations. The real accuracy obtainable with such a system 
is naturally rather less than this. Hanna (1973) suggests an optimum 
+ 
accuracy of • 1 mm in 30 m when corrections for tape sag, tension, 
temperature and ground slope have been made, but the accuracy of relative 
measurements should be somewhat greater than this. Sources of error in 
tape measurement are discussed more fully by Milner (1969). 
For all measurements of horizontal displacement,at least 
3 sets of readings were taken at each station using different parts of 
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the tape. Anomalous readings were discarded and extra sets taken to 
+ give at least 3 sets of measurements within - 0.002 ft {0.6 IIDTl). The 
readings were averaged to give the final value. The observation 
procedure was kept as simple as possible and remained precisely the same 
throughout the three experiments. The tape was held tight along the 
line of measurement, one man holding the tape winder firmly against the 
l------gr-ound-,-the-other-maintaining-a-eonstant-10-kgf--in-tensi:on--using-a 
spring balance. The two observers read off the distance at their 
respec~ive surveying s~t1ons s1multaneouslY, to avoid as far as practi-
cable the possibility of tape movement between observations. 
Several complete sets of readings were taken over a period of 
several months before the commencement of tunnel construction in order 
to obtain a good datum value for the distance between each station. 
These datum values give a good indication of the overall accuracy of 
+ 
the system, and are generallY within - 0.5 mm of the average after all 
corrections have been made. 
Measurements of lateral movement were also taken to the tops 
of the inclinometer access tubes, in order to ascertain whether the 
movement of the tubes corresponded to the movement of the ground surface. 
These observations were made using close-fitting steel plugs illustrated 
in Figure 4.17, readings being taken between punch marks at the tops of 
the rods. To ensure maximum accuracy the plugs were made an extremely 
-close fit in the tubes, and required cleaning and oiling before 
insertion was possible. 
C .5) Boreholes 
Measurement of sUb-surface movement at all sites was carried 
out in boreholes set in arrays across the tunnel centre-line. The 
layout of the arrays is detailed in Chapter 4 and in Figures 4.6, 
4.16 and 4.20. All boreholes were of 6" diameter and were drilled 
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using conventional shell and auger methods. In bad ground at Willington 
Quay it was necessary to case the holes during drilling to prevent 
them caving in. The depths of the boreholes are shown in Tables 4.4, 
4.8, .and 4.10. The boreholes .wer.e _gener-ally: -dr.ille<Ldown--to--a.xis, __ _ 
. 
depth, with some, particularly on the centre-line down to a few metres 
below invert level. ~deall~where boreno~es are ~o be usea ror ~ne 
measurement of movement, for example, using inclinometers and settlement 
gauges, they should be drilled to a depth where no movement is expected 
and movements calculated relative to this point (in the same way that 
levels are measured relative to a bench mark beyond the zone of influ-
ence of the turmel). This would improve the accuracy of the sub-surface 
measurements and also provide a check on the surface surveying. 
However, in the case of measurements around tunnels this would involve 
drilling the boreholes down to a considerable depth (at least 2 
diameters below invert). This would, of course, increase the cost of 
the instrumentation considerably. In consequence, shallower boreholes 
were used and the movements in them were referred to the surveyed 
movement at the surface. 
Soil Instruments in::linometer access tube was installed down 
the full length of each borehole. This consists of extruded aluminium 
tubing, 50 mm in internal diameter, with four orthogonal keyways 
running along its length. The tube is installed in 3 m lengths held 
together by telescopic joints. The joints are made up by "pop-
riveting" a short length (200 Jlllll) of slightly oversize tube over the 
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ends of the access tubes to be joined. The "pop-rivets" are designed 
to be weak enough to shear through any movement along two overlapping 
tube sections once the tube has been installed, thus permitting th~ 
tubes to move easily relative to one another. Magnetic rings were 
fixed around the inclinometer access tubes at various depths (~ Table 
4.4, 4.8 and 4.10) either by using small aluminium brackets riveted 
into place or-oy waterpro-ol"-tape.- --T~s-a-Uows- the -:rtrrg_s_to--Jifove-frEfeJ:y 
relative to the tubes once installed. The entire assembly was surrounded 
b.1 a bentonite-cement-water grout designed to possess similar geo-
technical properties to those of the ground. 
C .5 .1) Ground coupling 
In all field instrumentation procedures proper coupling 
between the ground and the instrl.DIIents is of vital importance. Although 
coupling problems vary considerably with different forms of instrument, 
the basic aim is always the same: to install the instrument or probe in 
such a way that a) it measures correctly the conditions in the adjacent 
ground, and b) its presence does not affect the parameters it is 
designed to measure. These requirements often entail making the 
properties of the instrument as ciose as possible to those of.the ground, 
for example, the elastic and plastic parameters, density and so on. 
In the case of boreholes used to mee.sure ground displacement, it is 
necessary to ensure that a) the inclinometer access tube-s and settlement 
rings move exactly the same amount as the surrounding ground, and b) 
that the ground movement is not distorted by the presence of the tube or 
the borehole. The first condition is fulfilled by ensuring that the 
magnetic rings are free to move axially along the tube and that the 
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inclinometer access tubes themselves are free to move in a lateral 
sense. Free movement of the magnetic rings is ensured by mounting 
them very weakly on the tubes, thus penni tting them to slide freely 
up and down with movements in the surrounding grout. Movement of the 
tube itself is taken up by flexibility of the joints and to same 
extent of the tube itself. Although more flexi bill ty of the tubing 
would be desirable -this- conf-l-i-cts- -wi-th -the -necessity--for-the-tube-- ----
cross section to remain absolutely uniform to permit smooth access for 
the inclinometer torpedo, and would also encourage twisting of the tube. 
This restriction of the movement to the ,joints is not very apparent from 
the inclinometer plots (Chapter 5) but may be more obvious where larger 
movements are involved. The telescopic joints also permit the tube 
sections to move in the vertical sense relative to each other, reducing 
the chance of interference between the tube and the settle~nt rings. 
The second condition is fulfilled by designing the grout to 
possess a three month cohesion identical to that of the ground. A 
perfect match would mean that the grout behaved exactly like the ground, 
thus faithfully transmitting ground movements to the instrumentation. 
A stiffer grout would tend to resist the ground movement whereas a 
softer grout would tend to absorb same of it either elastically or 
plastically. Both effects mean that the resultant observations would 
be too low, and therefore the results presented in Chapter 5 should be 
regarded as minimum values. The loose flexible joints of the inclino--
meter access tubes should mean that they are flexible enough to offer 
negligible interference to movement of the grout. 
C ..5 .2) Vandalism at Howdon 
As was noted in Chapter 4, the instrumentation at Howdon 
was particularly vulnerable to vandalism. Since the boreholes were 
installed some months prior to the commencement of observations, 
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these were effectively camousflaged in order to avoid this possibility. 
-··--~hi-s-proved to ·be-ra·ther-over-e:f:-tect-ive -since-in-the-course-or--
levelling the site the contractor inadvertently bulldozed over the 
borehole tops. Of the total of five boreholes four were recovered 
and the top sections replaced as shown in Figure 4. The top 
sections were concreted into place and caps padlocked over the tops. 
These padlocks were broken open and the tubes blocked with stones by 
vandals. Using a close fitting plug fixed to rigid rods it was 
possible to reclaim tubes 1 and 2 (~ Figure 4. ) but unfortunately 
tubes 3 and 4 remained firmly blocked at a depth of about 3 metres and 
therefore were not monitored. 
C.6) The inclinometer 
A Soil Instruments Mk 2 inclinometer with digital readout 
was used throughout the fieldwork described in this thesis. The 
torpedo consists of a tube with a pair of wheels, one sprung and one 
with its axle fixed, at either end. These wheels act to guide the 
torpedo down the keyways of the access tube, the spring permitting 
the torpedo to move smoothly past the joints in the tube, and also 
taking up a certain amount of distortion if necessary. The fixed 
wheels are either 0.5 m or 1.0 m apart, depending on the particular 
instrument, and it is between these that the measurements are made. 
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' The principle of operation is as follows. The tube contains an oil-
damped, high-density metal tapered bob-weight attached to a spring 
steel lead which is fixed at its top end to the body of the torpedo 
itself. Temperature matched resistance strain gauges are bonded t.o 
each side of the leaf spring fo~ng a full bridge circuit. The whole 
assembly is sealed against the ingress of moisture. When the inclino-
-meter--torpedo--i-s--t-il-ted-, -t-he-bob-wei-ght-swin·gs-away-from-vert±-cal-
causing the leaf spring to bend. The strain gauges respond to this 
distortion and this response is converted electronically into the 
value of the angle of tilt of the torpedo or the lateral displacement 
between the two fixed wheels. This is displayed as a digital readout 
at the surface. The facility is provided for the automatic summation 
of the displacements, giving a continuous profile down the hole. The 
system is reasonably insensitive to changes in temperature, the drift of 
an absolute reading being 2 secs/deg C (Green, 1973), but to ensure 
maximum accuracy it is advisable to ensure that the torpedo is immersed 
in water while readings are taken in order to provide a stable tempera-
ture. The readout unit is extremely sensitive to even slight amounts 
of moisture, becoming erratic and sometimes unusable in quite light 
rain. Several waterproofing devices were tried, the most successful 
being simply to cover the entire equipment, readout, cable drum and 
connectors, with a large plastic sheet. No method was entirely success-
ful, however, and the most reliable results were obtained-on dry days. 
C.6.1) Accuracy of the inclinometer system 
We must consider the accuracy of the inclinometer system in 
two parts: the accuracy of the instrument itself (torpedo, readout 
)01 
and access tube assembly) in ideal conditions, and also the error due 
to "environmental" factors (installation, poor coupling, the effects 
of u:;oisture, temperature changes, and so on). The accuracy of 
inclinometer systems has been discussed by several authors, most 
notably DUnnicliffe (1971), Gould and Dunnicliffe (1971), Green (1973), 
Hanna (1973) and Cording (1974). 
--- - T-he -Soil- -Inst.rumen-t.s-Mk- 2 sy-s-tem- has-a-d-i:g-i-t-a-1-re-adout--,-----
reading to 0.0001 m (0.1 mm) displacement. This gives a maximum 
+ -
readable precision of - 0.05 mm per t m length for a half metre 
+ torpedo, resulting in a total error over a ten metre length of - 1.0 
mm. Green (1973) reported on the performance of two inclinometers, 
the Wilson 200 series slope indicator and the Soil Instruments Mk 1. 
The Wilson slope indicator uses a pendulum operated rheostat to derive 
an electrical analogue of inclination. The Soil Instruments Mk l 
is similar to the Mk 2 used by the author, but is only 1211 (304.6 mm) 
in length and operates in plastic access tube of different cross 
section. Tests on the two instruments were carried out in the labora-
tory using 60' (24.36 m) lengths of access tubing calibrated against 
plumblines. These, of course, represent ideal conditions and give no 
indication of the system' s compliance with the ground. The Mk 1 
inclinometer uses a volt meter as its readout, reading to o.rf> an:i by 
estimation to o.orfl. This is equivalent to a deflection of 0.9 mm per 
metre. In practice the inclinometer was found to give an error in a 
+ 
single run of - 0.15'' (3.6 mm) over 60' (24.36 m) with a 411 (101 mm) 
deflection overall. For a deflection of 1611 (0.406 m) the error is 
-0.111 to +0.5'' ( -2.54 mm to +12. 7 mm). If an average of two runs is 
taken, one rumdng down the tube and one running up it, the errors 
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reduce to - 0.1" (2 .54 Mill) and - 0.3" (7 .62 mm) respectively. This 
+ 
would represent an error of - 1.56 IIDll over 15 m (approximately 0.1 mm 
per metre for the best case). According to Green (1973), who was 
responsible for its design, the Soil Instruments Mk 2 inclinometer will 
read to an accuracy of 0.01° which is equivalent to a deflection of 0.2 
Mill per metre or 3.0 mm in 15m in the worst case when all errors sum 
-togetnez;-;- -:rn practtce,-sinc-e- ·th-e· -Mk -2- ·has--a-resolution-five -t-imes-a-s- - - - -
great as the Mk 1 (0.01° versus o.o,a) we would expect its overall 
accuracy to be considerably :ii11proved. Green (1973) reports the field 
performance of the Mk 2 inclinometer in a 22 m length of casing. For. a 
J.J mm registered displacement he finds a standard deviation of 0.3 mm. 
over 16 sets of readings. The principal sources of error outside the 
instrument itself are spiralling of the casing (usually caused during 
the manufacture of the tube), and lack of repeatability of the reading 
position of the torpedo in the tube • The former was so small as to be 
illllleasurable in the Soil Instruments tubing used and any twist present 
is probably restricted to the Joints. Lengths of tubing 15 m in length 
were assembled in the laboratory and no twist could be measured between 
the ends. Green (1973) observed no twist in the aluminium tube,although 
in the plastic tubing ~sed for the Soil Instruments Mk 1 instrument a 
cumulative twist of 16° was observed. 
Errors derived from inconsistency in the positioning of the 
torpeao are dependent partially on the accuracy of the cable markings, 
and partially on the skill of the operator. Careful technique and 
regular calibration of the cable should reduce these to a minimum. 
"Environmental" errors, such as those due to temperature 
changes, can be avoided by careful operation. The consistency of the 
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datum values indicates that these are negligible. The datum values 
obtained at Willington Quay using a 1 metre torpedo show standard 
deviations of on average 0.075 mm for a series of four sets of 
observations. Occasional higher spreads indicate unstable measuring 
points, possibly due to distortions in the tubes or measurer..ents 
taken close to joints. Proper grouting should ensure that the tube 
noted, all sub-surface measurements should really be regarded as 
C .6 .2) Measurement procedure 
Measurements were taken at intervals from the top of the 
tube equal to the distance between the torpedo fixed wheels, both to 
attain the optimum accurac,y and to simplify the data reduction proce-
dure. The automatic summation facility was not used. A complete set 
of readings was taken with the torpedo moving down and then up the 
tube. This process was repeated with the unsprung wheels of the 
inclinometer in each of the four keyways. Thus four pairs of values 
were obtained for each level. Pairs of observations differing by more 
than 0.4 :mm were reJected and the measurement repeated until consistent 
values were obtained, although normally the values differed by less 
than 0.2 mm. The data were then reduced and plotted out by computer 
(~ Appendix D) • 
C.7) The magnetic settlement rings 
In order to measure the vertical movement of the ground at 
depth, magnetic ring settlement gauges were installed around the 
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inclinometer access tubes at various depths, generally one at axis 
level and three or four rings equally spaced above this. The trans-
ducers themselves consist simply of radially polarised magnetic metal 
rings with an internal diameter about 5 mm greater than that of the 
inclinometer tubes. The rings were lightly attached to the access 
tubes at the required depths prior to their installation, using 
·adhe·sive--tape· er-small-brackets_l!pop-rl-veted!!_in place-.- This-ensur-ed- -- --
that the rings were free to move around the tubes with the surrounding 
grout. It must be emphasised that the settlement gauges are probably 
the most sensitive of all the instrumentation to poor ground coupling. 
It would be preferable to use gauges that couple directly into the soil 
rather than linking to it via the grout, such as are described by 
Burland and Moor (1973), but this type of equipment is unsuitable for 
installation around inclinometer access tubes. The rings used should 
perform satisfactorily provided that the grout is correctly matched to 
the soil, the rings are free to move and the strains to be measured are 
not too great. If the grout is poorly matched, then the magnetic rings, 
like the inclinometer, will give results which are too low. The sub-
surface settlements should thus be regarded as minimum values. 
The position of each ring was monitored using a simple, 
magnetically-operated reed switch connected to a battery and ·buzzer at 
the surface. When. the reed switch passes through a magnetic field of 
sufficient strength the circuit is closed, causing the buzzer to 
operate. The reed switch is sealed into a pro be weighing about 0 .S kg 
which fits fairly closely into the inclinometer access tube. A steel 
tape, calibrated in millimetres throughout its length, is attached to 
the p-obe. The weight of the probe ensures that the tape is held 
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straight and under fairly constant tension throughout operations. 
C. 7.1) Method of operation 
As the probe is lowered do-.m the tube towards a magnetic 
ring, the magnetic field increases in strength until the reed switch 
closes and a note is heard from the buzzer. If the probe is lowered 
sti-11.--further-t·he-1:'±-e"ld-wi-lJ.-decrea-se-until the-swi-tch opens-and-- the,---
note stops. A similar sequence occurs as the probe is raised. To 
accurately locate the position of the ring, the opening and closing 
distances with the probe asce~ding and descending are averaged. 
Allowance must also be made for the distance between the reed swi 1;ch 
and the end of the tape. Readings are taken to a mark at the top of 
the inclinometer tubes and are estimated to the nearest i JIUil. As four 
readings are averaged to find the actual value the final accuracy should 
be rather better than this, provided that all the observations are made 
by the same operator. Readings taken by different operators proved to 
be so inconsistent that they were discarded. 
As for the other instrumentation, a series of datum readings 
were taken prior to the construction of the tunnels. Tests on some of 
these observations show that they were normally distributed with a 
standard deviation of less than 0.5 mm. 
The reed switches used thro~hout the measurement programmes 
were highly- susceptible to the ingress of water and would endure only a 
couple of months use before a replacement became necessary. After 
repair it was necessary to re-calibrate the probe and for this purpose 
a simple laboratory rig was built. The calibration was checked 
regularly on this rig as a precaution against any movement of the tape 
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mounting. 
C.B) The piezometers 
At the Willington Quay and Howdon sites piezometers were 
installed in some of the boreholes (!!!Chapter 4). The piezometers 
were attached to the inclinometer access tubes at the required depths 
prior to--their-instal-lat.io·n-in-tihe-borehole·s-.- --T-he-pre-sence- of-the ·-
access tubes in the boreholes means that the normal type of open stand-
pipe to the piezometer is impractical. Instead, a connection to the 
surface was made_ via two small diameter flexible plastic pipes. 
During installation it is imperative to ensure that the piezometers 
are not surrounded by grout. The boreholes were grouted to w:l. thin 0.2 
m of the base of the piezometer (checked by calculating the volume of 
grout required and then by dipping the boreholes w:l. th a pllDilbline). A 
metre of uniforJil sand was then added to cover the piezometer and ensure 
an uninterrupted flow of water followed by the rest of the grout as 
normal. 
The piezometers were read using the simple tensometer shown 
in Figure C.l. The principle of operation is to pump de-aired water 
down one of the piezometer tubes and back through the tensometer until 
the entire system is free of any air locks. When the pump is detached, 
the water in that tube falls to balance the piezometric head at the 
piezometer, and the mercury in the tensometer is pulled ·up un ti 1 it 
balances this drop in level. The mercury level is read to the nearest 
i mm giving the piezometric head accurate to 7 mm. The system will 
only operate while the piezometric head is less than approximately 10 m 
(i.e., the tensometer cannot measure a pressure drop greater than one 
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atmosphere). 
C.9) other instrumentation 
Various instrumentation methods were used for in-tunnel 
deformation measurements at the various sites to measure clay movements. 
Details of these are given in Chapter 4. 
------- ----
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Appendix D 
INCLINCJotETER DATA PROCESSING 
As described in Appendix C, the nature o£ the inclinometer's 
operation means that a certain amount o£ "data processing" is necessary 
----be£ore the results can -be plotted. Four readings are taken at either 
1 m or i m intervals, depending upon the choice of recording instrument. 
These readings are averaged to give the displacement of the lower fixed 
wheel of the inclinometer relative to the t.op. The r:lisplacements are 
then summed to give the profile of the inclinometer tube and this is 
subtracted from the datum profile (obtained prior to the passage of 
the tunnel) to give the lateral displacement of the tube. This dis-
placement can be found relative to either the top or the bottom of the 
tube. If the boreholes are deep enough, say to a depth of 2 or 3 
tunnel diameters below invert level, it is reasonable to assume that 
there is no movement at the base of the tubes and in this case movements 
should be related to the base. For shallower boreholes, as desc1~bed 
in this thesis, such an assumption cannot be made, ammovements must 
therefore be related to the tops of the tubes. In this case it is 
nec:essary to monitor the movement of the tops of the tubes and add 
this to the "down-hole" displacements. 
The above processing can best be carried out by computer. A 
program (INCPLor) to do this and to plot the results is listed at the 
end of the thesis. It is written in Algol W, and was originated by Mr. 
A. Gowland in the Engineering Geology Laboratories at Durham University, 
but has since been extensively modified by the author. This program is 
capable of plotting data from either i m or 1 m inclinometers (or a 
combination of the two) relative to the surface or the base of the 
tubes. 
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The nature of the inclinometer readout makes it difficult to 
identify certain types of erroneous reading. Readings are only 
considered acceptable if both the upward and downward readings agree 
to with ! 0.2 mm.-- -However, it is- still possible tO record erroneous 
observations if, when the inclinometer is turned through 180°, it is 
not parallel t.o its original position. This can arise when the fixed 
wheels are at a joint in the tube or due to distortion or dirt in the 
keyways. This point is perhaps clarified by reference to Figure 5 .1. 
It is possible to detect 11 out of parallel" readings such as this 
quite simply since for parallel readings the sum of the four observa-
tions will be constant. Erroneous readings found in this way are 
replaced by the averages of the readings directly above and directly 
below. A program (CHECK) to carry out these corrections is listed at 
the end of the thesis. 
In general it proved unnecessary to correct the data obtained 
from Hebburn or Willington Quay, although corrections were necessary to 
the data from Howdon. 
The inclinometer plots presented in the main text of the 
thesis are tracings of the computer plots. Tracings are used both to 
improve the clarity of the plots as well as to reduce the large &Bount 
of computer output to more manageable proportions. An example of the 
computer output is presented along with the program listings. 
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Ap,pendix E 
THE NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND LATmAL DISPLACPMENT 
The program {STOC) described in this Appendix and listed 
at the end of the thesis calculates settlement and lateral displace-
ment using ·the SC)llrce fimc'tions -developed in Chapter 2 • The program 
is written in PLl. The above par&mEtters are calculated numerically 
for a tabular void and an annular void by summing the effects of 
infinitessimal point sources evenly distributed through the voids. 
These are plotted out along with the settlement and lateral displace-
ment calculated directly for a single point source located at the 
centre of the tunnel. 
I I_ 
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Appendix F 
THE FINITE DIFFERENCE PROORAMS 
F.l) The three-dimensional program 
The first program presented in this Appendix (TUNPor) 
calculates the potential -at the nodal points -of a cubic mesh- around 
the tunnel as illustrated in Figure ).1. The program is written in 
PLl. The finite-difference calculation itself is basically that 
described by Smith (1974), modified for three dimensions and to take 
account of different horizontal and vertical permeabilities. The 
tunnel is modelled as a crucifonn-sectioned tube with a "radius" of 
2 units. All other dimensions are scaled to this, thus restricting the 
models to only approxtmate representations of the originals. Any 
number of horizontal layers of differing penneabilities can be modelled, 
limited only by the mesh s:lze • 
Although for the examples shown a constant over-relaxation 
factor of 1.8 is used, it is possible to arrange for this to be changed 
during the calculation to improve convergence. Iterations are continued 
until the maximum change in potential at sny point due to one iteration 
is exceeded by a pre-detennined value. 
The output consists of matrices of the node potentials 
representing sections in the plane of the face and the centre-line, 
alone with a horizontal section at axis-level. These are contoured and 
plotted using a Fortran program written by F.J. Rens of the Geography 
Department of the University of Durham. 
F. 2) The two-dimensional program 
The second program presented in this Appendix (SJOOTION) 
calculates the potential field around a lined tunnel of infinite 
length. It is also written in PLl. It operates in a siJn:ilar way 
to TUNPor but simply calculates potentials in a plane perpendicular 
to the centre-line. In consequence its operation is considerably 
more-rapid -than the· t-hree-dimensional-equivalent.-. The -ou-tput -is-
contoured and plotted in the same way as that from the three-
CUJnensl.onaJ. program. l'Dt.n programs are .1.1.suea at. t.ne ena o~ t.ne 
thesis. 
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END OF F ILE 
SEC T I JN : Pf<OCEI)Ukr fJP T 1 Ct\S (W A It\}; 
I * T h 1 S P R or, R A 11 C .\ L Cl J L A T E' S T 1-1 E P C T f NT I A L F I C L 0 I N A PLANE PER PEND I C U LA R 
TO AN I NF1NITr.LY Lr~G TUI\NCL US I NG T~E F I N IT E DIFFERENCE ME TH OD . A 
S Q U A R E "-1 F. S H I S S E T U P W I T 1-< D I ill!:: N S I 0 N S " .V I D T H •• A ~ D " r E I G H T'" U N J T S , 
SCALFD TU GIVF. A TUNN E L D I ANfTFR OF 4 UN ITS . TH E TLNN E L I S LOC AT ED 
AT DE:PTH "Z"• A NU IJDEK CF L AYE.-<S OF DI FFER I NG PERI'JE AB ILITY MA Y 
BE ~UDELLED AND T HESE MAY BE At\I~OTRO~ I C. * / 
DCL (H E IGHT, WJ OTH,I NVER T, SOFF IT, UJ . SW ITCH, 
TES T,TEST2 ) F I XED Rlt\ ; 
DCL CON TOUR EN TRY ( CHA R ( 7 lo C~AR (4 Q },CHAR ( 8 ) VA R YING. F lX EO B I N . FIXED B it\, 
FIXED B I N .C * • "' ) FLOAT ); 
DC L ( PERMUP , PER~DN , P~R~H . P~AX , P~EC , ORFAC TOR ,F AC I NC ) FLOAT ; 
DCL ( P ( O:HE I GHT+1,-1: WI DTH+1 ), 
P2 ( 0 ! HE I GHT2 , 0 : nnTH2) ) FLOAT CCI\TkCLL E D; 
CC L (V(L AYERNO ), H (L A Y E~NO )) FLCAT CCNT RO LLED; 
OCL D(LAYERNO ) F IX eD D I N CONTROLL ED ; 
DCL (V F (1 0 ) ,HE (1 0 )) FLC/I T; 
DCL DE:. (l O ) FIXED B I N ; 
DC L qQ UND F IL F Uu TP lT; 
DC L {H FIG HT 2 oWI DT H? , Z , C I A oNIT ,K OUNT) FIXfn A I N ; 
OC L I DNU~ CHAR ( 8 ) VARYING ; 
OCL (T A( 0 :5C O),T f) ( Q : 5C'0 )) FLOAT; 
DC L GUESS F L C>AT ; 
ON ENDFILE(SY S I N ) GO TO FINISH; 
I * I D NU~8~R (P C~ OUTPUT IDENTIFI CA T ION ), MAX I MUM PO T E~TlAL (A RB IT RAR ILY 
1 GO }o AND TlJNNCL DIAM ETER APE St:To * I 
I ONUM= • MNH8 '; 
P~AX= l OO ; 
OIA=4 : 
/ * DATA I S PF AD I N . * / 
S TA~T:GET DATA ; 
ALLOCATE v,t-, D ; 
DO I=l TO L AYElNO; 
GET L I S T ( V ( 1 ) , t"i ( I ) , D ( I ) ) ; 
E ND; 
KOUN T=O ; 
I * PO T EN TI AL FIEL D 1 S ALL GCA TE' O A CONS TANT , GUESSED VALUE . * / 
ALL1CATE o ; 
P=G UESS; 
P ( O , * l=O ; 
P ( ll< ,-1)=0 ; 
SOFFIT = L - DIA/ 2 ; 
I l\IVERT=Z+D I A/2 ; 
UJ= ',</I I) TH- f) I A/2 ; 
TES T2= 1 ; 
/ * THE FULLO~ I NG SER I FS OF DO L OCPS AS S I GNS THE BOUNDAR Y 
CONOITIO"IS • .If. / 
LOU ':>: T c::sr . A , cl=o ; 
"'= 1 ; 
l ie TA A"'D TL-l P f<C VIDE A RUI\f\I~G Ct- ECI< ON TH E P R'l CRESS CF 
TH~ I TERAT I CNS. * / 
TA(K OUNT ) =P ( S ,1 2 ); 
T3(K OUNT)=D(l4,1 2 J; 
I ~ PEP~EAc iLITi fS AP E AS S I CNfD TC E ACH LAYER . * / 
DO 1=1 TU HFIGHT; 
PE~MUP , PERMDN=V (t\); 
PF R'IAH=H ( N ); 
I F I = D ( N } T H f_ N D C ; 
P EFP..,OI\=V ( N+ 1) i 
O~R~H=~AX ( ~ ( N ). H(~ +1)) 
N=N+ 1 ; 
END ; 
0~ J= w i DT ~ AY -1 TC O i 
A oB=O ; 
I F I=HE I G~T Tt- E N DO ; 
A=A+ PERtJ[)N*P ( I+l ~ J )- PERI'JUP * P (I - 1, J); 
B= 0 + PERI'J!)N - PER tWP ; 
END ; 
I F J =W I DTH TH E!'< 
A=A+PE'"PIIH* ( P ( I ,J+l)- P ( I,J-1)); 
I F J=U J & (! =SOFFIT J I=I~V ~R T) THFN GU TO C AL C ; 
E L SE I F J>=UJ & ! >=SOFF IT & I <= I NV~ R T THEN OC ; 
P (l,J) =PMAX*I /11\V ER T; 
(,0 Tfl END; 
F"JD ; 
I * Fll'l i TF DI FF ERENCE (.A L CULATI C N. * / 
CA L C : Te~~ =P (I, J) + ( ( FERMUP'l<P (I -1 , J) +P ERMON *P ( I+ 1 • J) +PERM~* 
{ o ( I , J-1 ) + P ( I , J + 1 ) ) -A ) / ( PERM UP+ 
PERMDN +2*Pf::RMH- ~ )-P( I,J)) *CRFA CTOR ; 
I F P (l.,J)=O TH F:N ACC=1; 
FLSE ACC=TEMP/P (I,J); 
I * CON VER GENCE I S CHECKED. */ 
IF ACC> l+PREC j ACC<1 -Pk~C TH EI\ TE S1 ,T EST2=1; 
P ( I ,J) =T EMP; 
FND: A.,B=O ; 
~ND2 : END ; 
END ; 
KOUNT=KCUNT+l 
I F Tf::S T=O TH E N DO ; 
I F TEST?.=O THEN GO T O DE TAIL; 
TE'"ST2=0 ; 
I* O VEq -R~LAXAT I CN FACTC~ t S C~A~CEO. * I 
ORFAC TOH=URFACTDR +F AC II\ C ; 
E ND ; 
IF KOU~T<N I T THEN GO TO L CCP ; 
DETA IL: TA ( KOUNT ) =P( 5 ,1 2 }; 
I "« O UTP UT S P OTFNTIA L F I E L D CLOSE TC TUNN EL INTO FILE 11 80UN D"• 
T G (K UUNT ) =P {1 4 o1 2 ) ; 
HE i r,H T 2 = 3*D I A+1; 
WI DTH2=3 *D I A/2 +1; 
AL L OC AT E P? ; 
DO I =O TO HEIGHT2 i 
DO J =O TO WID TH 2 ; 
P2 ( I , J) =P ( ( Z - 3 ll< D I A/ 2 } , ( J + U J- C I A) ) ; 
E"'D; 
END ; 
J = 1; 
DO 1 ~ 1 TU LAYEHNU ; 
IF D { I} <=Z-3~JIA/ 2 TrE N GO TC E ~D L A Y ER ; 
IF 0 (I) >=Z + 3*D I A/ ? TrE~ DO ; 
DE (J)=3 >~<D I A +l; 
I = LAYE..R ~O ; 
GO TU L AYEQOUT ; 
F l\ID ; 
DE (J}=D(I)- l +3~DIA/2 ; 
LAYER•lU T:VE(J ) -= V( I ); 
HF;: {J) =H (ll; 
LN= J ; 
J= J+ 1; 
ENDLAY Eq : F. ND; 
Ja E N F I LE (3CUNO ) OUTP UT ; 
PUT F I L E ( ~OUNO ) L I 3T (OI A tLNo P~AX , C~rAC T QR , PREC , SW ITCH); 
DO J = l TO Lt\ ; 
~U T FI L F. ( BOUND ) LI S T(V E (J} ,HE(J ), OE (J))i 
END ; 
PUT FI LE ( UOlNO ) LIST ( P2 l; 
CLOSE F IL E ( BOUNC l ; 
FKEF P~ ; 
/ * PK INTEC OUTPUT . * I 
r l: FORMAT ( X { ~ ), A.F(2 ),A); 
F2 : FOf~"'I AT ( X(5 ),A,F( 5 , 2 )); 
F1 : FfJRM AT ( P ( F< ) , A ); 
DU I =O TQ KCUNT; 
UT SK I ~ DATA ( TA(I ) ,TB ( I)); 
ENO ; 
OP UT : PUT ~AGE E'DIT ('I "' P UT Df:: fAIL S 1 ) (X(4 Q ), A); 
DUT <:;K I P ( 6 ) ED IT( ' BLCCK OlMEI\S lfJNS-•) (X ( 5 ), A )i 
PUT SK I P ( 4 ) ED IT( • DEP T H OF SECT ION= •~HE I GHT,' UN I TS ')( R ( F l))i 
D\.J T SK I P ( ;? ) ED IT( ' WI DTH OF SFCT I ON= ' . WI DTH, 1 UN IT S ') ( R ( F l) l; 
PUT SK I P ( 6 ) tDIT (' TUNNEL D l ~FI\ S I CNS - '){ X( 5 ), A ); 
=>UT SK I P ( 4 ) ED IT (• DEP TH TO AX I S = • ,z,• UN IT S 1 )( R ( F l)J; 
P UT SK I P ( 2 ) EDIT ( 1 C I AME TE~ CF TU"'N EL = ' , DI A,• UNIT S ' )( R ( F 1)}; 
DO "J = 1 T 'J LAY ERND; 
P UT SK IP ( 4 ~ ED IT( 1 LAY~R •, N )( X(l C ), A , F ( 2 )); 
P UT SKI P { 2 ) ED I T ( ' HOR I ZON TAL PERMEAl3 IL ITY-= ', H ( N ),• UNIT S ' )( R ( F.3 )); 
PUT S KIP(2 } ED IT( 1 VFrt TICAL PERMEAB ILI TY-= ',VC N ),'U~IT S ')( R ( FJ )); 
PUT SK I P ( 2 } ED I T( ' THI CK NESS CF LAYE '~= • oD ( N}-D(N- 1 ),' UNITS ' )( R ( Fl }); 
END ; 
PUT SKIP ( n ) ED IT (' ZID= '• I ~ V E RT/O I A )( R ( F2 )) ; 
PU T S K I P ( ?. ) ED IT( 1 Z /H = ',It\V E:h T/ Hc i GHT)( R ( F2 )); 
P UT S KIP ( ? ) f::: O I T ( ' NU tv' I:3ER OF I TER AT I ONS= • oKOUNT ) ( X ( 5 ) oAo F ( 2 )); 
PU T SK I P FO IT (• (IT ER .\TI CI\ CCI\T I NUED T C A ':>REC I S I ON CF ' 
PR EC * 1 1') 0 , 1 "1. ) ' ) ( X ( 6 ) , A , F ( 5 , 2 ) • A ) i 
~ UT SK I P ( 2 ) FOI T (' OVER RE L ,XATION FACTOR= ' ,O RF AC TOR ) 
( X ( '5 )~ A , F ( 5 , 2 } )i 
P UT P AGE ED IT ( • POTENTIAL ARR AY. VEF< TICAL SECTI ON P E RPEND I CULA R TC ', 
1 TUNNEL CEI\'TqE- LINE .• )( X ( '5 ), A , A l; 
PUT SK I ~ { 4 ); 
PX : DO I =O TU HE IGHT; 
PUT S KI P (.l) i 
D 0 J ='-I I L) T H BY - 1 T 0 C ; 
r:l tJ T ED I T { f-'( I ,J)) CF ( 7 , 3 )); 
END PX ; 
u= s ,JI TCH-=2 1 S' <J nc t- -= 1 TH E N 
CALL C'JNTOUR (' SfCT I ON •,• sECTI CN PERPEND I CUL AR T O CENT RE-LIN E 'oi Dt\UM , 
1 ') • N I 0 T H + 1 • HE I G H T + 1 • P ( 'It • * ) l ; 
A13 : GO TO F INI S H ; 
co,•Hnu~ : PRIJC ( T I ,TITL E . USER IC oi i\C , FLCTL ENGTH , RO /J , P ); 
I ~ 0 U T P UT S S E C T l C N T H R 'J UG H P 0 T E 1\ 1 I A L F I E L D I N T 0 F I L E " F NAM E" 
I~ ' F O ~M S UITA BLE FO~ PROCESS I NG BY CO N TO UR I NG PROGR AM. * / 
DCL FN'\ME FILF , 
T I C HAR ( 7 ) t 
TITL E CHAn (t~ O) VO. R YI I\G , 
USEq r n CH A~ ( 8) VA~ Y I NG , 
FOR ~ CHA R ( 2 B } IN I TIAL ('l CFB .4/1 0F8 .4/1 0F8 . 4/ l CF 8 . 4/ 1 ), 
FO R '~ AT CH '\ f-< ( 28 ) VA E:< YIN G , 
( I NC , ROJ.I oPLJ TLE, GTt- , X,Y} f- I XFD !3 11'< , 
L>( 10 0 .1 0 0 ) FLC I\ T ; 
L JI/CQ \1 =0 ; 
HIC'lN=liJC; 
P L OTNI QTH=Bi 
DC: "l JM = 1; 
UP~N F IL ~ ( F NAM~ ) UL TPLT TITLE (Ti li 
PU T F ILE ( F1-.ll\ \1t.:: ) EDIT ('l 2 1. 0Ev lo OEO C o 2EO ')( A) 
( TITL F;: )( SK IP,A ) ( 1 1 2 l . QE O 1 . 5[0 0 . 2E0 ')( SK I P , A ) 
(U S!:.~ I D o ' l :i 'o LcllvCOI\ o iNC o HICC I\o 'l 9 ' ){ SK I P t A t SK I P , A, 3 f (l O ), SKIP ., A ) 
X =7* TR UNC ( ~Ow/ 1 0 ); 
Y= \10D ( R0W ol '1 ); 
IF Y=0 TH EN Dl; 
FORMAT=.SUBST H ( FC ·U.4 ,1, X-1 ); 
~UT F I LE(FNAM~ ) SK I FO IT( 1 ( •, FORMA T,' )' )( A , A , A ); 
E"'O; 
ELS~ DJ ; 
FJ~~AT = SU ~S T R ( FORM o l t X }; 
P ,J T F ILE ( F NA~-1E l SK IP F:C lT('(', FORIV AT, Y ,' F8 . 4 )'){ A , A oF (l), A ); 
END; 
PU T F I L E ( F NA"'IC ) E D I T ( '1 0 1' , PLCTL F: ~ G TH, ·~o w , PLOT'h l OTH , DENCN} 
CSK IJ, A, 4 F (1 0 )); 
C5 : DO J= O TO PL OTL ENGTH- li 
P UT F I LE ( FN A"'IE ) SK I P ; 
~0 I =RJW-1 n Y - 1 TO O ; 
P UT F IL E ( F NAME } (D IT{ P (I,J))( F ( E , 4 ))i 
END CS ; 
PUT F I L E ( F NA"1E ) '= ')lT ( 1 20 ','1 3 ')( 5K I P , A}; 
CL8SE F IL [ ( F "'A~ E ); 
RE TU q N; 
END CONTO UR ; 
F INI SH: t ND S ECTICN; 
I ~ I ~?UT F Oq MA1 
H ~ I GHT =< HE I G I-!T DF q LGCK (U NIT S ) > , 
WI DT H=< WIDTH OF 8L~CK (U NIT S ) > , 
Z=<Q EP TH TO AX I S ( UN I T8 ) > , 
L ~YE~~O= < ~U~B~~ nF LAYEkS> o 
GUE SS=<EST i tJATED PO TE NTIA L > , 
ORFAC T8 K= <U VER-RELAXA TILN F ACT0 k) , 
FAC I ~C=<OVER-REL AXAT I C~ ~ ACTCH IN CR E MENT> , 
PR EC=<PRE C I S I 0 N AT WHI C~ I T ERA TI Ch T ER MI"'AT ES> , 
N IT= <MAX I MUM PERMITTED NUM8E~ OF IT ER AT I ONS> , 
S <JIT CH=< l =N UI'o11:' 1< I CA L OUTP UT C: t\LY 
2=0 UTP UT TO CCN T8U~ II\G F IL FS GNLY 
3 = 1+ 2 > ; 
<HfJR I ZONTAL PFRMf AUILITY > < VFRTICAL PERM E AO ILI TY> <DEP TH 
TO OAS E UF LAY E~> , ( ~EPEA T FCR E ACH LAYER ) * / 
I 
? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
11 
12 
1 3 
14 
1 5 
1 6 
1 7 
1& 
! 0 
20 
2 1 
O•> ~ " 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2g 
29 
30 
11 
32 
3 3 
3 4 
35 
36 
;7 
38 
>9 
4 0 
4 J 
~2 
4 3 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4 8 
4 9 
50 
51 
52 
53 
o4 
55 
5b 
"o7 
58 
59 
cO 
AJ 
b2 
63 
6 4 
fS 
66 
67 
b8 
69 
70 
71 
7 2 
7 3 
H 
75 
7 6 
77 
78 
7 9 
AC 
6 1 
82 
83 
A4 
65 
&6 
A7 
88 
89 
90 
9 1 
92 
9 3 
9 4 
95 
96 
97 
9 R 
99 
1 CD 
1 G 1 
102 
1 C3 
1 0 4 
1 05 
106 
1 0 7 
l OR 
109 
J 1 0 
111 
11 2 
1 l J 
114 
1 1 5 
1 l 6 
117 
11 8 
11 9 
12 3 
1 2 1 
12? 
1 <3 
1 24-
12 5 
1 26 
1 27 
1 28 
12() 
1 30 
1 31 
1 32 
1 33 
1 3 4 
135 
1 36 
I 3 7 
1 38 
1 3'..1 
! 4 C 
I 4 1 
1 4 ::' 
14 3 
144 
1 4 5 
1 41; 
14 7 
1 4 8 
14 9 
I 50 
1 5 1 
I 5.:::: 
153 
154 
! 55 
! 5o 
1 57 
l t18 
! 50 
16 0 
l (_ 1 
1 62 
1 63 
I 64 
1 65 
l oF1 
I A 7 
l n8 
l L~ 
170 
I 7 l 
1 72 
17 3 
1 74 
I 75 
I 76 
177 
1 7S 
17 9 
l AC 
J H J 
1 A2 
1 F3 
184 
18 5 
I Bn 
187 
1 83 
1 89 
1 9C 
19 1 
J 92 
10 3 
J 94 
195 
1 96 
19 7 
1 '-) Fl 
1 g a 
20 0 
201 
202 
203 
2( 4 
2(5 
206 
207 
208 
209 
2 1 C 
2 1 1 
21? 
2 13 
2 1 4 
2 1 ::> 
216 
217 
?. 1 8 
2 1 0 
:-!20 
2:2 1 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
?27 
2 28 
2?9 
23 0 
231 
232 
233 
234 
? 35 
2.36 
237 
23R 
239 
240 
2~ 1 
?42 
21.;. 3 
244 
245 
2~b 
24 7 
24 0 
249 
25C 
25 1 
2 52 
25? 
254 
2SS 
2 56 
257 
2"} 8 
20<;, 
2£-0 
261 
262 
2(,3 
264 
26'_l 
?6A 
?..67 
2 6" 
269 
E NO OF F IL E 
EEG IN CO~ME~T THI S P~n( ~ 4 W CALCULATES GROUND ~OVEMENTS FROM I NC LINOME TE R 
IJATA; 
FROCEDU RS T CL P ( I NTEC:ER VALU[ I; 
~ J ~A L VALUE XX,O f l~T,CIST ; 
RFA L ARRAY D !E P . OEPTH ( * ); 
~ 1 - AL VALUE XFACT .Y FA(T , ZFACT ) 
BE GIN ~~A L X o Y~TA~T . Y S T OP ; 
X!~XX+D!ST/XFACT: 
E l\ID; 
YSTA KT ::;; q .; 
Y STOP!=YST ~RT-l ~ CEI~T/YFACT~ 
PLTSCLE ( n.O.ZFACT, O .O, -Y F4( T, X,Y S TA RTJ 
~~V~ T O {X,YSTART ) ; 
IJ~\WTO (X. YSTOP l; 
PUJTLINE (OISP,C EP TH , I+l.lol ,4, 1); 
PROCEDUR~ PLTNUM{~EAL VALU E X O oY O , ~ElGH T ; 
LONG REAL VALUE ~UMB ; 
nFAL VALUE THf T ft t 
ST~ING(7) VALUt F~T~ 
HFA L VALU E SC ); 
FORT R AN ' ' ~F~MRHtt ; 
PROCEDUH ~ PLOTAX I ~ ( REA L VALUE XO .Y C ; 
ST~ING(lO I VALUE PCD ; 
I NT EGER VALUE ~CHAR; 
RF~L VALU E AX LT~ o TH E T A , XM I N o SC , OIST); 
FO~T~A~ ' ' PAXIS ''; 
P~QCEOUR E P LOTLINL( REA L ARRA V ~,Y(+); 
I NT E GER VALU E ~.K,J o L ; 
PEAL VALUE SC ); 
F ORT~AN ''PL I N~' 1 ; 
P ROC E DlJHE ORA W TU(~EA L VALUE XO,YC); 
FORT RAN ' ' PENON"; 
PRnCEnU~E MO VETO(R EA L VALUE XO ~Y O ); 
FCt{TRAN " PENUrH t ; 
P~OCEQURE P LT SCLE{ REAL VALUE XMIN . XFACT o Y M INo YF ACToXO~G , Y ORG I 
F OR TRAN ''PLTOFS••; 
P~OCEDURE SYMBDL(REAL VALU E XO,Y O oHEIGHT ; 
STR1NG(80 ) VALUE ECD ; 
REA L VALUE THET~~ 
INTEGE R VALU E ~(~AR); 
F OR T RAN ''PSYMtl" ; 
PROCEDUI~E PLOTEND; 
FORTRAN ••PLTFNO ••; 
P ~O C EDURE PAPCRMAX(REAL VALUE X )t 
F O·nR AN 11 flL T X~X .. ; 
P~OC E~URE P L OTDASH(REA L ARRA~ x~~< * J; 
I NTEGER VALUE ~ ,K~ 
RE ~L VALU E DS L TH t SC ) 
FO RTRAN '' PDSHLN ' '; 
REAL PROCEO URC SYMLNTH(REAL VALU E r GrT ; 
lNTE CER VALUE NCHAR ); 
F OR TRAN '' ~SVWLN 1 1 ; 
PR0 C~DURE SK I P (INT EGER VALVE~) ; 
BEGIN F O~ I :=l UNTIL N ro 
9E'G IN NH IT E {" "I; 
ENO ; 
ENO ; 
PR OC EDURE F{ 11\fTECFR VALU E ~,!)} ; 
BE GIN q_ !'OORMAT : -="A" ; R_ ~ :=r--.; R_ O := C 
E I\JD; 
PROCEDUR E E [ I NT EG FR VALlJ f Nl; 
g E~ IN H FURMAT:=••s ••; R W:=N+7; 
END; -
PRO CEDUR E I(I NTEGER VALUE ~~ 
13EG I N I_w : =N ; 
E!\10; 
PROCEDU RF H (I NT EG ER VALUE N) 
BE.GI N FOR I :=1 UNT I L N DC 
~1:/:ITEON ( " •• ) ; 
Fi\10 ; 
PROCt.DURE '\IE loJPAGf i I OCC~THCL( 3 ); 
I~TEG E ~ P~OC~DUR E L ENGT~ ( S T PING ( 25f l VALU E WORDS ] 
BFG I N I NTFGF R I I:=2 5 6; 
eve : I::;;I - 1 ; 
END ; 
I F \'I ORD S ( Ijl ) ="'" TH E f\ GC TC CYC ; 
I + 1 
FRO C EO URE SlR FT CH( I~TEG E ~ VALU E RE ~ULT 1CSUB ; 
REAL VALUE RE SU LT DINTSUO: 
REAL ARRAY TSU E , ASUB ( * • * )); 
REG IN D I NTSUA : =t . 0 ; 
I DSUB: :;;T RU~CATF ( IDSU B / 2 ); 
FUR L : :;; l L.r--TrL 11JSU B CO 
3EG I N TSU3(Ltl) :=- (T SU0(2*L- l o l)+ TSUe ( 2*L•I l l 
TSUB{L , 2 ): =- ( fSUB ( 2>1<L -lo 2 )+T ~ U 8 ( 2*L • 2 l); 
ASLd(L , l )! ~- ( A$UB ( 2 * L-l,J)+ASUe( 2*L,l)) ; 
4SUS( L, 2 J:=- ( AS U8 ( 2* L-1,2)+ASUe(2 *L t 2 l ); 
END : 
E"..D ; 
PROCEDURl NEG ( 1 1'-ITEGE!"'l VALUF TO ; 
REAL ARR AY h ORB ,HORO , h ORS ( * ); 
REAL A RR ~Y T,A( * • * ll 
BEG I N FOR L : =ry lJ~TIL 10 DC 
aEG I N HORO (L): = - HORB (L) 
HORD(L ) : =-HOP'J{L); 
HOnS{L ) :~-H ORS CL) ; 
FO~ K : =l U~TI L 2 D C 
OEG I N RE AL TCMP ; 
T Er..,p : =T ( L . K ); 
T(L oK ): =A (L.,Kl; 
A(L , f( ): :::crE~P; 
END; 
END ; 
E'ID i 
c: w· =o· BEG iN . 
CO~~ E NT M~ IS THE f\U~~ER CF BQ R E~OL E S 
~D IS TH E MAX I~UM NU~BER CF READ INGS OF AN ~ BOREHOLE 
HOR DAT A R ~ ThE CA TUM VALUES 
T & A AR ~ THE RAW DATA ; 
I '\I T EGER ·'-l B • MD ; 
REA L DATD I NT ; 
REA D( M7 o~ D . OATOINT ); 
g,EG I N 
~EA L AkRAY T , A ( O: :t OO ,l:: 2 ); 
~~4L ARRAY HORE AR , HOR CIS , ~CR3U~ . DEPTH . SU M ( O :: l OC l ; 
qE AL ARR4Y HU R CAT ( C : : I OQ ,t:: ~ B t i !!2l 
RE AL ARrUY TOlSP,TD EP T H(l: :tQl ) 
F1Q J: =l UNT[L ~ n DC 
F ~ R K : = l U ~T JL ME Cr 
FO~ L::;;l ~NT lL 2 DC REAC[~(HCR C AT( J, ~ ~L J ); 
0 2:GIN 
I NTFGER IO ,I CCN,J B 1 L B , LC ; 
~~ AL H ~tDINT, O JST o FPCISCAL~~GAPoH~IN o XX , X YI XO ,Y X, LX , L Y 1 SH i 
REAL PL ~ Nr.TH, SL ALEX,SC ALEY . SCALEZ; 
LONG RE LI L XLoYL ; 
I~T~GFR X ~ IN,XMAX; 
ST~I~G ( 80 ) TlT LE,XLAB ; 
STRING (1 0 l USF R ID j 
STR 1 NG ( 3 ) BHC ; 
RC::AD { TlTL E ) t 
REAil ( XLAt3 l; 
REA9 { US ETU O ) j 
REAIJ ( 3 HCl ; 
~EADU3PG l i 
READ ( SCA LE X , SCA LEY ,SC ALEZ ) ; 
READ ( X~.trN , X/1-,AX l; 
SCALEX~=SCALEX*2 • 54 ; 
SCA L EY!=SCA L EY*2 . 54 ; 
SCALEZ :=SCALEZ * 2•~4; 
~LENGTH : =~ •+{XMAX - X M IN ) / SCA L E X ; 
PAPERMAX {P LE NGTH lj 
L E :~L E NGTH(TITL E ): 
xx: =J. - XM[N / SCALFX ; 
SK I P (4); 
SYM90 l( 0 .5,2•o 0 •2 • USE R ID, 90 .~LE~ G TH(U SERID I) 
Nf:::;'IPAGE; 
WR t TE ( 8 (( 90-LE" ) D IV 2+ 1J t TITL E li 
COM~E'IT BH 1 5 TH E BO~EHOLE NUMBER ~ OR I E ~TATION AS X. Y 
X I S TH E BOREHO L E N L~ SE R d Y THE OR I ENTAT I ON E I THER 1 0~ 2 ; 
QEAI1 ( .3H); 
C~'.l ~ EN T [Q IS TH E ~UMB ER OF R~ AOI~CS FOR TH E BORE~OLE 
DIN T I S THE DEPTH INT ERVAL O o5 OR 1. 0~ . 
I CON CHANGES TrE D I RE CTICN OF TH E PLOT I F NON -Z ERC 
OfSl lS TH E:. TLf'<N E I_ ACVAr-..CE 
SH IS Th~ LATERAL SURFACE CISPL ACEMEN T ; 
~H IL ~ BH > t. O DO 
>:lE G IN 
qEADON (I O I D I NToi CCN t niSToSH ) 
JB : = TRUNC AT F(BH ); 
LO : =~OUND ({ OH - J E l*IC.) 
HORSUM ( ('I ) !=SHi 
'J EPTH ( Q ) : =O i 
H0R t3 AR ( 0 ) : ~o ; 
HOR0IS ( O } :=O; 
T { Q , I ) : =a : T(0.2}:= G ; A( O.lJ: =c ; A{0•2)::;; Q; SUM ( C ):= O ; 
F'OR L:~l UNTIL 1 0 f:O 
REAO ( T {L,l ) oT{L, 2 ).A{L,l )o !l (L. 2 )); 
IF D I NT<DA T O I NT ThEr-.. 
ST;:<E TCH{ l D,D l NT,T,A ) i 
<='QR L!=1 UNTIL I D DO 
nEG I~ 
OEP TH(L) ::;;L * D I NT ; 
H 0 R 8 .4R ( L J : :( T ( L , 1 ) + T ( L , 2 ) - /l ( L , 1 ) -A ( L , 2 ) ) / 4 0 • ; 
~ORDIS(L) : ~HORD AT(L.J G tL B )- rC~BAR (L} ; 
HO HS UM (L ) ::= HORSU/J (L-ll+H ORD IS(L); 
SUM ( L) : =T(L, 1) +l{L, 2 ) +A(L~l ) +A (L, 2 } 
ENQ ; 
IF IC O~ J----.:: 1"'\ THEN 
NEG { I D , H CR3 A R • 1-' 0 R I) IS , HOR:;;, UM • T , A l ; 
SK 1 P { ?. l i 
W~IT E ( ~ {4 C ), F(4,J )o 8 H , B (2), F (7. 2 ) , OlST )i 
SKIP (t l ; 
W~ IT E {J( 3C ), ''SURfACl ClSPLACF~EN T= ' ' o F { 5 , 2 ), SH ); 
SKIP (l); 
WR IT E (Q( 17), " Df.I IGir-..1\L D.AT.A "); 
Wk I T E ( R { 2 ) , "D E PTH" • R { t ) , "T 0 'li 1\ R OS " , 0 { 1 D J , "A \II A v~ · , A { E J ~ "SUM" 
• f] { 9 } , "D E PTH 1t , 8 ( 6 ) , " AVER .AG F" t J3 { 5 ) , "0 I F FERENCE" , E ( 5 l , 
"0 I SPLACEr.., F N rn l j 
FOR L :=O U~TIL l D 0 0 EEGlf\ 
-.'JR IT E ( l-"1 (2 1 ,F(4,1) , OEP TH{L l~ E ( 3 ) 1 F ( 6 o O I ,T(L ol l , T (L , 2 ) 1 !::1( .3 lt 
A ( L • 1 ) I A ( L I 2 ) I B ( 3) • su"' ( L ) ' E ( s ) • F ( 4 ' 1 ) • () EPT H { L ) • B ( 5 ) • F ( 8 • 3 ) ' 
HORB AR {L) , 6 ( 5 l, HORD 15{L J , E ( 7l 1 F( 10 , 3 ) ,H ORS L. M(L) J; 
TDISP(L +t):= HO~SUM ( L ); 
TDEPTI-t(L + l) := DEP TH(L); 
END ; 
TOLP ( I Q , XX , Q l~T.DI ST ,T D ISP,TD EPTH , SCAL EX , SCALEY , ~C ALEZ ) 
READ ( BHJ i 
E·'m; 
[ F XM. J N ~EM 2=- l TH E~ XMI~ : =X~I~ -1 
lF XMAX REM 2= 1 THEN XMAX : =X~AX+l j 
H'-1It\l : ""'XMIN i 
FOK J:~ x~IN ST E P 2 UNT I L -2 DC 
8EGIN 
~E AL H T; 
HT:=O. I 4i 
IF SCAL FX>S TH f N 
HT := 0 ,7/SCAL F.X ; 
XL : :;; - J; XO : :;;XX - 0 . 2 +J/ SCALEX ; 
PLTNtJ~(X0 , 9.1 , HT , XL I O• •''F3.0 * ' ' , Q ,) 
END ; 
SY'-1~0L(XX, ().l,.14, 11 0 11 , C •• 2 ); 
F8R J : =2 S TE ~ 2 UNTIL XMAX CC 
9E GIN 
REA L HT; 
HT -: =0 .1 4; 
IF SCALEX>S TI-FN 
HT:=0,.7/SCA L F X; 
XL: = J; XO:=XX-0.2+J / SCALEX; 
~L TNUM ( xo , q . 1 , H To X Lo O . t ' 'F3 . C *"• O. ) 
E'\JO ; 
LX~~ ( X~AX-XMIN )/ SCA L EX + O . O l; 
LY : = 8P D/ 3CALE Yi 
S Y 'U) IJL ( 3 + ( L X -S Y I"' L NTH ( , 1 2 1 LENG TH ( XL A 8 ) ) l /2 • • 9 • 4 • , 1 2 , XL AB , 0 , , 
LEI\fG TH ( XL AB )); 
S Y l.l BOL C 3 + ( LX - S Y lolL NTH ( • 1 '' 9 U : ) l / 2 • ~ g .. 75 • • 114· ~ T I TL E • 0 • , L E ) ; 
S Y '-113 OL ( X X - 0 • 2 , 9 - 1 0 / S CA L E"i • • 1 2 , u DEP TH ( 0 • 5M } "~ 90 • , 1 1 ) ; 
S Y\d3QL ( 3 + (LX - 0.5 )/ 2 , l"l-LY, ,.I4.t3HC , Q ,. , 3 ); 
PLOTAX IS(3.0, 11 u.,1 , -L X,') . Q ,H \i l N,SCA L EX,2 / SC ALEX I i 
PL O T/1.XIS(-XX o9 o'' "~1,-LYt27 C . C . O,SC"A L ~ Y~1. 0 ); 
Et\lO ; 
E.NQ: 
PL OTF: ND; 
END ; 
l::ND . 
CO~MEN T I NP UT FORMAT , 
EAC H L I N~ RF ~ ~E SE~TS O~E CAPO, 
"iB ~D O ATD!NT 
( f)ATUI-.1 VALUES F01~ A LL BORc ..., CL ES • EACH CA!~D 
"TITLF " 
'' XL AJ" 
"US t::R ID" 
" d HC " 
llPD 
SCAL E X SCALEY SCAL=z 
X'-1f N X"'1AX 
~£P RE SENTS A SINGLE DEP T H ) 
( TH S FOLL~ ~ I NG CAPOS ARF ENTE~ EC F OR EACH BORE ~ OL E ) 
B H ID DINT IC C ~ C TST SH 
( =<: AW OA TA F R U-1 I NCL TNOtJFTER:o C~E CA RD FOR E ACH LE VE L ) 
Wl-J ERE : 
~cl=NUMBER OF BnREHOLES 
~O~~AX NUMB ER !JF RE~CI~GS AT 4f\Y BOREHO LE 
OATDI~T ~ LCNGTH OF t~CLINO~ E T~P USEC FO R DA TU ~ ~EAOI~GS 
TITLE~TITLF OF DLUT CUTPUT 
USE HD-=USF:H ' S TD f\UM B EF< 
SrlC : BUR tHOLE ID ~N T IF IC AT lC~ 
BPD = COQ E FOR PR INT S l Z E l NOR~AL LY 16 ) 
SCALFX=O VE~AL L HOHfZCN TA L SCAL E (U N IT S P ER [~ ) 
SCALJ'::Y=OVEHALL VERT l CAL SCALE l ~E T RES PER CM ) 
SC~LEZ=O l SPLACFMEN T SCALf ( ~~ PER tJM) 
X~IN=M I N I MU~ FAC~ ACVA NCE 
XMAX= MA XJ Ml JM FACE ACVANC E 
8 H=30HEHULE NUMBER AND OP l f~T!lT I CN 
JQ= NU MBlR olF RE ADI NGS FRO~ BO~EHCLE 
~lNT=SIZ~ JF I NCLINOMfTE ~ (0. 5 M DR l. O~ J 
I CON=O . O [[ F NON Z ERO o DIRECTIC~ CF PLO T RE VER SED ) 
DIST:;;TUNNEL ADVANCE 
SH = SURFACE D I SPLACE~[ NT; 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
fJ 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
11 
1 2 
1 3 
14 
1 5 
16 
17 
1 8 
19 
20 
20 . ?. 
21 
2? 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2 7 
28 
29 
3 0 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 
34 . 2 
35 
36 
37 
3'8 
39 
40 
41 
41 . 2 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
4 7 
4 8 
49 
49 . 2 
50 
5 1 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
6 1 
62 
61 
e 3 . 2 
63 .4 
64 
65 
66 
6 7 
AB 
69 
70 
71 
71.2 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
7 8 
79 
80 
81 
81 .2 
R2 
83 
8 4 
85 
86 
R 7 
8S 
8'} 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
1 00 
1 0 1 
1 (2 
103 
104 
1C5 
106 
107 
1C8 
10':1 
11 0 
11 1 
11 2 
1 1 3 
1 1 '~ 
11 5 
11 6 
11 7 
1 1 8 
11 ~ 
1 20 
1 2 1 
122 
1 23 
12 4 
125 
12 6 
127 
1 29 
1 29 
130 
1 3 1 
13 ? 
133 
13 4 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
}4q. 
145 
146 
1 '~ 7 
148 
149 
1 50 
1 5 1 
152 
1 53 
154 
155 
156 
1 5 7 
158 
159 
160 
1 6 1 
162 
163 
164 
1 65 
166 
1 6 7 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
1 80 
1 8 1 
18 ? 
183 
1 84 
185 
1 86 
18 7 
188 
1 89 
190 
1 9 1 
192 
193 
19 4 
1 95 
1 96 
197 
1 98 
1 99 
200 
201 
202 
20 3 
204 
205 
2C6 
20 7 
20.3 
209 
2 10 
2 1 1 
2 12 
2 1 3 
2 1 4 
215 
2 1 6 
2 17 
21'-3 
2 19 
220 
22 1 
222 
223 
224 
?.25 
221) 
227 
22FI 
22') 
230 
2 31 
232 
233 
?.34 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
2 4 3 
244 
24:::> 
2 4 6 
2 47 
2 '~ 8 
249 
2!"i0 
25 1 
252 
~53 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
26C 
261 
262 
2n3 
264 
265 
266 
267 
?68 
269 
27 0 
271 
272 
273 
2 74 
275 
2 7 6 
277 
2 7 8 
2 7 9 
280 
28 1 
282 
283 
284 
285 
216 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
~~4 
295 
296 
297 
2 98 
2<::19 
300 
301 
302 
103 
304-
305 
306 
30 7 
301-:S 
309 
3 10 
3 11 
J l 2 
3 1 3 
'14 
1 15 
3 1 6 
3 17 
-, I ~ 
"'1 1 9 
320 
'3 2 1 
322 
323 
324 
STOC : nRoC OPTICNS( M ~[N )• 
/ * THl S PROGRAM CALCULATES THE S E TTLE~ENT AND LAT ER AL D I SP LACEMENT S 
AROUND A TUN"JEL US IIVG A ~ OO I F IED VERS I 'JN OF T HE ' SwEE T AND 
BOGD ANOFF • STOCHASTIC MOCEL . TrE TU~NEL I S MOD~LLED AS A POIKT 
SOU~C~ . A TABULAR SEAM OR A~ A~NULUS . THE GEOME TRY CF THE 
TUNNEL IS F-NTFREC AS AXD EP TH , RAD AND VOLU~E . SE TTLE~EN T S ARE 
CALC UL ATED AT A 1\lJ!-.' I:! I:R CF LE VE LS AOOVE TH E TU NNEL GC \i ERNE D BY 
1 L EVN0 1 WHI L E C l SPLAC EMENTS ARE CALCULATEO FOR A NU~8ER OF 
VER TICAL L INES OR BOREHOLES GOVERNED BY 1 BHN0 1 • TH E ABOVE PARAMET ~RS 
ARE E NTERE D I N TH E ' CATA ~ ~ DOE . THE LAST TW O LINES OF DATA 1 INPUT 
l N TH E 'LI ST • MODE . ARE Tr E CEPTHS OF TH E SETTL EMEN T LEVELS F RCM 
TH E GRUUNO SURF AC E , AND THE DIS TANCES OF THE BOREHOLES FROM TH E 
CE~ TRE-LI NE . * / 
OCL(AXDEPTH. RAD , VOLUME~ SC ALF) FLCA1 , (L EVNO , BHNO ) FIXED B I N, {L EVEL( LE VNO) t AOREHO LE{ 8 r~ C )) FLOAT CONTROLLEC , 
( SEAM T,ANNT ) FLOAT , 
(T EMP (1 0 1), D I ST (l 01 ), DEPTH( l 01)) FL OAT CONTRO LL ED , 
( S~ TS(L E VNU .l O l ), S ETT ( LEVNO t l O l ) ~ D ISPS( BHNO ,l O lJ,OI SPT ( 8HNO ol 0 1 ), 
SE TP (LEVN0 ,1 01 ),0T SPP ( BHN0 , 10 1 )) FLOAT CONTROLLED; 
/ * DATA I S READ 1 ~ . * / 
IN P UT! GET DATACAXQEPTH oR AD ,V CLU WE oLE VNO. BHNO , SCAL EJ ; 
IF LF.VN O>O THEN DO i 
AL LOCA TE LE VEL ; 
DO l=l TO LEVNO i 
GET LISTCL EVEL<l) )j 
END ; 
END; 
IF BH NO>O THEN DO ; 
ALL OC ATE ~OREHOLE i 
DO l=l TO BHNU i 
GE T LISTI BOREHOL E(J) ); 
E~D i 
END ; 
STAR T: ALLOCATE TEMP ; 
/* DJST= DISTANCE FRO~ CEN TR E-LI~ E . */ 
I F LE VN O>O THEN DO i 
ALLOCATE OI S1 , SETS,SET T.SE TP ; 
DO I = l TO 101 ; 
DIST ( I l= 2*A XDEP TH* CI-1)/ lOO .; 
END; 
DO 1= 1 TO 10; 
END ; 
/ * CALCULATE SETTLEMENT S FOR S E A~. ANNULvS AND PO I NT SOuRCE . * / 
DO M= l TO LE VN O; 
CA LL SEAMS E T(RAD , VOLU~E . AXDEP TH-LEVEL(M) , D I ST , TEMP )j 
SE TS ( M, * ) =TEMP( * }i 
CALL TUNSET< RAD ,VO LU~E . AXDEPTH -LE VEL(Ml , OI ST,T E~P J; 
SE TT( M, * l=TEMP ( * )i 
CALL P OlNTST(VOL UME ,AX DE PTH - LEVEL(M l, DIST,T EMP )i 
SE f P(M , *}= TEMP( * )i 
END ; 
/ * PR I NT TABLE S OF RESULT S . * / 
CALL TA BL E(' SEAM~ , 1 SETTL EtviEN T •,• C I S T T O CL(M) ' , LEVNO . LEV EL , DIST, 
SETS l; 
PU T SKI P(10 ); 
CA LL TA BLE ( 1 TUNNEL 1 ,' SETTLE~E~T ' o 1 D I S T T O CL(M) •, LEVNC , LEVEL . OI ST, 
SETT l; 
P L T SKIP ( 1 0 ) ; 
CALL TA8L E (' ~O I NT SOURCE 'o' SETTL EMEN T'~ ' DIST TQ CL(M) 1 ,L EVNO oL EVEL, 
fND ~ 
DJST , S ETP)i 
I F BHN O>O T~EN on ; 
ALL OC ATE QEPTH t D I SPS oDISP To D I SPP ; 
DO I=l TO 101 i 
OEP TH(IJ=(AXDEPTH+RAD )*(l-l)/10C. ~ 
E"'O ; 
/* CALC ULATE LATERAL D ISPLAC E ~ E NTS DUE TO SEAM ~ A~NULUS AND 
PO INT SOURCE. * / 
00 M=1 TO 8HNO ; 
CALL SE AMDSP CAXDEPTH . RAD , VOLUME 9 BCREHCL E (M),OEPTH ,T EMP) ; 
D I SPS ( M , * >=TENP ( * )~ 
CA LL TUNO I SP(AXDEPTHoRAO , VCLU~E . BOREHOL E (M) , DEPTHoTE~P) ; 
D I SP T( M , * )=TF~P ( * ); 
CA LL POINTDP CAXDEPTH,VOLU~E . B C R EHOLE{M), DEPTH,TEMP) ; 
D I SPP ( M , * J =TE~PC * l~ 
E ND ; 
/ * PR INT TABLES OF RESU LT S . * / 
CALL TA BL E( 1 SE AM',' D ISPLAC EMENT 1 , 1 DEPTHtMJ'. BHNC oBOREHOLE oDEPTH . 
-D ISPS); 
P UT SK I P (l O); 
CA LL TAALc ( 1 TUNNE L 't ' DI SP LA CEMENT 1 o 1 DEPTH ( M) 1 , BHNO , BCREHOLE , 
OEP TH ,-DISPT ); 
PUT SK 1 P ( 1 0 ) ; 
CALL TA BL F ( 1 PO INT SOU RCE •,• otSPLACEMENT~,•oEPTH(MJ' , B r~O, BOREHGLE , 
DEPTH,-DI SPP ); 
f:ND ; 
P UT SK I P; 
/ * P LOT RESULTS . * / 
IF LEVN O>O THEN 00 ; 
I F BHN Q<1 THEN CALL PLTXMX(29.0EC)~ 
IF ~HNO> O THEN CALL PLTXMX(30+12*BORE HOLE ( BHN0 )/(AXDEP TH+ 
RAO )); 
CALL PL O T( 1 S ETTLE~EI\T 1 , AXDFPTH o RAD o SETS , SETT oLEVFLtDI STtLEV NO , SCALE t 
C. OEO )i 
END ; 
IF BHNO >O THFN DO ; 
I F LEVNU< 1 TliEN DO ; 
SH=O . o ; 
I F 1 2*BOREHJLE(EHNO )/{AXD EP TH+ RAC)>16 THEN 
CALL PLTXMX(l 2*POREHO LE(EH~ 0 )/{AXOEPTH+RAD )l; 
END ; 
EL SE SH=3 . 0 +12 *D1ST( 10 1)/{ AXO EPT I-'+ RAD ) ; 
CALL PL OT( ' DISPLACEMENT •, AXDEPTH , RAO t D I SPS , DI SPT t BOREHOLE , DEPTH . BHNO . 
SCALE , SH ); 
END ; 
C.O.LL PL TEND: 
SEAMSE T! PROC ( R , V.LEV.w~ ss l ; 
/~ CALCULAT ES TrE SETTLEMENT CUE 10 A SEAM OF WI DTH R AN D 
VO LU/.4E V • >I< / 
DCL ( R ,V , L E V) FLOAT. 
( 11' (1 0 1),SS (1 0 1}) FL OAT , (X,X l ,Z,EX) FLOAT; 
SS= O; 
DO I=l TO 100 ; 
X1=( ([-5 0a5 )/49 . '5 l *R j 
DO J = 1 TO 1 0 1 ; 
X=II (J)-Xli 
I F 2*X*X/(LFV~LEV l >1GO T HE~ GC TO F i 
E X =EX P { - 2* X *X/( L=V*L~V )) ; 
SS( Jl =S S(J)+V~EX*8 /LE Vi 
F : F-ND ; 
E'NO ; 
END SF:AMSE T: 
TUNSE T:P RO C( R ,V. L f Vo Wt ST) ; 
I * CALCUL ATES TH E SETTL EME NT DUE TO AN ANNULA R VOID OF R ADIUS 
R AND VOLIJ'4E V • * / 
DCL ( R ,V. LE V) FLOAT , 
h'H1 0 1) , ST C1 0 1)) FLOA T, 
CXtXl, Z , EX ) FL OAT; 
s r= o ; 
or; r= r TO r oo : 
Xl= R*S IN(I *0 . 06283 l9) ; 
Z=L E V- R*COSCI *0 ·0628~ 19l; 
DO J = l TO 10 1; 
X='II(J)-Xt; 
I F 2*X*X/C Z*Z )>l OO THEN GO TC E ; 
E X=E XP( -2*(X*Xl/( Z~ 7 )); 
ST ( J} =ST (J)+ (V*EX *8/Z); 
E : END ; 
END ; 
E'J D TUNSET; 
PO I NTST : PRJC(V , L E VtWt SP lj 
/ * CALC ULATES T ... E SETTLEMENT DU F TO A PC INT SOURCE 0~ 
VOLUM E V. * / 
DCL (V, LEV.EX) FLOAT, 
{W(1 0 1),SS(l01)) FLO AT; 
SS=O ; 
DO 1=1 TO 1 0 1; 
I F 2*w<Il*N(I)/(LEV ~ LE V)> 1 00 T ... E ~ GC TG G: 
EX= E XP( - 2*W(ll*W(I)/{LEV*L EV)}; 
SS CJl =SS (J)+(V *EX*B/LE Vl; 
G: END; 
END >JOIN TST ; 
SEA~OSP : PROC(ZO , R tVtXt Z t DT ); 
/ * CAL CULA TES T HE LATERAL DISPLACEME NT CU E TO A SEAM CF 
WI DTH R AND VOLUM E v. */ 
DCL ( ZO, R. V.X) FLOAT, 
(XltX 2 t Z l• Z2 ,Z~ . EX . ST} FLO ~T t (Z( 10 1) , DT{ 1 0 1)) FLOA T; 
OT=O ; 
DO I=l TO 1 0 0 ; 
Xl = ( (l-50 . 5 )/49 . 5 ) *R ; 
X2-= .X-Xl; 
DO J=1 TO lOli 
IF Z( J) <ZO TH E N DO ; 
ON UNDERFLOW E X= O; 
ON OVEPFL OW EX=O i 
Zl = ZO-Z(J}; 
EX =E XP (-2* (X2*X2 l/( Z3*Z3 )); 
ST=( 8>FV*EX/ Z3 ); 
DT (Jl =DT{J)-X 2/Z1*ST; 
C.ND i 
END; 
E~o ; 
END S E AfvlDS,:>; 
TUNDISP : PROC(ZO . R , V, x , z,oT) ; 
/ * CA LCULATES TH E L ATERAL DISPLACEMENT DUE TO AN A~NULAR VOID OF 
KADIUS R AND VOLUV. E V. * / 
DCL (Z C, R , V,X) F LCA Tt 
{Xl t Z ltZ2•Z~,FXtSf l F LOAT , (Z(l 01 ),0T{1 0 1l) FLOA T; 
DT=O; 
DO I= l TO 100 ; 
Xl = X-R*SIN(I *0 • 062€3 19); 
Zl=ZO-R*COSCI *0 . 06283 19); 
DO J = l TO 101; 
IF Z( J}<Z1 THEN CO ; 
ON UNDERF LO~ E X=O i 
ON OVERFLOW E x~o ; 
Z3=Z 1-Z(J )i 
E X=EXP~ - 2 * (X l*X l)/( Z3 * Z3))i 
S T=(FI*V*E X/Z3 ); 
DT (Jl=OT{J)-X1/Z3 *ST~ 
END ; 
END ; 
END ; 
END TlJNO I SP ; 
P OIN TDP ! PROC(ZQ ,v,x, z , CS) ; 
/* CALCULATES TH E L ATE P AL DISPLACEMENT DUE TO A POINT SOuR CE 
OF VOLUr.' E V o * / 
DCL Cz O,VtX) F LOAT , 
( Z( 1 0 1~ . DP (l Ol )) FL OAT , 
( EX . SP . Z2 l FLOA T; 
DP = O ; 
DO 1=1 TO 10 1; 
I F l(I)<ZO THEN 00 ; 
ON UNDERF L OW E X=C ; 
ON O VERF LO~ E X= O; 
Z2=ZO-Z( I l; 
E X=EXP< - 2* X* X/(Z 2*Z2 )); 
SP= ( B*V*'EX/ Z2 ); 
DP( J)=DP{J ) -X/l2* SP: 
C: ND; 
ENO; 
ENI) OQ I NTDP; 
T4BLE ! PROC CTITLE t MODE , DATU M, I\ O , Ll ,L 2 ,X); 
/* PR I NTS TABLE OF RE SULTS . * / 
DCL <TITLE , MODE . DATU~ ) CH AR ACTER ( 2C ) VA R , 
NO F IXED BIN , 
L2 ( 10 1) FLO AT, 
( L 1( 20 l~X( 20 .1 01 )) FLCAT; 
P UT SK ! P (5) EO!T(T TTL E )(X(35)oA); 
PU T SK IP ED TT( MODE ,•( M ~ ) AT'}(X{~ Q ) , A ,A>; 
PUT 3K J P E DI T( '') (X(llll; 
DO 1=1 TO NO ; 
P UT EDI T(Ll(I) ,• ~ •)( X ( 6 },F( 4 , 1) , A); 
END ; 
PUT SKI P ED IT( DA TU M) (X( 3 ),A); 
00 !=1 TO 11; 
J=( I-1 j "1< 1 0+1; 
PUT SKI P E'D IT ( L 2 ( J l ) ( X ( 6 ) • F ( 5 , 2 l , X ( 2 ) ) ; 
DO L=l TO NU ; 
PU T ED l T(X(L,J)) (X( 5 )1 F(6 , 2 )); 
END; 
END ; 
END TA3 LE : 
PL OT : ~ROC{ MODE , zO , R , XltX2 t L l,L2,ND , SC o SHIFT) ; 
/ • PL~TS QFS~LTS CN ~UMAC GRAP HI CAL HARC~ARE . * / 
DCL ( SHIF T, sc~ zo , R ) FLCAT t 
NO F IX Er) f3 IN, L 2 ( 1 0 1 } FL 0 A T , 
(L 1 ( NrJ ) , Xl {NO ,t 0 1lo X2 ( N0 .1 01 }) FLOAT CON TROLL ED ct 
T X ( 1 0 1 ) FL OAT , 
MOaE CH ARACT ER ( ?.O ) VA R , 
{ SCALEX , SCALE YoX L TH, A ) FLOAT , 
SCX F IX ED nEC(5 , ? ), 
NCHA R ~rxED I:! I N ( 3 1)~ 
CHPAR CHARACTER ( eO ) VAHt BCC FLCAT DEF IN ED C ~PAR i 
SCALE X=::>5.4/SC ; 
SCX= SCAL EX : 
SCALEY=(ZO+Q)/n .; 
IF ~OOE= • SETTLEME~T~ T ~E'N DO ; 
XLTH=2*L2 (1 0 1)/SC AL F Y; 
X"'I N=-L2(1 0 1l; 
END ; 
ELSE I F MODE= 1 D I SPLAC EME NT ~ THE~ DC ; 
XL TI-!=2*L 1 ( NO ) / SCAL EY; 
XM l N=-Ll (NO ) ; 
EN I) ; 
A=SHIFT+ Z . O+XL TH / 2 .; 
NCHA R= l B ; CHPA R= ' DIS T FRO~ C.L. (N) •; 
CALL ?AXIS(SHIFT+2 . 0E0 , 8 . CEO t BCC , NCHAR .XL TH , 
O. OEO t XMIN t SC ALEY t l/SCALE Y}; 
NCH AR= - 8 ; CHPAR= '' DEPT I-f (M) '; 
CALL PAXlS(A ,8 . 0E0 , 8CO , NCHAR ~ 6 · CE0 ,- 90 . 0EC , Q . OEO t 
SCALEY , 1 / SC ALEY); 
CHP AR=SUOSTR{MOD E dt 4l] ] 1 SCALE= •I! CHA R (SCX> ] I• '-'tl PER II\'; 
NCHA R=LE NGTH(CHP AR); 
CALL PSYM8(A-2.0 ,l· OEO t- C • 2EO , BCD~C· OEO , NCHAR); 
CALL PEN UP {A, B. O- ZO / SC ALEYl; 
CALL PENDN (A-R / SCALEY , B .C-Z O/ SCAL E Y>; 
CALL PCIRCL(A,8 . 0-ZO / SCALFYt 90 . 0E0 ,-90 . 0EO , R/SCALEY , R/ SC ALEY9 
O. OEQ , O. OFO l; 
DO 1=1 TO NO ; 
TX( "' ) =X l(J, >~< ); 
IF MODE = 1 SETTLEMENT• THEN DC; 
DO J = l TO 10 1; 
IF TX(J)> 2*SCALEX TH E N TX(J) =2*SCALEX ; 
END; 
CALL PSET T(TX.L 2 ,-SC ALEY , SCAL EX,At L 1(1)); 
ENO ; 
ELSE IF ...,ODE ='DI SP LACEMENT' THFN 
CALL PDISP(TX,L2 , -SCALEX,SCA LE Y,A,-Ll(l)} ; 
END ; 
D:J I= 1 TO NC ; 
TX( *< l =X2( I,*); 
IF "'ODE= ' SETTL EMEN T ' THEN DO; 
DO J = l TO 10 1; 
I F X2(Io J }> 2 . 0*SCALE X THEN X2( I,Jl=2 . 0*SCALEX ; 
END : 
CALL PSE TT( TX .L 2 , SC AL FY t SCA LEXoAoLl{ IJ); 
E'~D ; 
EL SE I F MOOE; • D I SPLAC~MENT• THEN 
CALL PDISP ( TX , L2 oSC ALEX,SCALc Y . A.Ll(l)) ; 
ENO ; 
END PLOT ; 
PSE TT : PROC ( SETSUR t XSUB , SUBX , SUeY , SU8AX,I S U8 )1 
/ * P LOTS SETTL EME NT AND DlSPLAC EWEN T CUR VES . * / 
DCL ( SETSU '3 (1 0 1),XS L. 8 (1 0 1)) F L CAT . 
C SUAX , SUBY ,SU~AX , YCRGl F L CAT , 
1 SUI:3 F L OAT , 
( NS UB , KSU t3 l FIXED 8 !1\( 3 1} ; 
YORG~a . O-A B SCISUB/SUBX); 
CALL PLTOFS ( O, OE0 1S UHX . O. GEO t -SU 8 Y, SUBA X,Y ORG ); 
C'LL P ENUP ( SUBAX ,YORG ); 
CALL OENDN (SUBAX+XS UB ( 10 11/S UBX oV ORG ); 
NSUB = l 0 1 ; KSUB=1 1 
CALL PLINE (X SUB {l), SETSU8(1},N SU8 tK SUB , Oo OEO , O. OEO ,l.OEO ); 
ENO PSET T; 
PD J SP : P~OC ( 0SU B, LSU I:3 , SUBX oSUBY , SLE AX, ISUE )i 
OCL( OSUB (lOl) . ZSU0 (1 0 1 ),SUBXt SU8 Y, SUBAX tX ORG) FLOA T, 
!SUB FLOA T, ( NSUB , KSUB l FIXED B I N( 3 1); 
XO RG=SUBAX+I SUB/SUAY; 
CALL PLTOF S ( O. OEO , S UBX t OoOE0 +- S UBYoXCRG , 8 . 0EO ); 
CALL PEI\IUP( XOkGtB . OEO ); 
CALL PENDN { XOHG , 2 . 0 E0 ); 
NSU B= l O t; KSUB=l i 
CALL PLINE(OSU8 (l), ZSU8 (1), NSUB ,K S LB , O. OEO , O· OE0,1 . 0EO ); 
ENI) PO IS P ; 
END sroc ; 
/ * I NPUT FO~MAT 
AXDEPTH=< DEPTH TO AXIS ( ~ l > , 
~ AD= <TUNNEL RADIUS { M)), 
VOLUME=<SET TLEMENT VCLU~E AS % OF TL.NN EL VOLUM E> , 
L EVNO=<NUM~ER OF LEVEL S TC P LOT SET TL EMENT> ~ 
8 HN0= <NUMBER OF • BO REHC L ES • TC PL OT DISPLACEMEN~>. 
SCALE=<SE TT LEME NT AND DISPLACEMENT SCALE (1 = LIFESIZE ))j 
<L{l)> (L( 2)> ••• <L(L EVNC)) , ( DEPTH T O EACH LE VEL) 
<BH (1)> 9 H( 2 l > ••• <1:3H(BHNO l> 1 !DISTANCE FRO ~ TUNN EL C aL • 
TO E ACH ' BOREHOLE ') */ 
END OF FILE 
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TUNPQT : PROCEDlJ I~E OPT I C~S(~A lh ); 
I * TH IS PROGR ~ M CA L CU L AT ES Th~ P CT E NTIAL FI ELD ARO LJND A TUN NE L U S I~ G 
T ~E F I ~ I TE O l FFE J~ ENCE ~E T~ CO . A CUB I C MESH I S SE T ~p WIT H Dl -
N!EN SI ONS " LEI\:GT H"o"\\l l DTH" oA r-- C " HE I G HT " lJNT TS , SC AL E D TO G I VE A 
TUNNE L D I AME l· ~ ~ ~F 4 UN I TS . T~ E T tJ~! NEL I S L OC AT ED AT A DEP TH '' Z''• A 
NUMBER OF LAYE RS CF C I FFER!NC PERME AB I L ITY MA Y BE NOOE LL ED ANC 
THESE MAY BE A ~I SC T KCP IC. */ 
DCL (H E I GH T, WlD T H oL ENGTH ,I N V ER T, SC F Ff To U JoTUNL ENGTH oLI NECL ENG T H 1 SW I T CI~ , 
TEST ,T ES 1"2) F I XED B I ~ ; 
DCL CO NTOUR EI~ T R Y(C HAR C 4 ), C HA P (4 0 ), C HA R ( 8 ) VAR YI N( , FIX EC 8 IN , F IX ED 8 1~ 1 
F I XED 8 I N d * o*- ) F LO AT); 
DCL ( PEI~~UP . PERMDN ~ PER~H o P~ A X oP ~ E C , O ~ F A C TOR t FACINC o G UE55 ) F I_OAT; 
OC L {P( O: HE I GH T+I, - l! WIC TT'+l o- l! LE!\G TH+I ) , 
P 2 t O :H E J GH T 2. oQ : 'J.l DTh 2 , (' ! LENGT H2)) FL C AT C ON T R OLL E C ; 
OCL (V(L A Y ERNO J, H (LAY EF<NO )) FLCAT CCf\T ROLLED t 
DC L ~ { LAY ER~O J FI XE~ B I N CON T RO LL EC ; 
OCL (V E ( 1 0 ) ,H E ( 1 (1 ) ) FL CAT; 
D CL DE (l 0 ) F I XED DI N; 
DCL BO U~O F IL ~ O ~ TP UT ; 
CCL ( liEIG H T 2 t WI DTH2t L E NG TH 2 , Z ,CI • • SHIEL DLF NGTH , NIT , KOUN1 ) FIXED B lf\t 
DCL I Df\U ~ C~AR £ 8 ) V AR YI N G ; 
DCL ( TA( O ! I OO ) ,l B(C :1 00 1) F LCA T ; 
ON ENDFIL E ( S YS TN ) GO TO F I N I S H; 
I * I D N U M8EI~ ( FOR OUT PUT J DE f\TfF J C ATI G Nl , MAXf MU r.i PO TENT IAL £A RB IT RAR iLY 
l OC ), ANt) TUNNE L DI A ~ET E R APE S ET *I 
PM AX ::: 1 C0 ; 
D TA = 4: 
I lJNUI.1= ' "1 NH 8 '; 
/* DATA IS P E AD IN. */ 
STAR T: GET DATA ; 
AL LO CATE V~ t--< . D; 
DO I = l TO LAYE RNO ; 
GET LI ST (V(I), H (I)~ D(I )) i 
EN D; 
KDUN T :::O ; 
/ * PCTENTIAL F lft_D I S ALL OCA l-ED A CONS TA NT , GUESSED VALU E . * / 
4.LL 0C t~.TE P ; 
~ =GUESS ; 
P(C • * • *l=O i 
P ( * ,-1. ~' 1 = 0; 
P ( * • * • - 1 )= O i 
P ( ~ , * ,L E N G Tr+I)= C ; 
L IN E DL EN G TH =T UNL FI'-;G T H- SH I EL DL E f\ C: T 1- ; 
SOF FIT= Z- OIA / 2 ; 
TNVE'? T= Zi- 0 1 A/ 2 i 
UJ :::W lf) TH-D IA / 2 i 
TE :5T 2 =l; 
I * TH E FU LL t iW I NG SERIES OF DO LCCPS AS S I GNS THE BO UN CAP Y 
C OND IT IONS . >1"/ 
UJ O P :T ES T , A ~ B=O i 
N =o I ; 
/ $ T A AND TO PROV I DE A RUN ~J f\G C ~ E C K ON THE PROGRES S CF 
T ~ E I T EI<ATICNS. '~< / 
TA(KO UN TJ= P(5, 1 2 , 15 ); 
Td ( KDUN T) =P( 1 4 .1 :;:~, 7) ; 
/ * P~R~EAU I LIT J FS ARE A~SJGNEO TC EACH LAVE R . * / 
DO 1 = 1 lcJ HFIGHT ; 
PERMUP , IJER MDN=V ( ~ ) ; 
PfRMH= H ( N ) ; 
I F I =D ( N) T HF.t-. CC i 
g~~~~~~X}~~~ hj ,HC N+t) l 
N=N+ I ; 
END ; 
D.J J= wl DTH O Y - 1 TC O; 
IF l >=SOFFl T <'I I<= I !\lVE R T <'I J > = U J THEN GO TO LOOP? j 
DO K=O TO L[ NGTH ; 
A. R=o ; 
I F I= HE I G ~l· TH EN DO ; 
<\=A + PERI-'DN*P ( 1+ 1 9 J, K J -PER~UP .. P f I- 1 ,J • K); 
9 = 8+PERWO~I-PER~ U P ; 
END; 
r F .J:;;; '~.o l DT H THEJ'.i 
A =A+PE.t:lMl~>t: ( P ( I , J + l t K )- P( I oJ -1 1 1<) J i 
IF TU NLENG TH =L ENG TH T HE~ DO ; 
I F K:::O THEN A=A + PER r-' H* ( P (I,J, K - 1) - P ( I , .J , K+lll i 
IF K= LENG TH T H F N A=A+ PERf'JH* {F( I,J , K+ll- P (I,J,K-1) l ; 
E ND ; 
/~ FINIT E DI FfERENC E C ALCULA l lC N . * / 
TEMP = P ( I , J 1 K) + ( ( PE R/>'UP -*P ( I - I , J , K) + P EI<MlJN *P ( I+ I , J t K ) +PE RM H * { 
P (l o J-loKl-t· P ( I ,J+loK)+ P { lo.JoK-ll+ P ( IoJ o K+ l J )-A)/( PERM U P + 
P Ef~ MD N +4 1<P E RMH- B l-P ( 1 , J , K ) ) * CR F AC TOR ; 
I F P ( l ,.Jt K)::: C T t-'E I\- AC.C= li 
EL SE A. C C= T E~ P/ P ( r,J, K ) ; 
/ * CO~ V ERG ENCE I S C~fC K ED . * / 
I F 4.C C>l+PREC j \C C< l -PREC T HFN TE: S T , TES 1 2 =1 i 
P CI ,J, K l-=T E~P ; 
A, B=O ; 
EN D ; 
(0 TO E.N')2 i 
LUOP2 : 0 0 K = O TO LENG TH ; 
1\ o B= O ~ 
IF TUNLENG Tii=LE~G T H TH E ~ OC; 
I F K =o Q THE N A=A +PER I-"H*{ P { I,J, K- 1 )-P{l 0 J, K+l )); 
I F K=LE NGTH TH EN A=A+ PER Mh• ( P (I, J ,K+l)- P (I, J , K-llli 
END ; 
I F K< L IN E DL E NG T H ThE N 
l F J=UJ TH E N 
I F I= SOFF I T+ 2 THEN DO : A = A+ PER "' H* ( P {l,J+l. K l- P (I , J -loK)); 
GO ·ro CALC ; END ; 
ELSE GO T O CALC; 
~L SE IF J =UJ+l ThEN I F l =SC FFi l ... l THEN G O TO KS ; 
E LS E IF I=I NVERT-1 TH E !\ GC TC Kl; 
ELSE I F I= SOF FI T+ 2 T HEN GO TC KA; 
E L SE GO TO C AL C ; 
ELSE IF J =U J + 2 Tl-< E N I F I= SC F F IT THEN GO T O KS ; 
EL SE I F I=I I\ VER T THEN ( 0 TO t<l; 
ELSE GO T O KA; 
ELSE GO TO C ALC ; 
EL SE ! F K <=TU~L ENGTH 
THEN IF J:: U .J A {!= SOF FIT l=l~V E~ T) THEN GO T O CALC; 
ELSE DO : 
P( I , J . K J-=PM AX *- 1/INV ER T i 
G O TO END ; 
END i 
ELSE I F J =W l OT H T HEN t~ =PER~ t->r.( P(IoJ +lo Kl - P ( I , J -l, K)) ; 
GO TO C JlL C ; 
K S : A= A -f-D E RM H* ( P ( I , J + l t K I - P ( I, J - 1 , K ) ) + P E Rl\o10N ·'I<P ( I+ 1 , J , K ) - P ERM UP 4 
P (! -l,J, K J; 
8=B + P E R~DN-PER~UP ; 
G O TO CAL C ' . 
K I: \= A TPE~MH* lP{ l , J + 1 ,K)-!=( I.J-lo K })+ PERM UP'I'P ( 1-t,J, K )- P ERMON • 
P (I+l , J, K li 
3=6 +~ ER~UP - PER~C ~; 
GO TO CA LC ; 
KA! P {I,J,K)=999 i 
GO TO END ; 
I * F I~ I TE DI FF ERENCE CALClJ LAT I CN . * / 
C A. LC : TE "''P -""P (l ,J, K)+ ( ( PE R MUP f.P { 1-t ,J, K ) ... P ERMDN .. P( l+l,J,KI+ PE R MH., 
( P (I,J-l, K ) + P ( l o J+I . K )+P I J , J,K-IJ+ P (I ,J, K+ l )J-Al/(P ERM UP + 
PERMON +4 •PERMH - B l- P CI , J, K )) *CPF ACT OR ; 
lF P ( It J 1 K l =O T H EN ACC:::t; 
ELSE ACC ::.T EI-"P / P ( [,J, K.); 
/ * C ONVERGENCE I S CHEC KED . *' 
I F ACC> I + PRE C jACC< t- PREC 'l HEf\ TE S T,1 E ST 2 = 1; 
P ( I , J , Kl = T E ~ P ; 
E ND : A ~ B = O ; 
P.-1 1) ; 
E ND2 : END ; 
END ; 
K'JU N T= K DUN T+ 1 ; 
IF T EST=0 T HE N DO ; 
I F TE :5T 2=0 TH E N GO TO DE TA I L; 
1 E ST2= 0 ; 
/ * CHANGE S UVER - HE LAX ATI ON F AC TO ~ . */ 
OR FA CTOR = OR F ACT OR+FA C I NC ; 
E ND ; 
I F KOUNT< NIT TH EN GO TO LCC 0 ; 
DE T4. 1L : TA( KO UNT l =P ( 5 ,1 2 ol 5 1; 
I * OlJ TDUT S 13 DTE NTIAL FIE L D CLCS E TO TUNN EL INTO FILE •• S OUND''• */ 
T B ( K [) UN T} -= P ( 1 4 , 1 2 , 7 l ; 
HEIGHT2=3 * D I A+l; 
WI DTH2=3 *DI A/2 +l i 
LENG Tf·l2 = SHI ELD LE NGTh • 2*D I A+1; 
ALL OC AT E P2 ; 
DO I =O TO HE I GHT 2 ; 
DO J= O T O W IDT I~ 2 i " 
DO K= O TO LENG TH2 ; 
P2 ( I , J ~ K ) = P ( ( Z- ~ '* D l A/ 2 l • { J f.U J- 0 t A l , ( K + L I NED LENGT H- D I A ) l 
END ; 
E N D i 
EN D; 
J-= 1 ; 
DG I = l TO LAY F RNU ; 
I F D{II< =Z- J *DIA / 2 T~ FN GO TO EN nL AY ~R i 
IF D ! I J>= Z+3*n i A/ 2 T HE N ~n ; 
DE (.J):;; 3.11'D ! A+ J i 
I =LA YEI·H--!0 ; 
G O TO LAYEI·HJU T; 
END ; 
DE( J l =D ! I I -Z+3 ;tc l1f A/ 2 : 
LA YE 1--W U T: VE ( J ) c= V ( T ) ; 
HE (J) :::H (IJ: 
LN= Ji 
J= .J + T; 
ENDL~YER : ENC: 
OPE~ FILE ( ElOUND ) OUTPUT; 
PU T FJLE ( t3[1\JN[)) L I ST(SH l E L DL E NG T ~ 9 CTA.L N o P~l A X t CRFAC T OR , PREC , SW IT C~IJ; 
DO J = l TO 'r"" PU T F I LE ~6UNlJ ) L I S T ( V f~ ( J ), H E (J), CE !J) l ; 
fND ; 
P U T FILE C BO IJ~I D ) LI ::o;T(02J ; 
CLOSE FI U=:: ! Bri\JN[)J ; 
FREE P2 ; 
/ ~ PR I NTED OUTPCT * / 
F 1: FO R MAT ( X(5 l ,AtF ( 2 l. Ali 
F 2 : FUR~ AT C X I 5) , A 9 F(S , 2 ) ) ; 
F 3 : FOR'.'AT ( R ( F2 ) , A ); 
00 I ~O TU KCUN T; 
PUT SKIP DATA ( TA( I) . TS ( l l}i 
END ; 
OPUT : PUT 
PU T 
PU T 
PUT 
PUT 
ou r 
PU T 
PU T 
PUT 
PA(F I:C:IT ( 1 I/'.PU T DE TA I L5 ' ) t X ( 4C J, Al~ 
SKIP(O l EDIT{ 1 8 LrCK D I ~ENS I ONS -'){ X ( 5 1~AJ; 
SKIP(4 ) Efll T( 1 Df:PT H CF 8 LCC K= 1 .H E I GH1, 1 l.N IT S ')( R ( F ll); 
SKIP(2 ) ED I T (' ..., IOT~ OF f' L CCK = 1 , WIDTH 0 1 U N1T S ')( R ( F l)l; 
~ r([P ( 2 ) ED IT{ ' LEI\GT I-' CF A L OCK= ', L ENGTH ,' UN I TS ')( R I F 1)); 
SKIP ( 6 ) F D IT { 'TU NN EL D I ME "' S I ONS- ')(X( 5 1, A); 
5KIP(4 ) FD IT ! ' DEPT H TC A>c:J S-= '• Z •' UNIT S 1 )( 1·HF ll l ; 
SK I P ( ;: ) f D lT( ' DIAMETEH OF TUNNEL := 1 , D I A ,' UN IT 5 1 )( R ( F l)J• 
SKIP(2 ) [0 11 { ' LENG T t- OF TL. NN E L -=•.TUNL ENG TH- 2 , 1 UN IT S ' H R ( Fl .l l ; 
PU T S K JP ( 2 ) FOIT ( • UN LI NED L E I'. GT H= ' o S HI ELCLEN GTH.• UN I TS 1 ) { R ( Fl )) 
DO N= l TU L AVER NU ; 
PUT SK I P ( 4 ) ErJlT (•LAYER 1 , N )( X ( l 0 lo A , F ( 2 )l; 
P UT SKJ P ( 2 ) Fn lT (' H OfHZCl NTA L P ER I~E A 8 I L IT 'i = '~ H(N) ,' UNIT S 1 )( R ( F3 ll; 
P UT 5K I P C2l EOIT ( tV ER T IC AL FERMEAB IL ITY=~,V ( N ),' U NI TS " ){ R CF 3l 1; 
PU T S KI P ( 2 ) Ff'l IT ( ' TH !(KNESS OF LA VER--= 1 , D( N ) - D ( N- 1) , "UN IT S ' l (fH Fl ) l.; 
END ; 
PUT SK!D(6 ) ED IT ( ' 7 / n= •, INVE RT/ DIA l ( R ( F2 ) l; 
PU T SKJP { 2 ) t D IT( ' L / D::: •, SH I ELCLENGT H/0 [A)( R (F 2 ))i 
PUT SKIP{? ) FDI TP Z / H= • .I N VER T /H E I G HT I( RI F2 )); 
PUT SK I P!2 l FDIT( ' NUMBER OF IT ERA TI ONS= ' oK OU NT J( X{ 5 ) oA oF ( 2 ) J; 
PU T SK I P r: D I T (•( IT ER ATI O ~ C CNT INUE D TO A PRE CI S I O N CF 1 
PREC * l 00 , t % )' ) ( X ( 6 ), A , F ( 5 , 2 ) ,A); 
P UT S KI P ( 2 ) ED IT( 1 0 VE ~ RE LAXATI ON FAC TOR = 'o OR F AC T OR l 
( X( 5 ),A. F { 5 , 2 l J; 
PUT PA GE E DI T(' POTENTIAL ARRA Y. VER TICAL SE CTI ON ALO !\ G TU"'N EL CE~ TR 
E- L I N e .• )(X{ 5 l,A); 
PUT SKIP (4)j 
J -=\ I DTH ; 
PV ! DO l= O TO HE I GH T; 
PU T SK f P { ) ); 
DO K = O TO L EN GT H ; 
PU T EDiT f P ( I ,.J,K ) )(F { 7, 3 )l; 
E N~ P V; 
I ~ SW ITCH-= 2 I SW lTCH:= 3 THEN 
CA LL CON TO U f~ ( 1 CEN T ', 1 VER T. SE C TI ON ALONG TU NNE L CEN TRE - L I NE .•, 
I ') NU '.\ , 1 0 , L E ~ I G T H + 1 t HE I G H T + t • P ( * , W I D T H , * .) ) i 
PU T PAGE ED l T C' PD TE NT I AL AR R AY. HOR IZ ON TAL SEC TI ON ALCNG TU~N 
E L AX 1 S~ l)( X f 5 )o A ); 
?U T SK I P (4); 
PH : DO J =O T O WI DTH ; 
? UT SI<IP ( 3 ); 
D O K=O TO LENGTH ; 
PU T ED I T ( P(L ,J, Kl l( F (7, 3 Jl; 
END Pit ; 
Al 2 ! IF SWI TCH=2 I Sw f TCt~ =J THE~ 
C~LL CON TOUIH ' AXIS' o 1 HlJR!ZONTAI_ ~ E C T ION ALONG TUNNEL A X I S 't l DNU M t 
l 0 , L::: t\J G T H + I • W [ 11 111+ l •? ( L • I< 9 * l l i 
PUT P AGF EDIT( ' P'JfEr-...T I AL A fH<. tlYo VEr; T ICI\ L 3 ECT l ON I N PLA NE OF TUNNE L", 
t Fr;CE .•J{ X{ '3 ), A , A ); 
PUT SKI P f4); 
Px : 00 I=O TO rlEIGI-iT; 
P UT SKIP ( ) ); 
DO J =WID T r Fl Y - l TO 0 ; 
PU T E f1I T( P I f , J, FLOt]R{L ENG T I-l / 2 )) )( F ( 7 , 3) ); 
END P X ; 
~LAN= T UNLENGTH ; 
I F S~ ITCH~2 I SWITCii ~ J THEN 
Cr;LL CON TOU H(' FACC '•'V ER TI CAL SE CT ION P ARA L L EL TO TUNN EL F AC E •, IO~U~ , 
1 0 , \'W l 0 T H + 1 t !i E I G H T + 1 • P l * , '* • PLA N ) l ; 
A l -~ : GO TO F I NIS ii; 
CONTO U ~ ! P I~ O C {T ltliTL E , USER I Q ,IN ( ,PL OT LE NGT H, RQW , P ) i 
/ * OUTPU TS SE CTI ON ThROUGH P OTEN lJAL FI ELD I NTO FIL E ''F NA ME '' 
IN A FO RM AT SUI TABL E FCR PROCESS ING g·y CON TOUR ING PRO GRAM. * I 
DC L FN AME FIL E' , 
T I CH AR ( 4 I , 
TI TL E CHAR (4 0 ) VAR YI~ G , 
VSER I D CHAR { 8 ) VAl YLN G , 
FORM CHAR ( 28 } IN I TJ AL('l CF8 . 4 /l CF 8 . 4 /l OF 8 . 4/l OFR.4 /• I, 
FORM AT CH AR ( 28) V A~Y I NG . 
( l N C , RO~ o PI_OTLENG Tf.'tX,Y) F IX ED B IN , 
P ( l OO.t CO I F L OAT; 
L OWCON= O : 
H[ CU N=l OO ; 
FLD T \IIID TH= r:l ; 
DENO M=l; 
OPEN FI LE ( F~ ~ ~E ) OU T PU T TITL E (T I J; 
PUT F IL E {F NAME l EDI T C ' 1 2 l. OE O l . OEO 0 . 2 E O ')( A l 
( T I T L E l(S KIP .A){•l 2 l. OEO t. 5 EO 0 . 2 EO ')( SK I P tAl 
(U SER l o ,' 1 5 ' oL DWC C N , I NC , HTC C N , "1 9 ' l ( S KI P oA oS K IP , Ao3 F { 1 0 ) oSK I P . A) 
X=?*TR UN C { R QW/1 0 ); 
V= MOD CROw , l O ); 
I F Y=O T HEN DO ; 
FORM AT =SUESTR ( FCRM ol . ~ - 1) ; 
D LJ T FI L E ( FNAME ) SK t r.> E D I T (• ( • . FCJ:; ,.., ATt 0 ) 0 )( A , AoA) ; 
END ; 
E:LSE DO : 
FOR"1A T =S U8STR{F0RM ,t, X) ; 
PU T F lL E I F NAMC ) SK I P ED IT( ' { • , FOR ,.. AToY o • F ~ o 4 )' )(A,A,F(l) ,A); 
E'ND ; 
P UT FI L E ( F NA._.,E l EDl T ( • Q! 1 , PLCTLEf\G T H , f:iOW ,PLOTWl DT H , DENCIJ I 
( S KI ~ , A ,4 F (1 0 )); 
C5 : DO J= O 10 PLO TL ENG T H - 1 ; 
PUT F I L E (F NAME l S KIP; 
DO I= RO\IJ -t Li Y -t T O Ci 
~U T F IL E ! FNAr-'E ) ECI T( P i!,Jl l(F Cfl o4 ll 
END C5 j 
P l!T F ILE ( FNA"'f' l ED I T(~2 0 ' o'l 3 ' H S KI P , A); 
C L~SE FI LE { F NAME }; 
r<E T UI~N ; 
E ND C'JN TDUR; 
F I ~! lSH : [ t~D T lJN~OT ; 
I * {NPlJT rOR'-1A T 
HE l tiH T=< HE 1 GHT llF A l _CCK ( l J ~ l TS l > , 
WT'JTH =< 'N I D T H 1JF BLIJCK ( UN I TS ) > , 
L ~NGT~=<LENGT H OF BL GCK ! UNI T S I >, 
T UNLE N GTH =<T OT :\ L U"NGII--1 ilF T U~r-. r:: L (UN I TS ) > , 
SHlELDLENGT~=<tJNGRU U 'f EC LENGTH ( UN I T5 l>o 
L= < DEP TH ·r o AXIS (UN ! ISJ > o 
LAYr::RN U=<NUfti=3 t.H OF LA.YE HS :> , 
GU~SS=<EST I ~ATED ~OTENTlAL> , QqFACT0R=<OVEI< - IlE L AXAT I UN FACTCR> , 
F ACP.JC = <U VER - HEL AXA TI CN F '~C T CQ !t-;Cf:i EM EN T > , 
PREC=<PREC I SII1N AT WHICH IT ERA T! Cr-. T CF< ~H N AT E 5> ~ 
N IT =<~AXIMU~ IJ EI~M ITT~D NU~8ER CF IT ER ATI O~IS>, 
S~ I TC H =< l= ~UMER I CAL OUT PU T O ~ L Y 
2 = t l L TPU T TO CCNT OIJRI~G F I LFS ONL Y 
3CU 3~1 + 2> ; 
300 <HO R I ZONTA L PCHMfAB I L IT Y> < VERT ICAL 1~ER M E A B lLI T Y > < DEP TH 
3 10 TO B ASE DF LA VER> 1 (RFPEA l F[ ;:l E ACH LA YER ) * / 
EN fJ OF FIL E 
-
> 
c 
---< 
INCLINOMETER RESULTS. HOWDEN. 
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ENO 
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9 
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1 3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1 8 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2 7 
28 
29 
30 
3 1 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
3A 
39 
4 0 
41 
4 2 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4 8 
4 9 
50 
5 1 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
g~ 
63 
64 
6'3 
66 
67 
68 
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70 
7 1 
7'2. 
73 
74 
7 5 
7 6 
77 
OF F IL E 
5~EC~bp~~Mo6~TA~~~i~~J~ lf NCLI NO~ETER DATA + REVERSE IT IF REQUI RED 
DC L C BH o DI~T . D I S T, SH,AV ,TO T AL ) FLOAT , 
MOO F IL E OU TPvT, 
(I D ,I CO~ o RE Vl FIXED BIN, 
( "3 , C , D.E ) FLOAT , 
( S ( O:I D),(T,A)( O!I D , 2 )) F IX ED E I N CONT RO L LED . 
CHPAR CHAR{ f30 ), 
(FLAG , KOUNT ,T EST ) FIXED B I N; 
READ : GET LI S TC BH); 
I F BH< 1• 0 THEN GO TO F I NI SH; 
GE T LI ST(IO,OINT,I CC ~, O I S T, SH ); 
IF I D<O TH EN on ; 
I D=- I D; RE V=-1; 
END ; 
ALLOCATE S ,T, A; 
T ( 0 , * ) , A ( 0 , * ) =0 ; 
DO 1=1 T O I D; 
GE T L I S T ( T ( I , 1 ) , T ( I • 2 ) , A ( I , 1 ) , A ( 1., 2 ) ) ; 
END; 
I ~ IF RE V=- 1 TH EN CATA I S RE VERSED * I 
IF REV=-1 TH EN DO ; 
T=-Ti A=-A ; 
E"''D i 
I * AVERAGE SUM FOU~D, O I SCOU~TI~ G ERRONEO US DATA * I 
TOTAL= O; 
DO I = 1 TO I D ; 
5 ( I ) = T ( 1, 1 ) +T ( l , 2 ) + A ( I, 1 ) +A ( I, 2 ) ; 
T OTAL=TO TAL+ S ( I ) ; 
END; 
AV =T OTALIIO; 
TOTAL., KOUN T,T ES T= 0 ; 
DO I=l TU 10; 
IF A8S ( S ( I) - AV J <20 THE~ oo ; 
TOTAL-=TOT AL+S( I); 
KOUNT=KOUNT+ l ; 
END ; 
END ; 
AV=T OTALI KOUN T; 
I * I F S UM DI FFERS FROM AVFRAGE BY MORE THAN 20 , DATA * I 
I • REP L ACED BY AVERAGE OF ADJACE~T VALUE S */ 
L J JP : F L AG =O ; 
DO I =1 TO I D ; 
I F ASS ( S (I)-AV)> 20 TH EN DO ; 
I F 1=1 TH EN 0 '1 ; 
T ( I , 1 ) =T ( I+ 1 , 1 ) ; T ( I , 2 ) = T ( I + 1 , 2 ) ; 
A(ldl =A ( l+1 .t) ; A (I, 2 }=A (l+l., 2 ); 
END ; 
ELS E I F I = I D T~ E ~ oc ; 
T(I ,l) =T (l-1. 1 ); T (I, 2 )=T CI-1, 2 ) i 
A ( I , 1) =A ( I- 1 , 1 ) ; A ( I , 2 ) =A ( I- 1, 2 ) ; 
END ; . 
ELS E DO ; 
T (I, 1) = ( T (I- 1 t 1) +T (I+ 1, 1)) /2 ; 
T (I, 2 ) = ( T ( 1-1,?) +T ( T + 1 • 2) ) / 2 ; 
A( I .1 ) = ( A( I -1,1 )+A( I+l,l) )1 2 ; 
A ( I , 2 ) = ( A ( I- 1, 2 ) + A ( I+ 1, 2 )) / 2 ; 
END ; 
S ( I l =T (I , 1 ) +T ( I , 2) +A ( I, 1 l + A ( I, 2 ); 
I F ABS ( S(I)-AV ) >20 TH EN FLA G= l; 
ENo• 
END ; ' 
I F FLAG= l TH EN GO TO LOOP ; 
I * C8 RREC TEO DATA OUTPU T I~TC FI LE MOO * I 
P UT F IL E ( ~OO ) ED IT( B H , I D , O l~T,I CCN , O I S T, SH )( F( 3 , 1 ), X (7}~F ( 2 , 0 ), X(8 ), 
F ( 1 ollt X (7), F (l, Q ), X ( 9 ), F ( 6 , 2 ), X ( 4 ), F(3 ,l)J~ 
DO 1 = 1 TU I O ; 
PUT F I LE ( MOO ) SK I P ED IT{T(I tl) oT CI , 2 ), A(I,l),A(I, 2 )) ( 4 ( F ( 4 , 0 ), X( 6 ))); 
END ; 
P UT F IL E ( ~OD ) S KI P ; 
G'J TO RE AD; 
F I N I SH : PUT F I L E ( MGO ) ED IT( BH) ( F ( 3 ,1)); 
f=ND CHECK ; 
I * I NPU T FORMAT . 
I NPU T FJR EAC~ BOREHOL E SAME AS FOR I NCPLOT, I. E . 
CON TRUL CARD FOL L CWf=O BY RAW CATA */ 
